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P r e f a c e 

The Symposium of Digital Data Acquisition and Processing in Seismology was hold in 

Reinhardsbrunn GDR from 14 till 19 March 1983, It was organized by the Central Insti

tute for Phyaics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR and sponsored by 

the Commission of the Academies of Sciences of the Socialist Countries for Planetary 

Geophysics (KAPG) and the European Seismological Commission (ESC). 

The scientific programme included the following topics: 

- Instrumentation:

broad-band seismographs, digital data acquisition, teletransmission, storages

- Real-time processing:

signal detection and discrimination, seismogram transformation wave group recognition,

data collection

- off-line processing of seismic records:

spectral analysis of body and surface waves, seismogram parametrization and bulletin,

focal localization, data exchange.

The symposium continued the sequence of meetings held in the last years concerning 

the problems of seismological instrumentation and data processing in many European 

countries. The main task was the presentation of the actual state of the application 

of digital techniques in seismology and the discussion of problems arising from their 

use in the international co-operation o f  seismologists. 

It was a great pleasure of the organizing committee to receive a number of represen

tative foreign participants. 35 papers were red at the symposium. The full text or a 

summary is printed in this volume. Additionally, it contains 4 announced papers which 

were not red but kindly submitted to the editor. In the contents these papers are 

marked by an asterisk. The papers are alphabetically arranged w ith respect to the fir st 

author. If he did not read the paper the lecturer is underlined. 

The volume was compiled by Dr. habil. Christian Teupser assisted by Dr. Roswitha 

Heinrich in preparing the papers and by Christa-Maria Dietl in writing the typescript. 

H. Stiller
President
European Seismological Commission

H. Kautzleben
Director
Central Institute for Physics of the Earth
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Experience with Ex:tended Operation of a Telemetered Digital Array Stations 

Conseguences for Data Handling, Network Design and Signal Identification 

Summary: 
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Two independent systems for recording continuous digital seismic data are in opera

tion at the GRF-observatory. A digital broad-band system with a dynamic range of 132 dB 

bas been in operation since 1976. A complete array of this instrumentation with 13 sta

tions comprising 19 instruments has operated since March 1980. A SRO-station with the 

seismometer in a 116 m deep borehole bas operated since 1978 at the site of the three 

component station A1. This seismometer transmits data to the recording center at the 

observatory. Our experience with these systems allows us to give results concerning the 

reliability of the technical equipment as well as the data transmission facilities. The 

off-line processing of the broad-band array data clearly indicates possibilities for 

improving epicenter determinations and source identification. Further developments are 

recommended on the basis of this experience. These developments should be discussed 

within the European Seismological Commission's Subcommission on Data Acquisition and 

its appropriate Working Groups. 

1. The GRF recording system for teleseismic observation

The development of a new seismic recording system at the GRF-observatory was started

during 1972. The aim was to overcome some disadvantages of conventional instrumentation 

which included recording of short- and long-period signals with different instruments 

and limited dynamic range due to analog recording systems. It was intended to improve 

such an instrumentation not only at a single station but within an array. So data tele

metry was also part of the development. 

The best instrumental response for teleseismic Observation purposes is a flat re

sponse proportional to velocity from 0.05 Hz to 5 Hz. Twenty Hz was chosen as the sam

pling rate for digitized data, and the upper frequency limit is due to the system's 

antialiasing filter (Figure 1). The digitized data are written in a 16 bit word with 

a gain-ranging system. Twelve bits, including a sign bit, represent the measured value 

corresponding to a resolution of 66 dB. The remaining 4 bits are used to indicate the 

amplification level so that the system now operates with a dynamic range of 132 dB. 

A three component station started its continuous operation as a first testing de

vice in 1975, already with data transmission on commercial telephone lines. After a 

thorough theoretical investigation of the best array configuration within given con

ditions (geological structure, expense, noise suppression and so on) the array instal

lation started. The first subarray (A) started its continuous operation in 1976. In 

19?8 the Sprengnether High Performance Seismometer S-5100 was replaced by the newly 

· 1) Seismologisches Zentralobservatorium, D-8520 Erlangen, Krankenhausstr. 1-3
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Fig. 1. Velocity response characteristic, dynamic range, and resolu-
tion (shaded area) of the GRF broad-band system 

developed, thoroughly sealed, leaf-spring feedback seismograph system STS-1V and STS-1H 

(WIELANDT and STRECKEISEN, 1982). The second subarray (B) became operational during 

1978 and the dynamic rangs was increased from 120 dB to 132 dB. In the same year a 

116-m borehole was drilled and independently from the array a SRO system was instal

led and started continuous recording (PETERS0N et al., 1976). The in�tallation of the

array comprising three three-component stations at the subarray centers A1, B1, and

C1 as well as 10 vertical stations was completed in March 1980. The array has operated

with continuous data recording since the time (Figura 2) (HARJES and HENGER, 1973;

HARJES, 19731 HARJES, 1975; HARJES and SEIDL, 1978; SEIDL and KIND, 1982).
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2. Experience with continuous operation

Two types of problems may irritate the user who expects an uninterrupted flow of
undisturbed data1 component failure and erroneous data. 

Data errors with short duration without component failure can easily be recognized 

if the data are displayed unfiltered and can be removed by interpolation. Such errors 
cause stron� disturbances in the filtered data and special error recognition proce

dures seems to be necessary, especially for the use of an automatic signal detector 
(STAMMLER et al., 1983; STAMMLER, �qa3). 

According to our observations, the reasons for component failures are about equally 

distributed between failures of electronic components of the recording system and 
failures of the data transmission facilities which we cannot control. With ongoing 
improvements in the electronic equipment we could achieve an uptime of about 90 % for 
the single station, but the simultaneous uninterrupted operation of all 19 instruments 
requires a continuous effort to maintain and improve the equipment. 

The fact that it will not be possible to have a 100 % uptime for all instruments 

influences the application of array processing techniques. For this reason the proce
dure to caliorate the array is performed not only for the array as a whole but also 
for several subsystems in case only those are available (FABER, 1983). 

3. Seismological resulta

lt has been shown that seismograms corresponding to other instrumentations can be
simulated by off-line filtering of broad-band data so that the data can be compared 
with arbitrary recording systems (SEIDL, 1979). In addition the broad-band recordings 
contain a pronounced multi-pulse signal. This fine structure contains a large amount 
of seismological information. 

Several research projects using GRF data demonstrate that information may be ob
tained on the source process as well as for better determination of source parameters 
(MUELLER et al., 1978; KIND, 1979; KIND, 1981; KIND and SEIDL, 1982; SEIDL and BERCK
HEMER, 1982; RADEMACHER, 0DOM, KIND, 1983; see also KIND and RADEMACHER in this 
volume). 

The application of array techniques provide further posaibilities for improving 

the aeiamological interpretation of the data. The research program for calibrating 
the array which is performed at the GRF-observatory ahows that the slowness and azi
muth deviations are very stable for the different seismic regions, but vary signifi
cantly for different subsets of the array (FABER, 1983). The use of corrections 

derived from calibration results will improve epicenter determination and with im
proved beam forming possibilities the gap between the detection threshold and the 

identification threshold can be decreased. Also the variations of the calibration 
anomalies within the array may give indications of structural anomalies under the 
array or along the ray paths. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.2312/zipe.1983.078
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4. Conseguences from new developments

we have demonstrated that improved digital recoraing techniques provide new possi

bilities for seismological research �nd that digital broad-band arrays serve as one of 

the most powerful tools for teleseismic data acquisition. Seismologists should discuss 

the implications of new developments at an early stage and the Subcommission on Oita 

Acquisition of the European Seismological Commission may be one of the appropriate 

bodies for this discussion. 

Two basic requirements should be kept in mind and can probably be generally accept

ed. The higher costs of modem technical equipment require careful investigation of 

where, how many, and what kind of installation should be recommended, to insure that 

the best use for seismological research purposes is obtained and funds are not wasted. 

Another aspect is that the use of digital data requires more technical equipment 

than necessary for processing classical recordings. Free access to the data for re

search work must be assured for everyone and not become a privilege for few rich and 

well equipped institutes. 

Under these preconditions, I would like to make some remarks with regard to the 

three working groups of the Subcommission on Il9ta Acquisition, and show that close co

operation between them is necessary. 

4.1. Instrumentation 

Given the technical possibilities and the existing experience it should be possible 

to make recommendations for new, standard digital stations. Such recommendations should 

include specification of the frequency characteristics, the resolution, the dynamic 

range and the sampling rate of these stations. How such specifications could be modi

fied for stations with different purposes should also be discussed. For example, sta

tions for teleseismic observation with continuous recording could be complemented by 

stations with event recording as well as by eventually simpler and less expensive sta

tions for the observation of local seismicity and microearthquakes. Also the extention 

of the observed range of signals into the very long periods (100 s) by some weil lo

cated stations should be taken into consideration. And finally the design of digital 

mobile field stations should be performed so that all of the data can be processed 

with the same facilities of data processing and probably be evaluated simultaneously. 

4.2. Standardization and normalization 

If there is agreement on the design and specifications for digital seismological 

stations one can discuss what would be the best distribution of such stations for seis

mological research requirements within the area of interest of the European Seismolog

ical Commission. The design of such an optimized network of permanent recording sta

tions should also recognize the role of array stations and take into account the al

ready existing stations. Furthermore, the lowest magnitude earthquakes of interest and 

how many stations are needed for a reliable source estimation of such earthquakes 

should be determined. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.2312/zipe.1983.078
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Another question is, how could a basic network best be complemented by the addition

al equipment that I mentioned above. These question� should be discussed by the working 

group in close oo-operation with the EllSC data ceuter. In addition to the network de

sign, alte selection criteria for a proper presite survey method should be developed, 

to make eure that new installationa can be properly calibrated and that high relia

bility and homogeneity of the results can be achieved. 

4.3. Data collection and processing 

The future work and the poasible recommendations of this working group can be per

formed only in very close oo-cperation with the other working groups as well as in 

close oo--qieration with the data centers especially the EMSC. Four aspects for this 

work shall be discussed furthers data processing, data handling, data exchange, and 

data storage. 

As it is undesirable that research with digital data become a privilege for few 

people, the technical expenditures necessary for processing the data should be kept 

at a minimum level. This can be achieved through standardization. Even if some mini

mum requirements of data processing facilities must be fulfilled to make proper use 

of the data, the hardware will be lese important in the future than the software. 

Therefore, it should be one task of further recommendations to assure that an easier 

exchange of programs and algorithms will be possible so that the results which were 

obtalned with the same data at different processing facilities can easily be compared. 

It is important to assure that everyone can access all data from all stations eas

ily. The data of the systems SRO, ASRO, HGLP and URWSSN are collected together as

network-day-tapes as well as event-network-tapes. But if all existing stations were 

to record their data digitally, no data center could handle these data. 

The especially valuable data of digital recording arrays cannot be included in the 

routine data stream because of the huge amount of data. On the other hand if every 

seismologist would be forced to collect the data for his research work from each sin

gle station this would be a step backward and could form a serious obstacle for the 

use of digital data. Even though we are still at the beginning of this discussion we 

should find appropriate methods to handle the data and keep them easily accessible. 

As shown in the previous section, the data exchange would be facilitated if a cen

tral institution were able to collect and distribute all available data, but it also 

should be possible to excbange data between stations. Every user should be able to 

process the data of other recording systems without being forced to do to much pre

processing work to adapt the data to his processing facilitiea. For this reason at the 

ESC meeting in Leeds the working group presented a proposal for a standard data format 

for the data exchange. This proposal should be discussed further so tbat we can modify 

it if necessary and come to a recommendation of such an excbange format. 

An important question resulting from the development of digital recording systems 

is the question of permanent storage of continuous data recording. Due to the large 

amount of data gathered with digital recording some seismologists have come to the 

conclusion tbat permanent storage of continuous recordings is no longer possible or 

even necessary. According to the extensive discussion of this problem at the special 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.2312/zipe.1983.078
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symposium on European Digital Seism.ic Networks at the meeting of the European Seis
mological Commission at Budapest 1980 (AICHELE, 1980; DAHLMAN, 1980) we cannot aban
don the requirement of permanent storage of all data at least for some properly se
lected stations. Even if it's not possible at the moment to store the data permanently 
it has been shown at this meeting that new irreversible storage media with very high 
density which are to be developed will enable us to store continuous data records 
permanently in the future. 

I would like to thank R. E. Habermann for reading the manuscript and his helpful 
assistance. 
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A Set of Optimum Response Curves of Instruments According 
to D;ynamic Range of Recorders 

by 

Z. I. ARANOVICH 1 )

The paper is concerned with generalized amplitude-frequency relationships for basic 
body and surface waves in parametric dependence upon magnitude and epicentral distance 
for two types of earthquakes - near and distant, the first type being � = 20 - 100 km, 
M = 0.5 - 8, and the second type � = 20° - 100 ° , M = 4 - 8.5, These relationships have 
served as the basis for constructing sets of optimum response curves of seismic iastru
ments applied to near and distant ear.thquakes. Pass-bands of the response curves have 
been considered in two alternatives: in relation to•displacement and in relation t0 
velocity. In doing so, consideration has been given to dynamic ranges of recorders 40, 
60, 80 and 120 dB, The performed analysis has shown an obvious advantage of response 
cu.rves of velocigraph type, which number in the set was two-three times less than that 
in case of a displacement type. A number of recommendations on using such sets of re
sponse curves in seismological practice is made. 

published as: ApaHOBir-r' 3. 11. Haoophl 0ITTH!.1flJiT:,J-:bJX 81,ffiJIHTY;II,H0-1.J:aCT0THblX xapaKTep1:cTrm 
C8HCMOMeTpM'tJ:8CKOH arrrrapaTypH B samrcm.10CTH 0'l' mrnm.:r-r
qecrwro ,IJ,0:arrasoHa perMcTpaI.J;:in1. 
Ce:llCMM'tJ:8CKMe npM0Opbl, M0CKBa I5 I982

1) Institute of Pbysics of the Earth, USSR, Moskow D-242, B. Gruzinskaya 10
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MHoroKaHBJil,HlIB W'JJfillOBOi .H3M8pHT8J.CbHJ.rl:t ROMIIJI8KC ,IT,7IR: perncTpawm cettcMOJIOr.rrqecxoa 
.HH<liopM{illHH B IIIPipOIUIX ,WIH8MWI8CROM .H �aCTOTHOM miarrasoHax 

3.H. APAH0BWI, C.A. HErPEEEL@1ß. o.A. CEPOBA, r • .n. ™1IB�,
) 

H.<I>. JI0MTATI1.l{3E,
A.K • .AJilillIBAff, A.JI. KO<I>HEP, IO.B. CTEITAifEU

Summary 

At the basis of the calculation carried out for the dynamic and frequency range of 

the seismic signals recorded in wide range of epicentral distances and energy classes 

and also taking into account errors of the digital devices the structure and the tech

nical characteristics of the universal digital measuring complex MIK were chosen (con

version in the form of a floating point, use of pre-event memory and energy level gra

dient trigger algorithm in the narrow frequency window). Work for developing of proto

types of MIK and their experimental test in conditions of real recording were carried 

out. The main structural sketches of MIK, its technical characteristics and its func

tional possibilities of work with different recorders, transmitters and preprocessors 

are enclosed. 
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B HaCTOJimee BpeM!I He RU3HBaeT COMH�.t!WI TO, �TO arrrrapaTYJ)a ,IT,7IR: perHCTPaIU[H CßrHa�OB 
OT 38MJI8TpR:CeIDii! B llllrpOKHX ;nuarrasoHax 8HepreTWiecm RJI8CCOB H anm:ceHTpaJII,HHX paCCTO
.HH.ID{ ,n;oJDKHa 6esycJIOBHO 6UTI, MHOrOKaHaJI:&HOM H uifl)poBOH, o6�aT:& H3M8PHT8J.CbHOH IIIKa.JIOH B 
BH,.!l;e c IlJiaBaromett 3a.IIBTOH, HM8TI, ,Il;OCTaTO'tiHHH 6y(tlep Ila.MffTH ,Il;Jiff o6ecrre�eH:IDI peJKHMa JK,Dymetl: 
perHCTPailIDi 6es rrporrycKa rrepBI:lX BCTyrrJieHd, C8MOCTOHT8JI:&HO o6HapyJKHBaT:&, c ,Il;OCT8TO't!HOH 
CTerreH:&ID Ha,IJ;8JKHOCTH, 3TH rrepBHe BCTyITJI8H:IDI, BKJIID�aCTI, perHCTP8TOPH � 3aIIHCH 06Hapy%eH
HbIX CHI'HaJIOB wm Bb!BO,IJ;HTI, HH<J>OPMailHID B RaHa.JIH pa,n;ROTeJieMeTpHH. Ta.KM arrrrapaTypa ,n;oJDKHa 
06.Jia,IJ;aTI, Ta.:KJKe BHYTP8HH8ll CJiyJKÖOH BpeMeHR, ycTpoHCTBOM � aBTOMaT�ecKoro KOHTpüJiff Ka.R 
C8HCMOM8Tp�eCKHX KaHaJIOB, TaK R Bcero Ul'IJ>poBoro TPa.KTa. 

B m'?3 .AH CCCP B IlOCJie.n;Hee BpeMH BHITOJIHeH PH.D; pa6oT (APAH0BWI, 1982; AP.AHOBWI H .n;p., 
1980; APAH0BWI H .n;p., 1979) r.n;e Ha Mo,n;e.JI:&HHX CHI'HaJiax H pea.JI:&Hb!X 3aIIHCHX 38�8TPHC8HHH 
rrpoBe.n;eHU pac�eTU, ,IJ;aIDJnH8 K0�8CTB8HHyIO oueHKy Tpe60B8.Hmi K Ta.KHM rrapaMeTpaM ceHCMOJIO
rWieCKOH H3M8PRT8JI:&HOH arrrrapaTypbI KaK Heo6xo,n;HMHH .D;HH�ecxd ,n;zarrasoH perRCTPBilRR 
B03MO.lKHI:lX aMIIJIRTy.n; CHI'HaJIOB H Heo6xo.n;RMUe � 3Toro �aCTOTHUe xapa.KT8PHCTRKH ceHCMO
MeTp.KqeCKHX KaHaJIOB, a Ta.:KJKe Tpe6oBaHHff K pacrrpe,n;eJieHmo TO'tiHOCTH KO,Il;HpoBa.H:w:I cettcM.H
�ecKHX CRrHaJIOB ,n;Jiff o6ecrre�eH:IDI OilTHMa.JI:&Horo peJKRMa perzcTpaui,m C8liCMOJIOr�eCKOH HH�OP
Mailmi. 

1) 
HHcT.HTyT <l>.H3.HK.H 3eMJIH AH CCCP, MocKBa .n-242, I'py3.HHCKaR: IQ 
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B Ta6.mme J I ,ItaHH B03MOJKHHe aHaqeamI rrorpemHOCTei crrexTpoB perzcTp:iq>yeMWC ceffcM�ec
RHX CHI'HaJIOB, nmpmrn. IlOJIOCli 3THX crreitTpoB, IIPH M1m:BMyM8 3Hall8HIDI OTHOCHT8JI&HH.X rrorpem
HOCTel .IVDI R8Jlr,IJ;oro Cil8RTPB, H 3HaqeHWI rrorpemHOCTeff Ha 38,IW.HHOI B 2,5 �8Ra,JJ;li 'IJaCTOTHOH 
IIOJIOC8 B 3a.BHCHMOCT}I OT MSXCHMaJI&HOi BMIIJIHTY.lUi 3RBHBM8HTHHX CM8Jl{8Hd IIO�li (.zumaM�ec
ROro �a30Ha) IIOCTylla.IOIItHX B IIyHRT perzcTpauHH ce:ßcMlJlleCKHX CHI'HaJIOB • HMeeTCH BBHJJY, 
llTO CHI'HaJili perHCTPHPYJOTCH n:appo:aoa annapa.TYI)OH c ��eCKHM �Halla30HOM I20 .nB B B�e 
C IIJm.B8.i)Jil81 3anHTOI. Pacll8Tli rrpoBO,IO!Jll'[Cl:, ,IVDI CHI'HaJIOB 0KBHBa.JI8HTHWC rrepBliM BCTyIIJI8HH8M 
IIpsMiiX npo�OJI&RHX BOJIH 3eMJI8TpjiC8Hd, ROTOPli8 MoryT perHCTPHpoBaTJ:,CH B 6JIDHeff 3OH8. 
IlpHBe�eHHHe :a Ta6JIHD;e ,ItaHHlie y(5e�TeJI&Ho IIOK8.3llBaIOT npeHMYJl{eCTBa crroco6a n:HJ>po:aoro rrpe
o6pa::io:aaHWI ce:ßcwrqecRHX czrHaJIOB B B�e c IIJiaBaIOmet sanHTOff, ROTOplil o6ecnetlHBaeT ,pe
r:e:cTpamm 38MJI0TPHC8Hd B 6oJI&mOM �8.3OHe aHepreT�eCRHX KJiaCCOB IIPH MIDIHMYM8 BHOCßMWC 
norpelIIHOCTel B mHpoROff IlOJIOCe 'IJaCTOT. Tax, HaIIpHMep, ,naJKe ,nJm CHI'HaJIOB IlOIIaBlliHX JimII1, B 
ae6oJI&DJyJO llacT:i:, (40 .nB) OT 06111ero ��ecxoro �zanasoaa annapaTYPH ::s I20 .nB, mlq)mra 
perHCTPHPY8MOro cneRTpa C norpemHOCTl:,ID I,5 % COCTaBJifl0T I,28 �eK�. a Ha BHCORO'IJaCTOT
HOff rpaaHD;e cne:r<Tpa Taxoro cHrHaJia rrpz a�oa mlq)mre B 2,5 �ex�. rrorpemHocT1:, BO3-
pacTaeT TOJI&RO JIO 30 %.

BliIIOJIH8HHli0 pact18TH IlO3BOJIHJIH 3aJIO.lltHTl:, B paapa6aTI,ZBaeMyIO anrrapaTYPy Ta.KHe v�HOBijH8 
napaM8TPli RaK llß:CJIO RaHaJIOB, IIO�JIIDll88MliX R H3M8PHT0JI&HOMy KOMIIJI0RCY, COOTB0TCTByIDIIIH8 
,nJm HHX llaCTOTli �CRP8TH38Il;HH H Heo6xo� IIIRaJiy npeo6pa3OBaHJ/IH 8.HaJIOrOBHX CHrHaJIOB B 
n:al)po:ayID woIJMY, o6ecrrellHB8.IOmyID aeo6xo� �mraM�ec:r<d �aaoH z Tpe6yeMoe pacnpe�e
Jieaze TO"liHOCTH n:H:I>poBOro npeo6pa30BaHirm B 3TOM �Hana3OHe. CTpy:KTypa OCHOBHOro H3M8PH
T0JI&Horo ysJia �aHHoro ROMIIJie:r<ca, TO ecT:i:, ynpaBJmeMoro MacmTa6aoro ycHJIHTeJm, O6ecneqz
BaIOI11ero IIOCJie�mee 8.HaJIOrO-UH:1)p0BO8 npeo6pa3OBaHHe B B�e C IIJiaBaIOII{8H 3aIIHTOH H OCHOB
Hf:le 8JJI'OPHTMH pa6oTH sTOro 6JioRa 6liJIH onpo6o:aaaH :a ffl>3 AR CCCP ( HEI'PE6EUKID1 H �., I980)

Ha H8ll8JIJ:,HOM 3TaIIe paspa6oTRH �aHHoro MHOrORaHaJI&Horo uappo:aoro H3M0PHT8JI&Horo KOM
IIJI8RCa (Mm{). 

Paapa6oTRa MHK 1Ip0BO�Cl:, co:a.�eCTHO crren;HaJIHCTaMH HI>3 AR CCCP H Crren;HaJI&Horo ROH
CTPYKTOPCKoro 6IDpo HaYllflOro rrpH6opocTpoeHJrm AH rccP. 

Ha PHC. I noxaaaaa 6JIOR-CXeMa anrrapaTYPH MRK, KOTOPM �aeT o6mee npe�CTaBJI8HH8 o 
CTPYRTYP8 3TOro KOMIIJI8RCa H B38HM0�0HCTBHH, BXO,IUIII{HX B ero COCTaB, OCHOBHHX 6JIOROB. 

1 
.AHaJiorOBHe CHrHaJIH C ROMIIJI8RT8_3JI8KTP0HHHX C8HCMOM8Tp�eCKHX KaHaJIOB (APAHOBWI H �-. 

I982) B B�e HaIIpmiteHWI IIOCTyII8.DT Ha .IUJM)epeHUHaJI&HHe BXO)Ui MO�Jifl ROMMyTaTOpa RaHaJIOB 
(KK) - aaaJioroBOro MYJI&TmtOMIIJieRcopa, ROTOPHH, rro aaJio.11teHHoß :a Hero rrporpaMMe, rrooqepe�
ao IIO.D;RJlIOll80T �yx IIpoBomrne JIHHHH OT C8HCMOM8TPHll0CKHX RaHaJIOB, R MO�JIID H3M0PIIIT0JI&
HOro yc:wmTeJm. J!alxpepeHUHaJI&Hf:le BXO)Ui MYJI&THIIJI8RCOpa H H3M8PHT0JI&Horo yCIIIJIHT8Jifl IIO3-
BOJIHIOT ITO�JifITl:, CHHql83HH8 IIOM8XIII, BO3HHKaIOIIIH8 IIPH pa6oTe MV!Ka C 3JI8RTpoHHI,ZMH C8ßCMO
M8TPaMJII qepe3 �He Ra68JI&Hf:l8 JIHHHH. 

Mo�JI& H3M8PIIIT8JI&HOro yCIIIJIHT8Jifl (MY) COCTOIIIT III3 yc:wmTeJm C aBTOMaT�eCKHM nepeKJID
qeHHeM qeTlipex 3HaqeHd ero ROsqxl)Hn;H8HTa rrepe�aqJII (256, I6,I H I/I6) III 8.HaJIOro-uHJ>po
BOI'O npeo6p83OBaT8Jifl CAIUI). C BI,IXO� 11Y n;appoBaa HHq)Op.18.UWl B �OH-imOM KO�e (IO paap,ll
�O.M MBHTHCCH, 3HaK H � paa�a nop� ) IlOCTynaeT :a 6yqiep IlaMHTH. kiCIIOJI&30BaHI/Ie B MY, 
no Cpa.BH8HHIO C (HEI'PEEEIU{ID1 H �-, I900), KoeqxJi:Hn;I/IeHTOB KpaTHHX 24, IlO3BOJifl8T IIPH BBO�e 
Jmq)Opd8IlHH C MHK B 8BM H36ex8.TJ:, �OIIOJIHHT8JI&HOrO rrpeo6pasopou�.
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Ta6.ma;a i I BosMomme saaqealim norpemocTeA cnexTpoB celcWAecRHX CII'H8JID:!, sanHcaH-
HHX umipoBOI annapaTyPOH C �8MHli8CKl!IM ,n:ma:asOHOM !20 .I$ :! :!�8 C II.1la-

B8.DI11eA 38.WiTOA 

MaKCßMaJII,HM 8KBHBaJI8HTH8.fI 8MILIIHTy,Ita 
CMe111ead no,mH MKM ro3 

,Umiaz,mqecKBA ,n:ma:asoH perHCTPHPY8MHX 
I20 CHI'HaJIOB 

illHl)HHa cneKTpoB' saperHCTPHpoBaHHlll 
CHI'H8JIOB B 'A8K8,ltaX H saaqealim OTHO-
CHT8JII,HllX norpemocTel B arol noJIOce. (B %%)

Ilorpell!HOCTD B %% Ha BHCOKoqacTOTHOH 
rpaa:eue cnexTpa nmpm10A B 2,5 'Ae� 
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Mo,izym, onepaTIIIBBoro 3anoMHH8.ID1I1ero ycTpoilcT:sa ( 03.Y) npe,n;cTaBJIHeT co6oil 6yqiep IIaMJITH 

eMKOCT:&.IO 32 KcJIOB, r,n;e llpoHCXO.n;HT Henpep.lillHOe 3aHeceHHe IJ;HppoBOtt HHq>OpM8.Il.l,IJ,I OT nepBOtt 

gqe:fu<H ,n;o IIOCJie,n;Hett, IIOCJie qero umur IIOBTOpgeTCH J,I T • .n;. 

Mo,izym, TPaHCKPlllilTOpa (Tp) ocymeCTBJifleT gJOpMI,IpC)BaHHe B.lillO,n;m.mx H3 Mt1K uH})poBHX MaccH

BOB KBlPOPMa.Ulm, COCTOHIItWC H3 !6-TH Pa3PH.IOJHX ,n;BOlfllHHX CJIOB. 3TOT MO,D;yJII, qiopMHpyeT TaIDKe 

STHKeTKy BHBO,mi:MHX MaCCHBOB, COCTO.Hrey!O H3 Ko.n;a HOMepa .n;a.HHOH CTaHUHH, HOMepa cyTOK J,I 

KOM T8KY111ero BpeMeHH (qacH, MHHYTH) Ha MOM8HT BKJIIOqeHM BHBO,n;a HHqlOPMa.UJ,IJ,I H3 MMKa. 

KOMafiM "CTapT BHBO.n;a" HHiJ)opMauHH H3 TPaHCKPlllilTOpa BHPa6aTHBaeTCR nycKOBHM ycTpoHCTBOM 

B Mt1Ke rum 3a,n;aeTCH B BH,I(e KO.n;a OT BH8IIIH:0X ycTpo:ticTB (Hanpl'!Mep MHKpo 3BM ). IIpeKpaineHHe 
B.lillO,IJ;a HHCpOpMaUHH ("CTOII BHBO.n;a") rrpoHCXO,Il;HT IIO 3a,IJ;8.HHOMY BpeMeHH OT BHyTpeHHero Ta.H

Mepa MID<a rum TaIDKe OT KO,ll;OBOil KOMaH.n;H BHeIIIHero ycTpoHCTBa. 

Mo,izym, Trul:Mepa (T), IIOMl'!MO gJyHKUIDf BeyTpeHHett CJzyJKÖH BpeMeHH B MI1Ke, BHPa6aTb!BaeT 

Heo6xo,IU'IM1,Ie l'!MilyJII,CHble CHrHaJIH yrrpaBJifIIOun,Ie pa60TOH Bcex 6JIOKOB STO:ti arrnapaTypH. 

CxeMH MO,D;yJII, rrycKOBoro ycTpoiicTBa (IIY) HerrpepHBHO aHaJIH3HPyIOT CHI'HaJIH, ITOCTyII8.IDmH8 

C .n;Byx B8PTHKaJII,HHX KOMITOH8HT SJI8KTpüHHHX cettcMoMeTp:aqecKHX KaHaJIOB (KOpoTKorrepHO.n;Horo 

H cpe,n;HenepHO.n;HOro) H, IIPH npeBl:llll8HIDi O,m!OH H3 IIRTH 3a,D;aHHb!X B IlY CKOpüCTeH HapacTaHM 

ypoBHH ceHCMHqeCKOH SHeprru1 B Y3KOM qacTOTHOM OKHe, HacTpoeHHOM Ha MaKCl'!MJM CII8KTpa 

rrpHMHX rrpo,n;OJII,HHX BOJIH (COOTB8TCTB8HHO 6Jm3KHX H y.n;a.neHHHX) 38MJI8TPRC8HHH, BHPa6aTHBaIOT 

KOMaH.n;H "cTapT Bb!BO.n;a" ,n;JifI TPaHCKPHIITOpa • 

.u,m onepaTKBHOro H Toqgoro KOHTpoJifI ce:ticM:aqecKHX KaHaJIOB, ITO,n;KJIIOqaeMHX K MMKy, B,ero 

COCTaB BKJIIOqeH MO,D;yJII, KaJIH6paTOpa (K), KOTOP!lli II03BOJifI8T IIO KOMaH.IJ;aM BH8IIIHHX ycTpoßcTB 

HJIH OT TaHMepa IlpüH3BO,D;J,ITI, aBTOMaTH1!8CKyIO, CHHxpoHH3HPQBaHHyIO IIO BpeMeHH HMIIyJII,CHyIO 

KaJIH6poBKy Bcex IlO,n;KJIIOqeHHHX K MHKy 3JI8KTpoHHHX ceHCMOMeTpoB • 

.IlJm BH3JaJII,HOil perHcTpauIDi, BHBO.n;HMHX B UHppüBOH gJOJ:M8 ceHCMJ,Iq8CKHX rrpoueccoB, a 

TaIDKe ,n;JifI KOHTpoJifI BCero TPaKTa rrpeo6pa30BaHRH HHqiopMauHH, B COCTaB Mt1Ka BKJIIOqeg MO

,n;ym, o6paTHOI'O rrpeo6pa30BaHM (OII). C BHXo.n;a OII JII06He rrp:0: KaHaJia H3 .n;eBRTH B aHa.noro

BOM (BOCCTaHOBJI8HHOM) BH,I(e MoryT C>b!TI, IlO.IJ;aHH Ha ycTpoHCTBa BH3JaJII,HOH perHCTPauHH. 

IlpH cpa6aTHBaHID'I IIY, Bb!BO,D;y HHgJOpMauHH H3 MHKa rrpe,Il;IlleCTByeT KOMaH.n;a BKJIIOqemm JieH

TOIIpoT.fLJKHHX M8XaHH3MOB D;HppoBoro MarHHTHOro HaKOIIHT8JifI H rreporrHCUa, qTQ Heo6xo.n;l'!MO .IJ;JJJI 

,ll;OCTIDK8HM STl'!MH ycTpoMCTBaMH HOMHHaJII,HOH CKOpoCTH ,n;BIDK8HM HOCHTeJifI. 

OcHOBHHe T8XHH1!8CKHe xapaKT8PHCTHKH, peaJIH30BaHHHe B annapaType Mt1K, rrpKBe,n;eHH B 

Ta6mme 2. 

KoHCTPJKTliBHO arrrrapaTYPa Mt1K l'!M00T MO,lzyJII,HJIO CTPYKTYPY H BHITOJIHeHa B O.n;HOM KpettTe 

KAMAK. 

C 1982 ro.n;a rrepBH:1.1 sKcrrepl'!MeHTam,HH:1.1 o6paseu MMKa, mroTOBJieHHHH B CK6 HIT AH rccP, 

YCTaHOBJieH Ha OIIHTHYJO SKCrr.nyaTaumo B cettcMOJIOrJ,IqeCKOH o6cepBaTOPHH "T6HJmcH". B Ha

CTO.H!llee BpeM.H Be.n;eTCR IlO.n;I'OTOBKa K 3aIIyCKY B rrpoH3BO.IJ;CTBO rrapTHH STHX rrpß6opoB, B 

xo.n;e KOTopott npe,n;ycMaTpKBaeTCR 3aMeHa SJI8M8HTHOff 6a3H B OT.IJ;8JII,HHX MO,D;yJifIX Ml1I{A � U8JII,ID 

YM8HI>ill8HM IIOTpe6JifleMott l'!M MOinHOCTH .n;o 4 + 5 BA.
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Ta6.mma J 2 Ocao:rurn:e T8XHK"<l8CKH8 xapaKT8PHCTHKH annapaTypH � 

1ffiCJIO IIO,Il;KJIJO'tJ8.8MHX aH8JIO
rOBHX K8H8JIOB 

Bxo,znrne n;em1 

't!a.CTOTll ,I01ICKP8TH38Ilm! 
0JOK8H8Jll,HO) 

- 9, B03MOJKHO pacmHl)eHHe .n;JI I8

- ;n;wixlJepeHD;11IaJibHHe, rrapaqiasHHe
BXO'AH, IO0K0M,

- I-3 KaHBJIH - IOO I'n;

PerHCTPHPYeMa.R: BpeMeH
aaa Hffil)opwm;im 

4-6 KaHBJIH - IQ I'n; J];)mTeJI&HOCTl> BHBO,IUiMI:DC 
?-9 KaHBJIH - l I'n; MaCCHBOB 
JIRÖO C I IIO N - KaH8JI - IOO I'n;
r�e N - OT I �o 9

- aenpepHBHaa pasMeTKa. BHBO
,n;:m.mx MaCCHBOB (-qac, MHHY
Ta, C8KyH� ), Ha"WI&HaH 8TH
KeTRa - KO;n; 'tJ8.COB MmlyT,
i CYTOK, i CTaHD;ID!

- IIPH cpa6aTHB8HHH OT KII-Ka
H8.JIOB - 5 MHH.
npH cpa6aTH:BaHHH OT CII-Ra-,.
H8.JIOB - 25 MHH.

,IuranasoH H3M8PHeMHX BXO�- 6 .  �HX Hanp8Jlt8Him (B) (rro - + 4.ro- + + I0
KOHTpoJI& ce:tlcMoMeTpH- - aBTOMaTK"<l8CKaH, CHHXp()HH3H-
�8CKHX KaH8JIOB poBaHHM m.myJI&CHM, 

KaJIOOpoBKa BC8X KaH8JIOB. �a:s:/I.OMY. KaHaJiy ) - -

Cnoco6 HSMepeaim - C IIJiaBaiome:tt 3aIIHTOä (4 IIOPH,l];Ka)

PesyJI&TaT OMOro 
KoHTPOJI& sa pa6oToä n;Hl_J- rroJIHoe o6paTHoe rrpeo6paso-

H3Mepeaim - mecTHa,DgaTH pasp�oe CJIOBO poBoro TPaKTa B8HH8, C BHBO�OM JlroHX 
JIRÖO 2 6aiiTa Tpex KaH8.JIOB Ha BH3yaJll,-

Pemw pa60TH 

.AJirop:r.rrM BKJID�8Hlm 

06DeM 6ygJepaoa rra.MHTH 

MaHTHCCa PI 3H8K - II �.pasp,H�OB HyI0 perHCTP8Illm 
IIOp,R:�OK - 2 �.pasPH'Aa 
CJJyJK86HaH HHq>OpM. - 3 JIB.Pa3PH'Aa Baemaee ynpaBJI8HH8 

- JKJlYIItlID C 6ygJepHOH IIBMHTDD

- rrpeBH:m8HH8 �HKCHl)OBaHHHX PI3M8-

- 4 KOMa.H'AH: CTapT BHBO�a,
CTOil BHBO,:n;a, l'JMDV.ITT.C'\Rafi 

KaJIRÖpoBxa, pesej;>BHaa
KO�

H8Hd CKOl,)OCTH HapacTaHHH BHBO� HHg)OJ;USilD H BBO� 
yp()BHH C8HCMK"<l8CKOH aaepro B KOMaH� - B CTaH�apTe TTI
Y3KOM 'tJ8.CTOTHOM OKHe IIO B8PTH- ,llRanasoH l)E360� T8M- ...o KaJil,HblM KOMIIOH8HTaM KOpoTRO- nepaTyp - + 5 + + 4o-c
rrepHOM. (KIT) H CP8M8Il8PHO�- 3JI8KTpoilHT�\HH8 - IIOCTOHHHH:tl TOK, 24 B, He
HHX (CII) KaHaJIOB 6oJiee 30 BA

- 32 KcJIOB

BpeMeHHaa sa;u;epua B 6ygJe-
pe IIO HII-KaHaJiaM - �o 100 c

C.nyJl!6a BP8M8HH - BHYTP8HHHH Tail:Mep C BOMOJKHOCTDD
aBTOMaTlfCl8CKOH xoppeKD;D OT
rrpHeMHHKa CHI'HaJIOB CHCT8MH e�H
Horo BP8M8HH

...i. 

--.J 
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IlepBHe o6pa3UH arrnapaTypH Mm{, H3rOTOBJieHHHe OlIHTHI:™ rrpoH3BO�CTBOM CK6 HIT rccP, KOM
IIJI8KTyIOTM 8JieKTJ)OHH1™ ceHCMOM8TPHl!8CKßM KaH8.JIOM H n�poB!:™H JieHTOlIBHMH Mal'HHTHHMH Ha
KvlIHTe.nm.uI, BmrycxaeMHMH Oco6HM KOHCTPYKTOPCKHM 6iopo ffl?3 All CCCP, H cepd:HHMH Tpex
K8.H8JII,fWMR rrepoII1!CU8.MH. 

Ha pHc. 2 rrpne�eaH rrocTpoemme rpaporrocTpoHTeJieM 8BM aa-qam,aue ytm.CTKH aarr:e:cett Tpex 
6Jill3KIDC 38MJI8TPfiC8HKH (B, r, � ), aaperHCTPHpoBaHHHX arrnapa.TYPOH Mm{ B Jll'.UYIIl8M peJ!rnMe, 
OTKJIHK KOpoTKorrepHO,znioro 8JI8KTpoHHoro C8HCMOMeTpl!l!8CKOI'O RaHaJia (BpeMeHHaH xapaxTepHCTH
Ra ) ( a ), lIOJzy'li8HHaH M8TO�OM :eMIIyJII,CHOH R8JIJrlOJ;)OBKH rrp:e: pa6oTe Mm{' a B ycJIOB.wIX peaJII,HOH 
per:e:crrpauo, H rrpe,IOIIeCTByIOiltm 8TOMy O!l'KJIHKY OTP830K 3alIHCH MHKpoceilcMHl!eCKOro (J?OHa lIOMeX 
(6). IloJzy'lleHHHe rrpm.raM pactJeTOM crreKTpoB TaKHX OTKJIHKOB aMIIJIHTY.IniO-tJaCTOTHHe xapaxTe
PHCTHRH (A 1IX) 8THX KaH8.JIOB �a.IOT B03MOJKHOCTI, cpaay lIOCTJ;)OHTI, HX A 1lX BO BC8M �HarraaoHe 
tJaCTOT (rrepHO�OB) TaKIDC KaHaJIOB (APAHOBWI H �-, I98I), tJTO B03MOJKHO TOJII,KO IIPH H3lIOJII,-
30BaHHH u�poBOro rrpeo6paaoBaHWi B B�e C lIJiaB8.IOIJl8H 3a.II.fITOil. 

B HaCTOSilll88 BpeMSI B �3 All CCCP Be�eTM lIO�OTOBKa axcrrepHMeHTaJII,HOro orrpo6oBaHIDI 
pa60TH Ml1K' a B coe�HH8HHH c MHKpo-8BM THlla "8JieKTpoHHKa-60" H HaKOIIHTeJieM THlla H3JT-
5003 6o;rrapcKoro rrpoHaBO�CTBa. Taxoil: KoMIIJiexc o6ecrretJHT per:e:cTpau:mo :e: rrpe�pHTeJII,HyJO 
8KCrrpecc-o6pa6oTKy cetl:CMOJIOrl!l!eCKOH HHq)Op,18UHH B peaJII,HOM MaCmTa6e BP8M8HH. IlJiaH.lipy
eTM T8Kllt8 rrpoBe�eHHe 8RCII8PHM8HTOB COBM8CTHO C BearepcKOH .AK�eMJiI8H HayR rro rrepe�atJe 
HHq)OPMSIJ;HH c Mm{•a IIO RaHaJIBM u�poBOH pa,n;HOTeJieMeTpHH. 8TO ll03BOJIHT orrpo6oBaTI, pa6o
Ty MHK•a B peJIWMe BHHOCHOro H3M8PHT8JII,HOro TepMHHaJia, -y-s.e B CJiICTeMe c6opa ceHCMOJIOrH
tJeCKOH HHq)OpMBUHH C H8CKOJII,KHX TaKHX CTaHUHH • 
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The System for Acquisition and Processing Seismological IBta in the GDR 

by 

P. BOID4ANN 1), E. HURTIG 1), G. K0WALLE
1) and Ch. TEOPSER 2)

Summary 

The Central Institute for Physics of the Earth (CIPE) of the Academ;y of Sciences of 

the GDR has developed an extensive system for seismological data acquisition with a 

view to monitor the seismic regime of the GDR as well as the seismic activity of neigh

bouring countries which might have potential effects on the territory of the GDR. As of 

now six short-period stations are continuously linked via telephone lines with the cen

tral recording station at Potsdam. The system includes also the seismological first 

rate stations of the GDR Moxa (MOX), Collm (CLL) and Berggießhübel (BRG). At the cen

tral recording point a continuous recording on paper and an event-triggered digital 

recording on magnetic tape is realized. In order to monitor local seismicity at special 

sites a number of local stations has been installed. The main seismological station of 

CIPE in Moxa as well as two local stations have been linked with a computer at Jena in 

order to solve problems of the on-line processing of seismic data. 

1. Historical background

Seismology is mainly an observational science. Therefore, it is no wonder that seis

mologists have always strived for developing a suitable and efficient system of data 

acquisition and processing capable of solving the problems of interest. 

At the beginning of our century it was suf'ficient to have a widely scattered system 

of single stations co-operating in a rather loose manner. The problems to be solved 

were mainly those related to the physics of the earth's interior and to principal 

structural investigations. Seismological stations and observatories were installed in 

most cases independently by universities and geophysical institutions. This was also 

the case on the territory of our country where stations had been established at Jena, 

Leipzig, Halle and Potsdam with Potsdam and Jena as the most historical places from a 

seismological point of view. 

In 1889, for example, REBEUR-PASCHWITZ recorded at the first time teleseismic 

events during plumb line observations. The famous record at Potsdam of April 17, 1889, 

was caused by an earthquake in Japan (Fig. 1). Systematical trials of recording seis

mic events by means of different pendulums followed. Much activity was concentrated 

on the improvement of seismic instrumentation. At Potsdam a continuously working seis

mological station was·established. 

In Jena the first seismograph - an optically recording REBEUR-EHLERT pendulum with 

a magnification of 4000 - was installed in 1900 in a cellar of the Physical Institute 

of the Jena University. In 1923 the former "Reichsanstalt für Erdbebenforschung" was 

founded at Jena with 0. HECKER and subsequently A. SIEBERG as their first directors. 

1) 

2) 

Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR, 
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg 

Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR, 
DDR-69 Jena, Burgweg 11 
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Fig. l Potadam.1889 Aprill7,15•-221J,• 
(Erdbeben in Japan.) 
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Nowadays seismology has a steadily grow

ing relevance for the solution of fundamen

.tal problems of national economy and social 

well-being. Among these tasks ares 

- monitoring of the seismicity of the world

especially in populated seismic regions,

- estimation and reduction of earthquake

hazard and risk,

- earthquake prediction and prediction of

induced seismic events,

- monitoring the seismic activity in special

regions„ e. g. in mining districts, near

high dams and nuclear power plants,

- search for new fuel and mineral resources.

All these problems demand a new strategy

in seismology and new national and/or re

gional systems of seismological data acqui

sition. The centralized network of seismo

logical stations of the GDR which bas been 

established in the late seventieth and is 

operated by the Central Institute for Phys

ics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences 

of the GDR - in the following called CIPE 

network - tries to satisfy at least parts 

of the respective needs for basic and 

applied researches in the GDR. 

Fig. 1. First teleseismic record of an 
earthquake in Japan (April 17, 1889) 
at Potsdam by REBEUR-PASCHWITZ) 

2. Seismicity and seismic hazard potential of the GDR

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of epicenters on the territory of the GDR for the time 

period 1500 - 1899. The general accuracy of localization is some 15 km and for events 

marked with dotted circles around 30 km. For the main seismic activ district of the GDR, 

the Vogtland region, only earthquakes with magnitudes M > 3 after 1850 are depicted. 

Fig. 3 shows seismicity for the period 1900 - 1980. With regard to the Vogtland region 

only events with M > 3.6 are shown. The accuracy of epicenter localization has in

creased and is in general around 10 km. New types of seismic events are connected with 

mining activities (hatched circles). 

The main seismic areas within Europe influence the seismic hazard potential of the 

GDR. Intensities up to 3.5 have been observed on our territory in connection with 

stronger earthquakes in the &abian Alb (FRG), Austria, and Northern Italy (Friuli 

earthquake). The latter event caused perceptible ground motions up to the Baltic Sea 

Coast. Thus,our task is the detailed comprehensive monitoring and precise localiza

tion and description of all natural as well as man-made induced seismic events down 

to M� 2 on our territory but also of stronger regional events in Central Europa. 
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Map of Epicentrea 

within the territory of the GOR 
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Fig. 2. Epicenter distribution for events on the territory 
of the GDR for the period 1500 - 1899 
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Fig. 3. Epicenter distribution for events on the territory of the GDR 
for the period 1900 - 1980, Matched circles mark events in 
mining regions 

3. The CIPE network

23 

In order to solve the above mentioned problems a comprehensive system of seismolo
gical data acquisition was needed. This system comprises different components or sub
systemss 
- first order seismological stations incorporated into the international system of

data acquisition and exchange (e. g. MOX, BRG, CLL1)
) 

1)The seismological station Collmberg (OLL), which co-operates within the CIPE net
work, belongs to the Karl-Marx-University Leipzig 
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- regional seismological station system for solving national problems, mainly for study
ing the seismicity of the territory of the GDR,

- local systems for monitoring the seismic activity of selected areas and objects,
- a mobile seismological acquisition system for special studies 1n focal regions

(aftershock studies) and for crustal structure investigation by means of explosion
seismology,

- a system of macroseismic data acquisition.

In our experience the most effectiv way is to integrate each level of data acquisition 
into a hierarchic structure, with each level solving its own specific problems but 
being interconnected with the other ones. This basic st�cture of the seismological 
d ata acquisition system is realized with some modifications by the CIPE network 
(Fig. 4). 

The stations BRG, CLL and MOX together with Tiefenort (TIE), Großwechsungen (GWS) 
and Altmark-stations (ALT1) are connected with Potsdam by telephone lines. The seis
mometer signal is transmitted by frequency modulation. The frequency band used lies 
between 300 and 3,400 Hz. The dynamic range is 80 •·· 100 dB depending on the noise 
level of the transmission channel. The signals arriving at Potsdam are then demodu
lated and recorded on paper. An event-triggered recorder runs parallel to that paper 
recorder at a higher speed obtaining a better time resolution. Simultaneously, the 
demodulated signal is multiplexed and digitized at a frequency of 20 Hz. The events 
are selected and stored on magnetic tape on the basis of an amplitude threshold 
criterion. 

SM-3 or VSJ-II short-period seismometers are used for that analog data transmission. 
The EDS 1 electronic three-component seismograph has proved its worth as a long-period 
seismometer in a long-duration test. Fig. 5 shows the response curve of the instru
ments used in the CIPE network. Fig. 6 shows a typical recording of all instruments 
at Potsdam. More details with regard to the acquisition, storage and processing of 
seismic data with the CIPE network are given by BRIBACH et al. while results achieved 
by using this system for the detailed investigation of local and regional events are 
discussed by GRÄSSL et al. 

4. The seismological observatory Moxa - Jena

The main seismological observatory of the GDR is the seismological station Moxa of
CIPE. On January 1st, 1964, this station started to work and was officially included 
into the world-wide data exchange. During the first years the main instruments of the 
station were electromagnetic seismographs. Most of them,has been developed at our 
institute and been manufactured in our workshop. The frequency responses of the in
struments are shown in Fig. ?, For all characteristics of type A, IB, and C, which have 
been standardized amongst socialist countries, a complete set of three components is 
at our disposal. Furthermore, one vertical seismograph works in the frequency range of 
4 to 20 cps with a magnification of 300,000 and a second one with a characteristic 
adapted to the inverse noise spectrum and with a peak magnification of 100,000 at 1 s. 
These two instruments make it possible to detect weak signals and to distinguish be
tween nearby blasts and remote events. The analogue equipment of the station Moxa is 
full 1n operation since many years and delivers data to the international centres. 
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The seismological CIPE network. Seismic signals are tele
metered from the seismic stations to the recording center 
at Potsdam (POT) by telephone lines. The stations ares 
ALT1 - Altmark 1, GWS - Großwechsungen, TIE - Tiefenort, 
MOX - Moxa, PST - Posterstein, PLN - Plauen, CLL - Collm 
and BRG - Berggießhübel 
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T (s) 

Fig. 5. Response curve for the seismographs used in the CIPE network 

Since 1980 the signals of the seismographs are transmitted on telephone_lines from 

Moxa to Jena where an real-time computer and its peripherical equipment have been in

stalled. The transmission system is a usual 24 channel carrier telephone system. The 

t:ransmission is carried out by way of seismic signals delivered directly by electronic 

seismographs or after amplifying and conversion of the signals of electromagnetic seis

mograph. Detailed informations on the seismographs and their response curves are given 

in a seperate paper by TEUPSER. The responses are similar to the above mentioned anal

ogue ones which has proved very suitable. Besides seismic signals some non-seismic data 

like temperature, air pressure, and wind velocity can be transmitted by a car

rier-current telegraph system. It will be put in operation very soon in order to moni

tor the functions of the seismographs, to detect non-seismic signals,and to identify 

noise. 
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Record of an event in Oregon (41.6 N, 120.1 W) of April
i 14, 1983, at the recording center at Potsdam (epicentra 

distance D = 81 •). Beginning from the top there are 
shown the traces of ALT 1 , GWS, TIE, ll>X, OLL and BRG · 
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The computer used is an on-line computer PRS 4000 of VEB R0BOTR0N. The word size is 

16 bit, double and triple length arithmetic is possible. Details of the sampling and 
data read-in are discussed in the paper by KUHNERT. The periphery of the computer con

sists of 3 exchangeable disk stores, 2 type writers, 2 papers tape punches, 2 paper 
tape readers, 2 serial printers, 1 parallel printer and 2 magnetic type stores. 

The timing is carried out by an extern quartz crystal clock which triggers the anal

ogue-to-digital converters and controls the real-time clock built-in the computer. The 

timing accuracy reached is 0.1 s. The sampling rate of seismographs is currently 20 

samples/s. The existence of such a comprehensive hardware enables us to process the 

information of our main seismic station in a highly qualified manner. Additionally the 
data of two short-period seismographs installed at Jena and Posterstein are linked 

with the computer. The station Posterstein is quite near to the epicenter of the well
lmown earthquake of 1872. As the noise at Jena is rather high an seismograph of the Station 

Plauen will be linked with the computer very soon (Fig. 4). In this way we will have at 

hand a little but very effective network around Moxa particularly suitable for locali

zation earthquakes in the Vogtland and surrounding areas. 

The on-line data acquisition and processing is controlled by the operating system 

which has been provided by the manufacturer of the computer. The software for data 

acquisition and storage containing subroutines for read-in, starting real-time opera

tion and application programes had to be designed by ourselves. 

After commissioning of the computer we began to realize the first step of automatic 

data processing at the observatory Moxa - Jena. BURGHARm and NEUNHÖFER will deal with 

in their papers the first results of real-time as well as off-line processing proce

dures applied especially to the detection and identification of seismic events and de
termination of other parameters. New possibilities, therefore, are now opened up in 

carrying out seismological investigations, which will be the main task of the computer 

at our observatory Jena - Moxa. 

5. Recent instrumental developments at CIPE

The development of seismometers has a long tradition at CIPE. Besides the short- and 

long-period instruments of type SSJ-I and SSJ-II more recently a broad-band triaxial 
seismograph with inclined components has been developed by UNTERREITMEIER and TEUPSER. 

�s seismograph named EDS 1 has a natural free period of the pendulum of 5 s to 15 s. 

It has a capacity transducer,which is able to detect mass displacements from 10 nm to 

1 mm. A frequency modulated signal is formed on the basis of a carrier in the telephone 

band (300 Hz - 3,300 Hz). Feedback loops can be used as one possibility to reduce the 

influence of temperature Variations and drifts for periods larger than 1000 s. The in

strument is equipped with motor drives for the correction of period and zero-position. 

At CIPE also a portable seismic recorder (DKR-1) has been developed. The recorder 

DKR-1 is designed to work under field conditions. There are 4 channels, mostly used 

for registration of 3 seismic traces and time information. The information will be 

stored in digital form on magnetic tape cassettes with a sampling rate of 70 Hz. The 

DKR-1 is equipped with an event detector, buffer, a control unit and a programmable 
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switohing meohaniem. Time ini'ormation ie taken from a radio receiver built-in. The 

stored ini'ormation can be played baok by a special unit in analogue or digital form. 

The digital output is realized on standard masnetic tape, the analogue one on paper 

tape. By means of a standard interface it is also possible to have a direct computer 

input. The recorder mR-1 is useable for different purposess 

- explosion seismology

- temporary seismotectonic networks for studying local seismicity and aftershocks

- investigation of local noise conditions etc.

Pig. 8 shOYAS an aftershock registretion b;y IICR-1 of the Monte-Negro-Earthquake,

April 15, 1979. A specis1 expedition of the CIPE was carried out to st.udy the after

shocks of this earthquake. The results have been published in detail in the expedi

tion report by G. HURTIG and NEUNHÖFER. 

2 

N 

E 

time 

Pig. a. Reoord of an aftersbock (2.6.19791 23117 GUT) 
of the Konte-Negro-Earthquake, April 15, 1979 
b;r the Ilt:R-1 (reoording stations Petrovac) 
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6. Conclusions

1. The experience of operating the CIPE-network over some years showes clearly the ef
ficiency for monitoring global, regional, and local seismicity. Having all seismic
traces on one record the determinat1on of onset time is easily to manage localiza
tion with the P-arrival time at several stations and/or the P-S time differences is
possible and easily to manage.

2. Digital recording of seismic signals of the stations of the CIPE network enables to
investigate regional and local events in more detail. To solve these problems in
real time tt PRS 4000 computer was installed at Jena. The seismic signals of MOX
and local stations are link:ed to the computer.

3. The development of seismometers and seismic recording equipment is continued at CIPE.
In recent years the electronic broad-band seismograph EDS 1 and the portable seismic
recorder DKR-1 hsve been developed. This new equipment enables to improve the qual
ity of seismological data acquisition at the seismological observatories and during
seismic field experiments.
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Acguisition, Storage,and Processing of Seismic Data with the CIPE Network 

by 

J. BRIBACH, W. STRAUCH and H. GtfNZEL 1 )

Summary 

The frequency-modulated signals of short-period vertical seismometers from 6 sta
tions are transmitted to the recording and processing centre in Potsdam. The central 
recording unit digitizes (84 dB, 20 sps), buffers, and stores the data on audiocas
sette as well as computer compatible tapes using event triggering techniques. While 
the audiocassette tape recorder is used for immediate replay at suitably selected 
amplification levels and for analogue filtering the computer compatible tapes are 
stored for later digital off-line processing. Exact timing is guaranteed by time sig
nals from the time service department of CIPE. High magnification (200 k) direct paper 
recordings at normal (60 mms-1) and higher speeds are used for the first evaluation of
seismic data (phase identification, localization, magnitude estimation). The digita� 
data are processed off-line by a desk computer or for more sophisticated calculations 
by a large EC 1040 computer. False alarm records are erased by operator control. The 
data are formated and descriptive informations such as origin time, epicentre co-ordi
nates, distortion of channels are added. A software package is available for standard 
processing in routine and further research work. 

1 • Development 

Up to 1977 the main seismological observatories of the GDR , Berggießhübel (BRG), 
Collm (CLL) and Moxa (MOX),managed their data exchange (reports of evaluations) by 
teletype or by sending photographic records on request to scientists in the GDR or 
for international exchange, The well known Potsdam station lost its sensitivity due 
to increasing industrial noise and could not keep up with the stations in southern GDR 
founded on solid rock far away from big cities or industrial centres. 

Starting in 1978 Potsdam has got a new importance as the recording and evaluation 
centre of the GDR seismological network controlled by the Central Institute of Physics 
of the Earth (CIPE). In spring 1978 telephone lines from CLL, BRG, and MOX has been 
swi tche d to Potsdam. These lines allow a frequency modulated transmission in the range 
from 300 to �400 Hz. 

1) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg
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At first evecy line was tested for one or two months by transmitting the signal of 
a high quality frequency generator. Considering the transmission of one signal only 
the test gaves a dynamic range between 80 and 90 dB per line. But the test also showed 
the necessity of switch out detection. 

2. The CIPE· network

Currently the signals of six seismic stations are transmitted to Potsdam. The meas
uring points are situated in the south and the southwest of the GDR (s. BORMANN et al., 
this volume Fig. 4). 

2.1. Eguipment of the stations 

At every station operates a short-period vertical seismometer VSJ-II with a stand
ardized response char�cteristic proportional to ground displacement within the range 
from 0.2 to 1.6 s. The filtered signals are frequency modulated by a voltage-frequency 
converter working after the voltage integrating principle. The level of conversion 
depends on the noise of the used telephone line. Generally this level is chosen so 
that the demodulated signal of 1 nm is about 5 times higher than the transmission 
noise. 

2.2. Potsdam centre 

In Potsdam recording unit the received carrier is first checked for failures. Short 
pulses within the carrier generate trigger stop for 5 s to minimize false alarms. An 
failure longer than 5 s switches off the demodulating unit to avoid damage of the di
rect recording devise. The demodulated signal is split up for several functions as 
direct recording, buffered direct recording, and digital recording. 

The demodulated signals of the outside stations are side-by-side registered on a 
six channel direct writing oscillograph. The magnification (flat of the response curve) 
of the ground motion is 200,000. Another device records the signals of Potsdam station 
itself with its short- and long-period seismometers (Fig. 1). 

If the seismic signal of one station exceeds 50 nm (for periods less than 1 s) a 
trigger pulse is set. To avoid false triggering the used analogue criteria demands the 
arrival of positive and negative exceeding within a time window from 0.05 to 0.5 s. Out
side of this window a failure is detected switching-off the equivalent channel of the 
direct recorder. A correct trigger pulse starts buffered digital and additional direct 
recording for about four minutes. If one more station triggers within one minute, the 
registration runs until it is stopped by an operator. In this way registrations of dif
ferent length are produced for weak and for strong events. 

After passing a 5 Hz low-pass filter the six demodulated signals of the outside sta
tions and the short-period Potsdam signal are multiplexed and digitized with a sampling 
rate of 20 Hz. The digital word consists of 14 bit mantissa, 1 bit sign and of 1 bit 
time code signal. This gives a dynamic range of 84 dB or 12 µ,m in steps of 0.73 nm. The 
digitized signal is delayed by a hardware memory for one minute to get weak first on
sets, too. 
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After triggering the digital information is stored by an audio cassette recorder. 
This record is used as backup and for quick analogue direct recording on several levels 
and speeds especially if the continuous direct record is off-scale. Also simple analo
gue filtering of the output of the cassette recorder can be used. Triggering also 
starts a byte-serial recording on half inch computer tape using the bytewise mode of 
an incremental working computer tape recorder. At last the buffered digital signal is 
converted back in its analogue form and registered by faster recording speed if trig
gering occures. This recorder can also work as replay unit in connection with the 
audio cassette recorder. 

3. Data storage and processing

The colJected data are off-line processed on a R0B0TR0N EC 1040 computer with disk
and tape units, printers, a plotter, 8nd a terminal communication system. 

False alarm records or records which are wrong due to irregularities of the record
ing unit have to be deleted. Then time information is decoded to estimate the start 
time of the record. This start time and other informations describing the record(source 
parameters as preliminary determined by the CIPE net; parameters necessary for the data 
processing) are put together as head information block. 

The digital records of every event are stored as one dataset on magnetic tape. The 
head information blocks are also stored separately to have a catalogue which contains 
the basic informations about all events stored in digital form. The data format for the 
head and the d1gital records is described by KLINGE and GtfNZEL (1983). As soon as more 
complete or better data about the seismic events are available the head informations 
can be cbanged in a simple way. 

Search routines are available to select records which are interesting for users from 
several points of view. For the scientific work the software package of the EC 1040 
with a lot of standard routines as well as specially developed programs are used. The 
programs can run in batch processing or interactive at the terminal using the time 
sharing option (TS0) of the computer. 

4. Routine processing of the seismic records

The basic material for the daily processing of the seismic records are the visible
records. The evaluation is concentrated on the localization of local and regional 
seismic events. The arrival times of the first and if possible of secondary P and S 
waves are measured and put in the desk computer to find the best solution for the fo
cus in an interactive process. For local and regional events a search routine combined 
with a damped Geiger-algorithm is used to guarantee high stability of the solutions. 
The depth is fixed to zero. Due to the weakness of the most events and the low density 
of the station netwcr-k often only the minimum number of 3 stations has recorded an 
eYent. Therefore, the experience of the operator plays an important role to get reli
able results. 

Teleseismic events are also localized to get fast preliminary informations about 
the global seismic activity. The localization program for this case is mainly based on 
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the estimation of azimuth and slowness of P or PKP waves recorded by the network. 

Azimuth and distance (from the slowness) give the epicentre .xrordinates with satis

factory accuracy for preliminary purposes. Systematical deviations were investigated 

by B0RMANN and WYLEGALLA (1980) and can be considered to refine the results. Secon

dary onsets as PP, S or the different core phases are used if available to get a 

higher distance accuracy. 

The weak natural seismicity at the GDR territory is unfortunately strongly hided by 

an increasing number of artificial events as quarry blasts or mining explosions. Re

cently about 10 to 20 of such events are recorded mostly on daytime. Localization and 

the comparison of the seismograms with a set of master records was found to be the 

only practicable method to identify these events. The great number of more than 100 

possible artificial sources at the territories of the GDR, Czechoslovakia, Poland 

and FRG makes this way useful only for the most frequent well known sources and the 
I 

problem is not yet completely solved. 

The interpretations and localization results are printed for internal use and the 

most important informations are punched on paper tape for data exchange via Telex. 

The preliminary locations are reported daily to the seismological observatories in 

the GDR, Czechoslovakia and Poland, early enough to be regarded in their routine seis-

mogram evaluations. 
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Seismic Data from Field to Computer 

by 

J. BRIB.A CH, .A • SCHULZE, J. W0LTER 1 )

In the paper the mobile digital seismic recording system DKR-1 is demonstrated. The 

main parts of this system are discussed in detail. Additionally the possibilities of 
converting the recorded data into a computer compatible format are shown. To complete 

the survey several computer processed (i. e. filtered) seismic events recorded by 

means of the DKR-1 are considered. 
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Real-Time Detection of Seismic Signals 

by 

P.T. BURGHARlYl' 1)

Summary 

The real-time event detector in the Jena monitoring system is represented. Is proper
ties are discussed in the frequency domain. The results and especially the efficiency of 
the automatic detection are summarized, 

The event triggering algorithm consists of measuring the ratio of the short-term sig
nal average to the long-term signal average of the absolute values. We prefer this simple 
detection algorithm instead of other ones used in microearthquake processing. Then, the 
variety of signals can be greater for this detection algorithm than for those only applied 
on a special type of seismic signals (STEWART, 1977; ALLEN, 1978), The frequency proper
ties of the short-term average STA are given by the known transfer function (m number of 
averaged values) 

(1) = 1 1 _ e -jwlltm
m 1 _ e-JW21t 

Rectifying the samples before averaging involves a nonlinear filter operation. In order 
to interpret the operation in frequency domain, a truncated sine wave is considered. Its 
spectrum is concentrated in the vicinity of w = w

0
, the frequency of sine wave. After 

rectification this frequency will be roughly doubled. The short-term average approxima
tely follows the signal envelope. The envelope of a rectified high-frequency sine train 
approaches the rectangular function, which is the transfer function of the averager. 
The envelope is exactly determined by means of the HILBERT transform of the signal in 
time domain. The length of the short-term average filter is matched to a rectangular 
function of the same duration. The shorter the rectangular signal the greater must be 
its amplitude, The comparative long-term average LTA is a recursion filter with the 
short-term filter output as input 

(2) = = 

r + C = 1 

YnLit2 
is the current short-term average out�ut, v(n-1)Llt2 

is the last recursive long

term average output. The transfer function of the recursion filter (2) is given by: 

(3) V(z) = c _1 Y(z) •
1 - rz 

It is not necessary to compute the ratio in intervals of data sampling rate Llt = 0,05 s. 
As the amplitude of the transfer function of the short-term averager is zero for 
f = 1/T,n, n = 1,2, ••• (T is the length of average interval) the sampling rate for com
puting the long-term average will be T, too (Fig. 1). 

1) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
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Fig. 1. Frequency response o.f the short-term average 

The transfer function of (3) is a comb for f = 2/T •n, n = 0. ± 1, • • •, but at these 
frequency points the short-term average has zeros and, therefore, the resulting trans
fer function of both averages shows no repetitions for O � f � 1/2�t. The long-teillll 
recursive average is for noise and during a long signal approximately constant and, 
hence, the frequency properties are determined by recti.fying and the sb.ort-term average. 
We choose the summation window length of the short-term average as 5 s, the sampling
rate .for the short-term average and the ratio is 1 s. The summation window length of 
the long-term average is 16 times the window length of the short.-term average. 

The detection threshold is the mean value plus a multiple of the standard deviation 
of independently determined quotients KRT = STA/LTA calculated from subsequent not 
overlapping time window . The variance of noise can be expressed by the variance of the 
quotient, if LTA is long enough compared with STA and the mean of STA is nearly 
constant for the length of LTA. The formula notation y and v is changed to STA, 
mA in order to emphazise the measured quantity. The detector in.fluences the very tail 
of the KRT distribution function. After the central limit theorem the density func
tion approaches from a unsymmetrical one of the absolute values to a density function 
of the Gaussian shape. But as a test has shown that for the summation length of 100 
data samples corresponding to 5 s the density function is not yet o.f Gaussian type. A 
possibility for determining the threshold is the computation o.f the likelihood ratio in 
the following optimum criteria: 

(4) l(KRT) = 

.f(KRT/s), f(KRT/0) are the conditional probability density functions o.f KRT in the 
two cases o.f signal present or signal absent, respectively. 

P 0 , P1 are the overall probabilities of the signal and noise event. The random vari
able KRT is declared as the maximum of the ratio measured by a multiple of the stand
ard deviation. The inequaJity (4) involving the likelihood ratio minimizes the probabi
lity of error for the two essest the signal may be missed though it is present or the 
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noise may be mistaken for signal though the signal is not present (:f'alse alarm). Pig.2 
shows an example. 
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Fig. 2. Conditional probability density functions of the maximum KRT 
measured by multiples of standard deviation 

The optimum criteria is fulfilled the first time for the threshold parameter 
di = 5,6 in Fig, 2. It is noteworthy that this threshold value is valid to some
extent for a certain microseismic level. If the filter for noise suppression is 
changed di varies, too. In our application the threshold is set below the optimal
one. That means the false alarm rate will be greater, but most signals will be detect
ed. The detected event is identified by a program which compares the amplitudes and 
the periods of the noise and of the beginning of the event. 

This identification reliably decides whether or not a signal is present. The stand
ard deviation of the ratio KRT is computed for non overlapping time windows of 10 
minutes. The quickly varying noise fluctuations of human and traffic disturbances are 
not compensated by the standard deviation of the ratio KRT. Slow fluctuations of the 
noise level cause an increase or decrease of threshold. With the long-term average LTA

as recursive filter (2) one can approximate the dispersion of the ratiot 

(5) 

(j2 

(J.K
2
RT .., � (� + 2r - 1) '

STA.:: 1 + r r = 1 5/16 • 

The bar indicates averaging. The dispersion of KRT is approximately inverse to the 
so-called noise stability on the right-hand side, of (5) (STEINERT et al., 1975).

A consequence of (5) is that the offset has to be removed because for a steadily 
increasing average the dispersion and, thus, the threshold will be very small. You 
noticed that we did not use the ratio for determining a threshold at all. The use of 
the short-term average is sufficient. The ratio is useful to define a defirtite begin
ning of the signal and to approximate subsequent onsets of the wavetrain. 
The short-term average as an approximation of the envelope of the signal will be used 
to determine roughly its end. As the long-term average slowly decreases after an event, 
it has to be raset so that other following events may not overshadow the previous 
one. With a fixed long-term average the ratio is a scaled short-term average. 
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Fig. 3. Synthetic event with the behaviour of STA, LTA and KRT 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show an synthetic and real event with the computed short-term and 

long-term averages during the event. An event is considered to be finished, when within 

a time window of 20 s no STA trigger occured. The last trigger defines the end. For 

timing the onset we go back from the triggering time. When the difference of successive 

ratios STA/l,TA falls below a threshold or changes the sign, the onset is declared 

(Fig. 5). When the event is not be masked by noise, an accuracy of better than ±. 2 s is 

attainable. 

The detector computes the following parameters: the maximum of the ratio, the number 

of triggers as compared with the duration of the event, the ratio of the beginning to 

the duration of the event, the threshold, the maximum KRT measured by standard devia

tion, and the LTA before event characterizing the noise level. For a certain duration 

of the event the signal will be autorratically stored on disk. After the beginning of the 

signal the program for event identifioation is called and under fixed conditions the 

event is automatically stored on magnet tape. The detector provides the relation between 

the data segments and the event so that the human operator may find the data for further 

processing. The program system f"or detecting is divided in two segments of 3,5 K and 

1 K of memory. Every segment needs about a few hundred ms for executing. The detector 

program operates with time cycle of 20 s. 
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Summary 

Realization of Digital Filters 

by 

P. T. Burghardt 
1) 

A procedure is outlined for the realization of suitable digital �ilters by applying 

frequency transformation to the normalized BUTTERWORTH filter. The digital filters are 
designed by use of the bilinear z-transform. The attenuation increases with the order 

of the BUTTERWORTH filter. The application of the filter to the real-time detection 

yields a higher signal-to-noise ratio. 

The filters used in the event detection processor for noise suppression are a digi

tal recursive 4th order BUTTERWORTH bandstop filter and a 4th BUTTERWORTH high-pass

filter. The high-pass filter suppresses the microseismic up to 1 s and the bandstop 

filter suppresses the noise disturbances from a rolling mill near Moxa station. 

In Fig. 1 is shown the noise power spectrum averaged over four times 400 values with a 
sampling rate of 1 s. 
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Fig. 1. Noise power spectrum of station Moxa 

In this paper a procedure is represented how to design and apply digital BUTTERWORTH 
filter of different type (bandpass, bandstop, high-pass, and low-pass) with certain 

corner frequencies. The order of the filters can be determined of necessity. The order 

determines the roll-off rate of the filter. The filter consists of single elements 
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which are connected to a filter cascade. The computation of the elements is simple and 
can be performed by a pocket or table computer. We begin wi th the normalized n-order 
low-pass BUTTERWORTH filter. This filter has its corner frequency for O = 1. Its trans
fer function in the LAPLACE transfo;t'ID domain is 

(1) 1\i(S) =

All poles lie on the unit circle in the left half on the S-plane and are comple� con

jugate pairs. Now we summarize the complex conjugate pairs that single filtere with real

coefficients 

1\i(S) 

witb 

(2) Hi(S)

arise 

= 

= 

n/2 N 
• 

n Hi (S)H(S)
i:1 

1 

s2 - 2Re{Si}
H(S) 1 

= 
m

+ 1

After BLINCHIKOFF and ZVEREV (1976) frequency transforms are performed in order to get 
from the single filters (2) the denormalized low-pass (LP)s 

(3) 

the 

(4) 

w •c·

(5) 

the 

(6) 

1 
s = w s '

C 
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s = 
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s '
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) ' 
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1 s2w2 
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0 

(HP)s 

bandpass filter (BP)s 

w
2 

- w1 with y = -=------ relative bandwidth, w
2 

upper cut-off frequency, w1 lower cut-offwo 
frequency, w

0 
= center frequency is geometric mean of w

2
, w1• The transformation (5)

and (6) involves that the amplitude response is geometrically symmetric about the center 
frequency rather than arithmetically symmetric. These transformations for bandpass and 
bandstop filters yields that a complex conjugate pair of the normalized low-pass filter 
transforms to two pairs of complex conjugate s-plane locatlons, having the property 
.that a straight line from the origin to each singularity makes the same angle with the 
jw�axis. The computation of the new singularities requires to solve a quadratic equa
tion, into which the pole of the normalized loiv-pass filter (2) and the relative band
width y enter as parameters. In Fig. 2 the filter cascade is depicted for the order n. 
In order to use the filter for digital time series we have to transform the analog 
filtere from the s-plane to the z-plane. There are a lot of design techniques. However, 
non-band-limited functions such as high-pass and bandstop functions may be transformed 
by use of the bilinear z-transforms 
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Fig. 2. Filter cascade of the order n 

�ts sample rate. This transformation eliminates the foldover problem by mapping the 
left half of s-plane into the interior of the unit circle in the z-plane. However, this 
transformation contains the disadvantage of nonlinear warping of the frequency scale. 
For frequencies f > ½ fN (fN NYQUIST frequency) this frequency warping may be in
tolerable. One can compensate the warping by prewarping the analog filter design to 
ensure the shifting back of critical frequencies by applying the transformation. After 
applying the frequency transform and the bilinear z-transform we obtain e. g. for a 
bandpass filter instead of (2) 

(8) =
-2 -1

c2z + c1 z + 1

as one of the single digital filters. The parameters are determined by the analog band
pass filter ones and by the sampling rate. Besides the filter parameters we compute the 
filter response of the unit impulse serie 1,0,0, •••• This procedure is equivalent to 
the polynom division of the rational function in z. The filter response represents the 
coefficients of the appropriate nonrecursive filter. The length of filter response de
termines that intervall after the filter transfer function is full effective. The higher 
the order n the longer the filter response. 

A procedure for computing the amplitude response from the filter coefficients belongs 
to the simple programs in FORTRAN language for digital filter design. Out experience in 
filter application with the process-control type computer showed that for corner or 
center frequencies less than one tenth of fN the coefficients of the recursive filter 
are different for the last digit. 

Fig. 3 shows the filter response of a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 
j Hz for fN = 1,4,10,20 Hz. In such cases where one cannot meet all requirements of 
accuracy you can enlarge the increment of the sampling rate after antialiasing filter
ing by a high-pass. 
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Fig. 3, Filter response of low-pass filter f0 = 0.1 Hz 

We carry out the filtering with the process-control type computer PRS 4000 with 

45 

douple precision word of 32 bit satisfying the necessary accuracy of recursion filter
ing. For filtering of one value with one single filter of the cascade the computer 
needs,5 ms, that means 1 % of sampling rate of �t = 0,05 s. The program memory is not 
essentially enlarged by increasing the order of filter. All the elementary filters of 
the cascade are realized by the same subroutine. 

The long-period part of the noise spectrum gives a lot of data amplitude fluctuation. 
The dispersion of the ratio STA/LTA is large. In order reduce the false alarm rate the 
threshold is set at a higher level. Subsequently, short impuls trains of burstings are 
neglected, If we suppressed the long-period range by a high-bass filter, the noise 
stability would be better and the false alarm rate would red�ced, On the other hand the 
non stationary disturbances of rolling mills are set off on a large scale. We have to 
suppress widely the noise of the rolling mills. The center frequency of the higher noise 
spectrum can be delayed for a few hundredth cps. According to the level of the long
period range we use two high-pass filters with cut-off frequencies 0.67 Hz and 0.86 Hz, 
respectively. The bandstop filters are delayed from 1,25 - 2.22 Hz to 1,46 - 2,73 Hz 
(Fig, 4).

In Fig. 5 is depicted a small event. The detector can find it after filtering with 
the high-pass and bandstop filter pair, because the SNR is enlarged (Fig. 5). With a 
few exceptions the detector recognizes all events, which are discovered by a human ope
rator. The prize payed is a great false alarm rate. After filtering the onset can be 
more exactly determined. After filtering we have a output delay of 1 s. Therefore, it 
is necessary to filter the output time series with same filters having a negative phase 
response. That means the inverse filtered time series have to be filtered once more. 
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Summary 

Focal Mechaniams Inferred from Local SV to P Amplitude Ratios 

by 

V. BURLACU 1)

4? 

(SV/P)z data were used to determine the local earthquake focal mechanisms. The com
putational procedure is based on the paper of KISSLINGER et al. (1981). A FORTRAN pro
gram was written and tested on a FDP 11/34 computer. The expression of the ratio of 
SV to P amplitudes generated by a point shear dislocation in an infinite, homogeneous 

medium represents the starting point for the calculations. As input a set of (SV/P)z 
observations ana information from the hypocenter solution of the earthquake are used. 
Starting with the selection of a slip direction, the dip and the strike are determined 
by the smallest scatter of the dip for any strike value. F.ach of the fault parameters 
are then adjusted by an iterative least-squares adjustment. 

1. Introduction

The knowledge of the focal mechanism for small normal and intermediate earthquakes
using a local network with only a few seismic stations is essential for local and re
gional tectonic studies. The small number of stations implies the use besides the 
first motion signs of the P and S wave amplitude information. 

The observed quantity is the ratio of maximum SV and P wave peak-to-peak amplitude 
(SV/P)z within the first three half-cycles recorded on the vertical component which is 
compared with the calculated ratio in order to obtain the focal mechanism. The ratio 
offers the advantage of being independent of the calibration and instrument response 
and also, for small epicentral distances, of the magnitude (KISSLINGER, 1980). 

If the focal parameters are free to vary arbitrarily, the mechanism solution may be 
not well-constrained for a set of amplitude ratio data because of the strongly non
linear dependence of (SV/P)z with these parameters. Based on first-motion polarities 
and knowledge of the regional tectonics it is possible to impose some constraints on 
the starting Solution. 

2. Theoretical background

It was sho� (LINDH et al., 19?8) that, for a known velocity structure, the body
wave amplitudes for a given azimuth and epicentral distance is determined by the focal 
mechanism of the earthquake. Starting from the dislocation theory (VVEDENSKAYA, 1956) 
the ratio of the far-field body wave amplitudes generated by a point shear dislocation 
in an elastic, infinit, and homogeneous medium can be computed. The co-ardinate systems 
x, Y, z and i, y, z related to the fault plane (Fig. 1) are expressed: 

1) Central Institute of Physics, Center of Earth Physics and Seismology, P.O. Box MG-2,
Bucharest-Mägurele, Romania
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Fig. 1. The oo-ordinate systems related to the fault plane 

x = r sin ih cos A,

X = -i sinÄ + y cosö COSÄ + z COM sinö 

z = i cosÄ + y cosö sinÄ + z sinÄ sinö • 

z = r cos ih ,

y = -y sinö + z cosö

The ratio of the body-wave amplitudes leaving the focus depends on the angles ö, 
Ä and A (KISSLINGER, 1982 ): 

(2 ) (SV/P)o = (V�s)3 (1 - B/2 D) cot ih

wheres 

B = (cotö - tanö) sinÄ tan ih sin A + 2sinÄ + cscö cosÄ tan ih cos A,

D = cosÄ cos A sin ih (-sin ih sin A secö + cos ih cscö)

+ sinÄ si� ih oos ih ein A (cotö - tanö) + sinÄ (cos2 ih - sin2 ih sin2 A)

withs ö = dip of the fault, Ä = direction of slip measured in the fault plane from the 
strike, A = azimuth to the station measured from the fault strike, ih = take-off angle
of the ray to tbA station, Vp, v8 = P and S wave velocities.
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The (SV/P)
0 

ratio must be propagate to the free surface. The (SV/.P)z ratio is

obtained by correcting (SV/P)
0 

from the layered structure effects 

(3) (SV/P)z = (si!/P)o W
sv

/Wp

where W
sv 

and Wp are the transmission coefficients. For Poisson's ratio of 0.25 the

W
sv

/Wp correction is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that for incident angles up to

30• the correction is important and must be used. For incident angles between 30• and 

37•, near the critical angle for SV to P conversion by reflection, the correction 

changes very rapidly so stations within this range should be excluded. For incident 
angles from 37• to ao• the correction is approximately 1 and can be neglect. 

1.2 

1D 

.8 

Wsv -.6 
Wp 

.t. 

.2 

O"= 0.25 
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ANGLE AT INCIOENCE AT THE FREE SURFACE, i o 

3, Computation and results 

Fig. 2. 

Factor to convert the ratio of 
the amplitudes of incident SV 
to incident P into the ratio of 
the amplitudes of the vertical 
components (after KISSLINGER et 
al., 1981) 

For the practical computation a FORTRAN program was written and tested on a PDP 11/34 
computer. The program use as input the hypocenter solution of an earthquake and a set of 
(SV/Plz ratios observed at N seismic stations. As velocity recordings were used, ampli
tudes were corrected. The displacement response. curve is shown in Fig. 3. 

Optionally the computational procedure can start in two ways. First, if there are 
enough independent information, a starting slip value can be used, Second, if the inde
pendent information are missing, the program chooses as starting slip values from o• to 
1ao• in small steps in order to identify all plausible starting solutions. 

From the equation (2) it can be seen that for assumed slip and strike values there 
are, generally, two dip values which yield the observed amplitude ratios. The pairs of 

dip values differ from station to station but for good input data there are strike val
ues for which there are closing dip values. 

U ing a set of strikes and based on the scattered dip values the program selects the 
strike for which the scatter of the mean dip is minimum. This strike, the corresponding 
mean dip, and the selected slip represent the starting solution to which an iterative 
least-squares adjustment is applied. 
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Fig. 3. Displacement response curve 

The procedure was tested and then was applied to a set of 6 earthquakes. The compu

tational procedure was used in the two ways with fixed starting slip direction and with 

varying slip direction. In Table 1 are listed the two conjugate planes for each earth

quake only for the case of varying starting slip direction. The results are in good 

agreement with the known focal mechanisms of similar earthquakes from the same seismic 

zones. 
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Table 1. Focal mechanism determinations 

Plane 1 Plane 2 
ll!l.te Ms h(km) Dip Slip Strike Dip Slip Strike 

22.01.1982 1.3 86.9 24• 18• 12• 83• 113• 265. 

24.02.1982 2.4 150.2 14• 126. 312• 79• 82• 95• 

05.05.1982 2.6 150.4 35• 118• 163• 60. 72• 310• 

24.05.1982 2.1 126.? 32• 128• 311 • 65• 69• 88• 

05.06.1982 1.6 1.5 88• 2• ao• 88• 178• 350• 

19.06.1982 2.4 1?.5 65• 10• 91 • a1 • 155• 357• 

4. Conclusions

The use of the P and SV wave amplitudes recorded at local seismic stations provide

a useful procedure for the focal mechanism determination. This procedure has the ad

vantage it can be based on a few number of stations with good azimuthal distribution. 
The focal mechanisms obtained by this method are in good agreement with known results 
of similar earthquakes from the same seismic zones. 
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Telemetrie Eguipment for Measuring the Seismic Wav�s Propagation Velocity 

by 

P. DANEV 1)

It is well k:nown tbat the velocity variations of the P and S seismic waves propaga

tion can be used for an eventual earthquake prediction. The difficulty in determining 

these variations proceeds from the necessity to localize with a very great precision 

the epicentre of each earthquake used as well as to record a great number of earth

quakes in the investigated regions. These difficulties are avoided if big industrial 

blasts are used. Their location is k:nown with a great precision and the seismic waves 

arrivals generated by them in principle are well recorded by the seismic equipment at 

distances up to 100 - 120 km. 

In the Geopbysical Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences a special equip

ment has been developed for measuring the absolute time of big industrial blasts in a 

telemetric way. If the absolute time as well as the times of the different arrivals in 

the seismic stations are known, the velocity measurement is not hard. 

The equipment consists of two parts - a portable equipment set and an equipment in 

the central seismic station. The portable set (Fig.1) is installed in the region of the 

blast approximately at 50 m distance. It contains a seismometer, VCO, low consumption 
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TO CENTRA L 
STATION 

SEISMIC 
STATION 

MULTIPL 

r--- ------ ------------------,
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1 
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L--------- ------------------� 

STANDARD TELEPHONE LINK AM 
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Fig. 1. Portable equip�ent 
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1) 
Institute of Geophysics. Acad. G. Bonchev Str., Bl. 11, 11-: 3 Sofia, Bulgaria 
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AM transmitter and battery supply. It is switched on about 30 min before the blast. At 

a distance of 1000 - 1500 m from the transmitter the receiver is installed, whose signal 

is transmitted by the ordinary telephone set to the nearest seismic station. Here the 

signal is multiplexed with the other signals of the seismic station and telemetrically 

reaches the central seismic station. 

The equipment in the central station (Fig. 2) consists of a filter and a discrimina

tor with a signal device which indicates that the portable set is switched on. The sig

nal from the place of the blast can be recorded on a taperecorder and then reproduced 

as an analog seismogram with different velocity. Besides, the signal after the dis

criminator is digitized and is applied to five inputs of the computer event detector. 

The arriving signals from the whole telemetric system are simultaneously applied. Trre 

computer fixes the times of the different arrivals with a precision 0.01 s. Further 

on, the seismic waves propagation velocity is computed by a special routine. 

CENTRAL STATION 

FROM SEISMI C STATION 

DIS CR IM 

SIGNAL 

TRANS M ON 

ANALOG 
TAPE 

RECORDER 

VELO CITY DIGITAL 

MEASURING _____ TAPE 
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Fig. 2. Central station equipment 
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Summary 

Possibilities to Use Modern Earth Tide Gravimeters for Registrations 
of Seismic Effects and Related Phenomena 

by 

H.-J. DITTFELD 1)

Modem earth tide gravimeters are also acting as seismographs of large dynamic range 
if the unfiltered electri_9Sl output is recorded. Especially the digital rec�rding equip
ments of the earth tide 6tations are available for the registration of free oscillations 
of the earth and other phenomena. An example is given for the use of Askania gravimeters 
with registrations on special channels for the different purposes. 

Tidal gravimeters are constructed for the continuous measurem�nts of the variations of 
the vertical component of the gravitation of the earth and the sensitivity of modern tidal 
registration systems is better than 10-8 ms-2• These instruments are available not only
for earth tide recordings but also for the registration of seismic effects and the ex
pected resolution for vertical movements is in the order of nanometers. 

Naturally, there is no reason to install a gravimeter for seismic registrations if 
there·exists a well equipped seismic observatory but if an earth tide station is erected 
anywhere, so we have the opportunity to get additional seismic informations practically 
without special seismographs. 

Already in 1977 an information was distributed concerning the availabilit� of the very 
long-period digital seismic records of La Coste-Romberg gravimeters collected in the 
'International Deployment of Accelerometers' program (IDA) by the University of California 
at San Diego in co-operation with many other institutions. In connection with this project 
gravimeters were installed at seven world-wide distributed stations as for instance in the 
USA, in Peru, South Africa, Nova Scotia, Cook Islands and Garm in the Soviet Union (Tad
shikistan). The network when fully established will consist of about twenty stations. 
Registrations with a dynamic range of about 120 dB are performed via three channels: The 
tide channel and two channels in the band 1 to 30 cycles per hour. 

It is lmown that the La Coste-Romberg gravimeters are astatisized and, therefore, have 
a very long-period free motion of the mechanical system. This disadvantage does not exist 
for Askaniagravimeters. 

In the gravimetric observatory Potsdam of the Central Institute for Physics of the Earth 
tidal registrations have been performed with this type since 1957. The Askania GS 11 and 
12 type gravimeters originally have been equipped with differential photoelements and in
ner galvanometers needed for measurements under field conditions. The electrical output 
with a comparable low gain was connected in parallel to the inner galvanometer. As in
vestigated by WIRTH (1965) this system was strong damped because of the qualities of the 
electric circuit and, therefore, usuable for tidal registrations only. 

1) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg
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After the development of electronic amplifiers of high quality the GS 11 and GS 12 
type gravimeters have been used for tidal registrations ydth electric recorders and to 
get a higher gain the inner galvanometer was disconnected during registrations under 
the conditions in the observatory. Therefore, the inner damping was avo1�ed and the elec
tric output became usuable for seismic registrations, too. 

The mechanical system of the gravimeter consists of springs bearing a mass of about 
one hundred gramms. It is not astatisized and its pßriod amounts between one and one 
and a half second. After amplification it is possible to measure vertical movements of 
the mass in the order of o. 5 nm •. so the gravimeter acts like a seismograph of very large 
dynamic range and the output may be splitted up by filtering via special cbannels for 
short-period seismic registrations, for measurements of the free oscillations of the 
earth and tidal registrations, respectively. - A description was given of an equipment 
consisting of gravimeter, amplifier, filters and recording units by DITTFELD (1979). 

Nowadays the GS 11/GS 12 type gravimeters in their original form are no more suffi-
. cient for modern tidal measurements and the new types GS 15 and GS 25, respectively, are 
used for these purposes. But their mechanical system is nearly the same and all the 
suggestions concerning the use for seismic measurements may be accepted for the modern 
types, too. Additionally the gain of the electric output is higher by a factor of 
thousend and we do not need any further amplification. 

Almost the registrations are analogously. The essential difference between tidal and 
seismic registrations is the lower damping and the higher speed of the latter. As the 
tidal registration at the gravimetric observatory Potsdam is already performed digitally 
we have only to increase the sampling rate of the digital measurement and to change the 
damping of the recording channel. After the experience with digital registrations of the 
GS 15 output on punched tapes a sampling rate of one second is useful for the registra
tion of surface waves and a sampling rate of one minute is convenient to get material 
for the investigations of the free oscillations of the earth after big earthquakes. 
These special registrations lasting a few days after the event contained the data for 
the normal tidal record and for the spectral analysis of the free oscillations as well. 

To demonstrate the possibilities of this equipment plots of digital registrations are 
shown in Fig. 1. By comparison between the seismic gravimetric registration (2) in Fig.2 
and the records of a short-period (1) and a long-period (3) seismograph becomes apparent 
how the dynamic range of the gravimeter is overlapping the ranges of both seismographs. 

As there are nearly hundred GS 11/GS 12 gravimeters distributed around the world and 
the new types are very expensive there is in the last years a strong trend in the direc
tion to reconstructions of the older gravimeters that means the installation of a capac
itive sensor instead of the old photoelectric transduces inside the g�avimeter. Every 
reconstruction includes the possibility to get a separated seismic output. Reconstruc
tions were performed by BONATZ/FRG (more than 30 gravimeters since 1973), by ROGATNEV/ 
Moscow, by MENTES/Sopron and at the gravimetric observatory Potsdam. Espe�ially the 
version elaborated at the Moscow Institute of Physics of the Earth may be of interest 
becaus� except of the modernisation of the transducer the gravimeter is equipped with 
four channels of the electric output for different geophysical purposes. Therefore, the 
whole system is named capacitive seismogravimeter. Similar four channel registrating 
systems are developed in the same way also for strain,meters and for the OSTROVSKY 
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Fig. 1. Plots of digital registrations of Askania gravimeters 
Upper curves: Surface waves after earthquake with different amplifications 
Lower curvet Artificial event (passing of a lorry), DE - signal in digits 

clinometers. The followi.ng properties of seismogravimeters on the base of Askania gravi

meters may be mentioned: 

- The parameters of the initial sensor are very stable because of the usual hermetisa

tion and therrnostatisation of the gravimeter. - Here we have to keep in mind that the

seismic phenomena are only a noise for gravimetric measurements but on the other hand

the tidal effect is a very small oscillation of the zero position for the seismic re

gistrations.

- The maximum resolution of the me�hanical system in connection with the capacitive

transducer may be about 10
-11

m.

- With different channels - for instance for periods from 10 to 100 s and 0.1 µ,m resolu

tion as well as of 3 /J,m resolution between 10 and 1000 s, respectively, and also with

a special channel for registrations of the free oscillations between 200 and 5000 s,

respectively, with a sensitivity of 0.2 nm s-2 
(R0GATNEV, 1982) - the seismogravimeter 

may be used as a complex geophysical measuring station without any other measuring de

vices.

- The sampling of the different outputs is very easy because the signals are amplified

and the ampli tudes are sufficient for the use of digital vol tmeters and also for appli

cations of di fferent systems of data transmission.
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SUpposing the reconstruction of older nAS.nia gravimeters will be not in every case 
succesful because for instance the hermetisation, the thermostatisation or the compen
sations of air pressure and temperature effects will be not sufficient. Then, the gravi
meter is not e.xact enough for tidal measurements. But it is in every case a seismograph 
of very large dynamic range and it may be used for measurements of non-tidal effects. 
Galibrations of the sensitivity against _ground movements are possible by intercomparison 
with seismographs with known parameters or by the aid of a vib:rating platform. The lat
ter method was used by TOBYAS and DIVIS (1980) for a normal GS 12 gravimeter. They got 
a static magnification of tbe vertical ground motions of about 870 without amplifier 
and the inner galvanometer was connected. Disconnecting the galvanometer and passing 
over to the capacitive transducer one can expect magnifications of nearly a million 
with a maximum sensitivity for oscillations with a period of a few seconds. 

Finally it shall be pointed out that we did not propose to replace gravimeters for 
seismographs but the existing instruments may be helpful in the network of the seismic 
stations and their multiple use is favourable for a further concentration of the obser
vations which are needed for geophysical investigations. 
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Comparison between an unfiltered gravimet
ric registration and seismograph records 
1 - short-period seismograph 
2 - gravimeter 
3 - long-period seismog:rapb 
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The Uppsala Mobile Seismograph Network, Jl)SBl!I 

b;y 

T. van ECK and O. _KULHANEK 
1)

Summary: 

Since summ.er 1982, a mobile seismograph station network is kept fully prepared at the 
Seismological Dept., Uppsala for rapid deployment in aftershock surveys. Currently, the 
field equipment consists of �our hybrid seismograph stations for both analogue and di
gital recording which also can operate as eight independent stations. Preference has 
been given to products which facilitate quick field installation and large recording 
capacity. The complete instrumentation includes a microcomputer, si tuated in .. the depart
ment, for off-line interpretation and recution of data. Several e:xamples of field ex
periments will be gi.ven. 

1. Introduction

Earthquakes in the Baltic Shield represent typical cases of intraplate events with

sporadic occurrence rather diffuse 
tectonic origin. In spite of their 
increasing interest in earthquakes 

epicentral distribu·tion and poorely understood
< rather low magnitude (Dlt, - 4.5), there has been an 

from the area, especially in connection with con-
struction of nucle�r power plante, long-term storages of nuclear waste and other criti
cal facilities. Several studies have also been performed (BUNGUM and FYEN, 1979; SLUNGA, 
1981 and KVI,H.ANEK et al., 1983) to investigate physical processes associated with foci 
of earthquakes in 'the Baltic Shield. 

Recent instrum.entation investments made in Sweden reflect the above engineering and 
research interests. Since 1980, the National Defense Research Institute (FOA) in Stock
holm operates a network consisting of 17  digital stations for detection and studies of 
microearthquakes in sotithern Sweden. Detectability within the network is complete down 
to approximately magnitude 1 events. Since autumn 1982, the Seismological Department, 
Uppsala University, operatea a mobile seismograph network, to be referred to as ll>SEN. 
The network is designed for detailed studies in regions of special interest and for 
surveys of microaftershocks to "major" Fennoscandian earthquakes. This paper describes 
the network, its capacity and limitations and gives an example of IIOSEll's field opera
tion. Logistical problems, the climate (low temperatures), geography (long distances, 
low population), large storage capacity and rapid deployment requirements and econom;y 
fre.me seve-rely constrained the choice of equipment. The present paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2 and 3 we present technicalities and a general description of 
equipment, which meets our requirements. Section 4 provides details on a field survey 
carried out in 1982 around the Il!lnnemora iron ore mine, north of Uppsala. 

1) Seismological Department, Uppsala University, Bo:: 12019, S-750 12 Uppsala, Sweden
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2. Held equipment

After thorough consideration, we have chosen a hybrid network w1 th 5 analog and 4

digital recording stations (Pig. 1). Analog stations are used for visual inspection and

direct field interpretation whereas f·or signal anal;ysis, high-qualit;y digital data are

employed. 

s·eismometer 

S-500

seismometer 

L4A 

seismometer 

L4A 

@ 

Portacorder 
RV320B 

clock 

12V 
power suppl 

@ 

time code 
receiver 

(DCF/MSF) 

FM transmitter 
modulator 

amplifier 

439MHz band 

12V 
power suppl 

FM receiver 

demodulator 

PCM signal conditioner 

clock 

time code receiver 
( DCF/RWM l 

tape record'er 

00 
Nagra 

12V 
power supply 

Fig. 1. Major elements of the field equipment1 
a) analog reoording set; b) digital recording set

Analog recorders, four Geotech portacorders RV 320 Band one RV 320, with alterna

tivel;y 1nk or smoked paper recording, are equipped with 1 Hz, S-500 seismometers, coupled 

as velocit;y sensors (Pig. 2). Four different recording speeds (1, 2, 4, and 8 mm/s) are 

availa:t,le and the amplification can be varied from 42 to 96 dB in 6 dB increments. The 

internal quartz clock proved to be stable in constant temperature environments. Never

theless, we record an additional erternal time signal (DCF-?7.5 kHz or MSF-60 kHz) 

either.continuousl;y or at the beginning and end of each record sheet when the paper 1s 

cbanged. 
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Amplitude response characteristicss S-500) seismometer relative mag
nification for constant input velocity; LA4) seismometer magnifica
tion in mV/mm/s for constant inpu-t velocity1 Lennartz) relative 
response for the recording and playback equipment of Lennartz 

A band-pass filtering is performed by a combination of low-pass and high-pass filters 

with selectable cut-off frequencies of 5, 12.5, 25, 50 Hz and 0.2, 5, 10 Hz, respective

ly. Filters have a roll-off of 12 dB/octave. The portacorder operates on a 12 V battery 

and has a power consumption of 1.2 W. 

Digital recorders, the Pulse Code :Jodulation (PCM) equipment from Lennartz, operate 

in low temperatures and offer a large tape-storage capacity, two of our decisive re

quirements with respect to above objectives. Operation in low temperatures, down to 

-35 •c, has been tested in northern Sweden. Tbe storage capacity of a commonly used

2400 feet, 1/4-" tape, is 19.2 Mbytes or 8.5 hours of .rocording time of 2 channels with

111 Hz samplin5 frequency. Digital recording is performed by means of 2 Hz Mark L4A 

seismometers, coupled to digital recorders. All our Mark L4A seismometers have been 

tested on a shaking table in the frequency range from 5-250 Hz and in general fulfill 

the specification provided by the manufacturer (Fig. 2). Analog voltage outputs of the 

L4A seismometers are recorded by high- and low-gain channels, differing by recomme ced 

30 or 36 dB in magnification and digitized into 12 bit samples. In that way, we obtain 
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a dynamic range of 102 or 108 dB which, due to the low internal amplifier noise, can be 
fully dispoaed. The aystem is equipped with antialiasing filtere with adjuatable· cut-off 
frequencies of 20, 40, 80 and 160 Hz and with a roll-off of 36 dB/octave. They are of 
Beasel type and have linear phase characteristics. Digitizing ratea are optional from 
37 to 1333 Hz, depending upon the number of channela multiplexed (max 8 cbannela) and 
the tape recording speed (2.38, 4.75, 9.5 or 19 cm/s). The internal clock of the digital 
recorder makea advantage of automatic calibration, employing an external time signal 
(DCF-77.5 kHz or RWM-9.996/20.696 IIHz). The internal and external timee together with 
the amplified seismometer outputs are multiplexed and recorded on 1/4" tapes, using the 
ldiller code. 

The digital equipment provides options for continuous or triggered recording. The 
latter is often preferred in the field due to the reduction of the amount of d.ata. The 
trigger operates on a parallel output of one of the eight available channels (selectable). 
This output my be filtered (high-pass 0.2, 5 and 10 Hz, low-pass 4, 8 and 16 Hz) and 
amplified (from O to 60 dB in steps of 6 dB). Two kinda of triggere are possible. Firstly, 
an amplitude-level trigger, which starts the recording when the selected level has been 
exceeded. Secondly, a Short-Time-Average/Long-Time-Average (STA/LTA) trigger, which 
starte the recording when the energy within a short-time record portion (STA defined for 
0.5-, 1- or 2-second windowe) exceeds the energy within a long-time record portion (LTA 
defined for 60-second windows) by more than a chosen factor (e. g. 2, 2.5 or 3). A delay 
memory providea a pre-event-time record of 1.6 to 26.2 seconds preceding the trigger 
instant. Once the eystem is triggered, recording continues until the STA/LTA ratio falls 
below the trigger level and is further prolonged by setting the post-event-time (optional 
from 5 to 80 seconds). 

Three stations operate independently. The fourth station; which is furniahed with 
amplifiera and an FM transmitter (in the 439 YHz band with 0.5 W power) is recorded by 
any of the other three stations, equipped with an FM receiver. Signals from two different 
stations, recorded on one tape, provide certain advantages when discriminating seismic 
onsets against man-made disturbances. On the other hand, telemetering restricts the 
location sites because of the line-of-sight requirements. 

The PCM signal conditioner with a clock and a receiver(Fig. 1) uses approximately 
4 W (12 V DC or 220 V AC) and the Nagre. tape recorder about 5 W during recording, i. e. 
when triggered or in continuous operation. 

For microafterahock surveys we prefer independent recording stations as described 
above. The alternative, a telemetered network, will not only put additional constraints 
on the recording sites, but will also take a longer time to install. 

3. Isborator;y equipment

Playback of digital data can be done in the field by making use of a tape recorder,
PCM decoder, D/A converter and Watanabe WR 3101 chart recorder. At the department, an 
HP-1000 L/5, a 16-bit microcomputer with pheripherals, facilitates handling of the 
digital (Fig. 3). The main objective of the system is to store interesting data on 
1/2", 9 track tapes (in European Seiamic Standard Tape Format - ESSTF) after visual 
inspection and to perform routine analysis of the selected signals, including filtering 
and FFr. So far, about 50 % of the necessary software has been implemented. 

/ 
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Fig. 3. Major elements of the laboratory equipment 

The microcomputer receives data from a microprocessor controlled PMC decoder through 

an HP Interface Bus (HP-IB), an IEEE Standard 488-1978 implementation, at a rate of 

10 kbaud (kbit/s) and stores data on a Winchester disc or on a 1/2", 9 track tape for 

further processing. The data transmission is limited due to the low CPU speed of the 

current HP-1000 L/5. The complete software package will include programs for producing 

lists of trigger times and event searching on 1/4" tapes via the Revox recorder. 

D!l.ta stored on the disc or on a 1/2" tape can be displayed on the graphic terminal 

and/or copied by the hardcopy unit. The graphics program includes options such as 

changing the time resolution, magnification and reduction and reading of P- and S-wave 

arrival. 
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4. Field experiment

In June 1982, IDSEN has been tested �during a two-week field experiment around the

active Iannemore iron ore mine, 40 km north of Uppsala, by recording end locating pro

duction explosions in the mine. A nine-station temporary network was deployed around the 
mine and recorded about 100 mine explosions, more than 50 rockbursts/bumps, and about 
40 teleseismic events during a 1�day survey period. Station sites and loeation of e:x:

plosions used are shown in Fig. 4. The mining authorities provided e:x:act location and 
approximate origin time of the explosions, detonated a· depths of 350 - 400 meters • 

• 

□ 

• 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

• 

□ 

station sites around 
the Dannemora iron 
ore mme 
■ □ digital stations
• analog stations
-Q- explosion areas

1 1 

1km 

Fig. 4. Station sites around tbe Iannemora iron ore mine, to
gether with explosion loeations. Open squares indi
cate digital stations operating only for a short time 
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4.1 . Time-reading errors 

In order to estimate the accuracy of arrival-time readings, three experienced analysts 
measured indepently a number of P-wave arrival times. For analog records, with recording 
speed of 8 mm/s, a standard time-reading error of 0.1 6 mm or 20 ms was found. For digital 
records, with a sampling of 222 Hz, played back on a high-speed chart recorder (50 mm/s), 
a standard time-reading error of 4 ms was found. 

4.2. Localization errors 

At this writing, detailed velocity structure in and around the mine is unknown to us. 
Lacking any better approximation, two different P-wave velocity modele bave been used 
for source localization. Firstly, a homogeneous half-space model (model A) and secondly 
a modal with direction dependent velocities (model B) (see also KIJK0, 1 975). The direc
tion dependent velocities used in model B were estimated by a least-squares procedure 
with given explosion and station locations and P-wave arrival times. The unknowns are 
the explosion origin times and the direction dependent P-wave velocities. By this method 
we obtained an average P-wave velocity of 6.0? ± 0.17 km/s. The location program uses
the Geiger's method (LEE and STEWART, 1981) and a depth eearching procedure similar to 
that of SHAPIRA and BATH (197?). For 9 well recorded strong (200 kg) explosions, we

obtained an epicenter-localization error (model A) of roughly 1 00 meters (Fig. 5). 

'\\ 

True and estimated 
epicenter locations 
of explosions in 'the 
Dannemora iron ore 
mine. 

estimated 
� location

true location 

• 

500m 

• 

Fig. 5. Mislocation of explosions detonated at the two active mining sitee 
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The localization errors obtained with model B were slightly lese. 0bviously, such an 
accuracy is good enough to distinguish between thetwo main explosion sites (Fig. 4). 
Focal-depth estimates, as expected ( see SHAPIRA and 131TH, 197?), were qui te large • The 
depth search bas been restricted to the depth interval between 0 and 700 meters. 

4.3. Rockburst observations 

During the .field experiment, we observed a number o.f rockbursts and/or bumps (see 
C00K, 1976 .for terminology). Figure 6a shows a record o.f a rockburst, felt by the local 
population. The shock was followed by a number of bumps from nearly the same location. 
In total, at least 13 of similar bumps, within a time window o.f 38 hours, bave been 
identified. Although the rockburst occured close to one of the main explosion sites, no 
slides, new fractures or similar phenomena have been observed by miners when they resum
ed their work the following morning. 

Tbe seismograph station at 1200 meters distance measured a maximum particle velocity 
of 0.15 mm/s. In order to roughly estimate the magnitude of the shock, relation between

n&r, and Rv, where R is the source-station distance and v the maximum particle ve
locity measured at the station, was employed (McGARR et al., 1981). The relation sug
gests an .M_r, slightly larger than 0. Preliminary analysis of P-wave spectra indicates 
comer frequencies between 20 and 40 Hz. Finally, we would like to draw the readers 
attention to the remarkable similarity of traces displayed in Fig. 6, which are due 
to four different rockbursts/bumps. The record similarity signifies the proximity of 
the four foci and of corresponding faulting processes. 

5. Discussion

The discussed hybrid seismic network is designed for rapid deployment and is, there
fore, kept in preparedness at the Seismological Department in Uppsala. In case of an 
earthquake within Sweden with magnitude Mr,> 3, the stations are placed around the 
suspected epicentre to monitor the aftershock activity. In doing this, many logistical 
problems have to be overcome on short notice. Due to the experience gained, we are able 
to deploy the first station not later tban 12 or 36 hours after the main shock taking 
place in southern Sweden or anywhere within the country, respectively. 

The equipment will also be used for planned field investigatiuns such as seismicity 
studies, seismic activity along known faults, etc. To operate IDSEN in the field, in
cluding preliminary record analysis and technical maintenance, two persons are required. 
Repairs in the field are facilitated by the module construction of the units. The com
plete network can be transported in a small van. WSEN, though not specially designed 
for rough field campaigns, operates well even in rather tough environmental conditions 
with high humidity and low temperature. 
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Spectral Processing of Local Seismic Event s 

by 

s. GRÄSSL, H. GROSSER and W. KOIDIT 1)

The paper deals with spectral processing of small earthquakes and microearthquakes 
in the magnitude range from Kr, = -1 •. • 4. The mein objective is to in!estigate the 
source parameters of those local events using the well-known elastic dislocation theory. 
In this way it may be possible to bridge the gap between regional seismology and labo
ratory crack investigations. Besides the pure detection problem for small local events, 
the. main presupposition for detailed source mechanism investigations is a broad-fre
quency range of the seismometers (usually microearthquakes show predominent spectral 
content between 1 and 100 Hz in dependence of the magnitude). Conventional short-period 
seismic instruments are not very suitable because of their restricted frequency-response. 

1) Central Institute for Pbysics of the Barth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg
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From the point of view of spectral dislocation theory certain seismological constraints 

are discussed in relation to the capabilities of the recording systems used in the cal

culations. Generally it is very difficult to interpret the seismograms of auch local 

events because of the interaction of the source mechanism with the seismically inhomo

geneous eartp's orust. The spectral interpretation provides informations about source 

parameters (fault di.mensions, slip direction, stress drop, seismic moment). As a basic 

result there are not principal differences between the spectral properties of the dif

ferent events. The problem of source intensivity estimation by means of different 

magnitudes ia discussed in some details. Itis shown that the mgnitude of local events 

e. g. local magnitude, duration magnitude av. is not very convenient for the descrip

tion of the energy release of local seismic events. Some of the reasons are discussed

(e. g. source t:ype and source orientation, structural inhomogeneities in the earth'a

crust). The local scaling of seismic source parameters is necessary to give comparable

information about local events.

1. Introduction and method

Central Europa represents a region of rather low natural seismicity. Earthquake with

a magnitude greater than 4 in the territory of the GDR during the last years are very 

seldom. Some of these local earthquakes are felt up to distances of 15 - 20 km and 

macroseismic data of these main shocks have been studied in detail. Central Europe and 

the GDR especially belong to those regions of the world most intensively studied by 

detailed teotonical investigations. The dynamical interpretation of such local earth

quakes is of important significance for the investigation of the recent tectonical 

stress pattern. 

The dynamical investigation of local earthquakes is a rather difficult attempt be

cause of 

1. the fast amplitude decay of the main crustal phases with increasing source - receiver

distance due to the large absorption and scattering of seismic waves in the litho

sphere. Generally seismic records of good quality can be expected only from few very

near seismological stations. Considering the CIPE network (BORMANN, 1983) it is pos

sible to say that in the mean only 3-5 seismological stations give satisfactory re

cords of local events. In many cases it is difficult to identify clear wave phases

and the directions of the first wave onsets, respectively, which are the basis for

the calculation of the fault plane solution;

2. the earth's crust in Central Europa possesses a very complex structure with lateral

and vertical heterogeneities. Therefore, the seismograms recorded at the seismolo

gical stations of the GDR are characterized by a strong interaction of the source

mechanism and wave propagation effects. Due to this high variability it is difficult

to eli.minate the wave propagation influences from the recorded seismograms.

For comparison purposes regional scaling effects have to be taken into the account in 

every case. 

Investigations of the source mechanism are well known from far field investigations 

of teleseismic events. For source studies using the record of local events this well 

developed theory can be applied. Usually these investigations make use of the displace

ment spectra observed at different distant stations. These sp ctra are often interpreted 
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in terms of a source model proposed by MADARIAGA and BRUNE: The interpretation is reduc

ed to the estimation of 3 significant parameterss 

- The zero freguency level, which reflects the seismic moment as a measure of the

strength of the event.

- The corner freguency is used to calculate the source dimensions, given a fixed geo

metry and .rupture velocity, no fracture information is incorporated in this model

except that the result of the .rupture is the slip on the fault. This widely used

procedure has a rather weak theoretical basis. It is known from the general theory

of Fourier transformations that the length T of a transient time function is in

versely proportional to the width f
0 

of the corresponding amplitude spectrwn of the

Fourier transform. The usual relationship f
0

,T � const. is established mathematical

ly. But the relation between the time duration and the source dimensions depends

strongly on model although it yields often reasonably accurate estimates of the gen-

eral trends only of the source dimensions. Moreover, the problem of the corner fre

quency concept is that very simple theories are used to interpret complex source data 

and the relation between corner frequency and signal duration may be much more compli

cated, Most natural seismic sources are complex multiple events not only in the global 

scale but also in the case of small local events. Aspe�ities and barriers are signi

ficant in all scales and seismic pulses radiated from different segments of the fault 

superimpose more or less random by to give a complex signal. In such a case the corner 

frequency does not reflect the total duration of the elongated source process, it 

represents the mean length of the partial signals, Under these conditions erroneous 

source dimensions will be estimated, Generally source parameters represent average 

values over the entire source plane only. 

- The high freguency properties of the seismic far field spectrum are properties of dis

continuities of the seismic signals. Abrupt changes in fracture strength cause the

dominating high frequency radiation, As it is reasonable to assu.me different disconti

nuities the high-frequency behaviour of the seismic far field spectrum is controlled

by a complex overlapping of different single high frequency asymptotes.

2. Resui�s

The objective of this paper is to show the application of Madariaga's source model to 

small local seismic events. In our study local events were investigated within two mag

nitude ranges: microearthquakes at very near distances with local magnitudes variing 

approximately from -1 ••• 2 and local earthquakes with magnitudes in the range between 

2 - 4. A typical example of the events within the second class is the earthquake on 

february 20, 1982 near the city of Leipzig. This event was recorded by nearly all seis

mological stations in the GDR. The microseismic magnitudes estimated of this event 

varied between 2.2 - 3,3, The macroseismic magnitude derived from the epicentral inten

sity was about 3,7 ± 0.2. These rather large difference indicates the high variability 

of the maximum amplitudes for different recording sites and limites the general use and 

the regional comparability of magnitudes. The reasons of this scatter ares propagation 

effects due to the heterogeneity of the earth's crust in the area under investigation 

and azimuthal amplitude differences due to the radiation pattern of the seismic source, 

The estimation of the fault plane solution of local events is thus an important procedure 

and at the same time a rather difficult attempt because of the small amplitudes of the 
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:first crustal wave onsets (P ) • Typical vertical sections through the crust indicate 
positive velocity jumpe whic� are responsible for the main crustal phases. lt 1s rea
sonable to assume both the P-wave train and the S-wave train consist of interfering 
signals with the same polarity. By calculation of mean pbase spectra and by cross
correlation investigations it is thus possible to detect general polarity differences 
of n or 27f between the wave groups at different stations. By calibration of these 
relative polarity pattern using the most clear records of the nearest station it is 
possible to give the true pattern of the P-wave and S-wave polarities also in those 
ca-ses when clear P-wave onsets �re not visible. In Fig. 1 the fault-plane solution 
derived by this combined procedure mentioned above for the Leipzig event is shown. The 

270 

• Compression 

o Dilatation 

N 

180 

90 

discrimination between fault plane and 
auxiliary plane was made basing on geo
logical assumptions. The NW-SE striking 
plane agrees rather well with the gen
eral trend of the tectonic lines in the 
region under investigation. 

A serious problem in local earth
quake investigations is the enlarged 
frequency range having to record for 
dynamical earthquake investigations. 
According to Madariaga's modal the 
source radius is inversely proportional 
to the corner frequency. To estimate 
the corner frequency it is desirable 
to detect in a clear manner the high 
frequency asymptote. Tbat means that 
for local event investigations fre
quencies in the order of 100 Hz must be 
detected. In-Fig. 2 the P-wave spectrum 
of the Leipzig event recorded in a 
distance of about 65 km is shown. 
Corrections for attenuation along the 

Fig. 1. Fault plane solution of the event no. 1 wave propagation in the earth's crust 
and for the transfer function of the 

recording channel were carried out. The rather clear picture predicted from the theory 
of kinematical source modele is visible: long-period level, corner frequency near 12 Hz 
for P-waves and 8 Hz for S-waves, the high-frequency decay is proportional to a power 
of -1.8. 

To get such high frequency information the digitization of the magnetic type .records 
could be don� with a high sampling rate only. In this case a sampling frequency of 714 Hz 
was used. In comparison the Fig. 3 and 4 show the corrected displacement spectra of F
and S-waves of the same event recorded by the standard seismological stations of the 
CIPE network. Because of the restricted frequency response information about the low 
frequency level could be derived only. The radiation pattern using the fault plan solu
tion is corrected in Fig. 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 2. P-wave broad-band spectrum of the event no. 1 

Neglecting the frequency range lower than 1 Hz all displacement spectra only show 
the dc-level with some overcorrection of the absorption. The seismic moment is charac

terized by a large scatter of about one order comparing the records of the different 
stations. This scatter corresponds to the significant magnitude differences of more 
than unit stated above. Correction of the radiation pattern using the fault plane solu
tion did not decrease this general scatter. Therefore, the causes of this scatter must 
be the crustal inhomogeneities in the region under investigation. The results indicate 
a stronger scatter of the seismic moment derived for P-waves than for S-waves. 

The microearthquakes investigated in the second class are events in a brittle sedi
ment. The source receiver distance is only some hundred meters. The Figures 5 and 6 
show the corresponding displacement spectra for P-waves and.for S�waves in comparison 
with the noise spectra at different recording sites. The zero frequency level, a corner 
frequency and a high frequency decay proportional to a power of about -2.8 are visible. 
The principal shape of the displacement spectra of the two,groups of events is very 
similar. Note the significant larger scatter of the zero frequency level of P-waves 
with respect to the those of S-waves. The spectra are not corrected by the radiation 
pattern because of the limited number of stations and the seismic moment shows a similar 
scatter as in the former case. 
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In Tab. 1 the source parameters of all events investigated are shown for comparison. 
An important relation 1s the dependence of the seismic moment of the source radius 
(l!'ig. 7). The source radius and the stress drop are calculated after the formulas given 
by MADARIAGA (1976) and BRUNE (1970), respectively. 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Tab. 1 Source parameters of some local earthquakes 

lfo [Nm] 

2 ,1 013 

2.2.109 

3.101 3 

1012 

1 .7.1011

1 .7.1012

� [Hz] f� [Hz] Re, [m] 

12 8 95 

26 24 24 

14 11 75 
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8 6 90 
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Fig. 6. S-wave spectra of the event no. 2 

Comparing the stress-drops of the events investigated in this study principal dif

ferences between the two groups are significant. The causes are different fracture 
strengths and stress conditions in the source region (sediments, crystalline rocks) 
probably. 

Some general conclusionss 

- The principal beliaviour of the displacement spectra of events wi thin the two magnitude
groups is very similar.

- There are two groups of events which stress drops distinguishing by more than two
orders.

- The seismic moment and the magnitude Mr, of local events scatter very strongly due
to propagation effects in the inhomogeneous earth. It is very difficult to compare
local events occuring in different crustal regions. A unified magnitude approach for
local events must be developed.
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Source Spectra Estimation Using Sliding Homomorphie Deconvolution 

by 

S. GRÄSSL 1)

Summary 

Homomorphie deconvolution is a well-known filter method basing on a generalized super
position principle. Different seismological applications are known for the separation of 
interferences in seismic wavetrains. Generally in seismology seismic signals are charac
terized by a very strong interaction of the source wavelet with propagation effects in a 
layered earth. Deconvolution of the seismic wavetrains is necessary to separate the in
fluences of the source and the wave propagation. In comparison with the conventional 
least square inverse filtering technique homomorphic filtering needs weaker preassump
tions. The investigation of synthetic and seismological time series has shown the rather 
limited value of the simple homomorphic deconvolution. Because of these known diffi
culties the cepstrum calculation of wavetrains was modified: a moving time window divid
es the whole wavetrain in different segments. The individual cepstra are stored and 
stacked. It is reasonable to assume nearly the same source wavelet within the different 
segments but a more or less randomly varying L�terference structure. The stacked 
cepstrum which is transformed back into the frequency domain represents mainly the 
source spectrum. It will be shown that in generally it is possible to generalize these 
method for the estimation of power spectra of stationary random processes. Comparisons 
of this new spectral estimation approach with classical estimation will be demonstrRted. 
The homomorphic rleconvolution was used to estimate the source wavelet spectrum from 
different parts of a reflection seismic trace. Comparing these estimations it was pos
sible to calculate the intrinsic attenuation of real geological media from reflection 
seismic records. 

1) Cen ral Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR.DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg 
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Due to the seismic wave propagation in an inhomogeneous earth seismic signals are 

characterized by a strong interaction of the source signal, which is called in the 

following the "seismic wavelet" with wave propagation effects in the earth. As a vecy 

good approximation the heterogeneity of the earth can be described approximately in 

many cases by a system of parallel layers. Due to secondary reflections seismic signals 

represent a complex overlapping of wavelets with different delay times and amplitudes. 

The wavelet represents the source function, which is influenced by the rather well-known 

processes of the geometrical spreading and the frequency dependent attenuatio� mainly. 

Generally it is, therefore, not possible to estimate the source time function from a 

seismic record directly. 

For many seismic wave phases a simplified model can be assumeds The wave packet 

consists of a superposition of nearly the same wavelet with different unknown time 

delays and amplitudes. It is the aim of digital signal processing to separate these 

two components: 

- the identification of the interference pattem,

- the recovery of the seismic wavelet by averaging out the interferences.

In reflection seismic e. g. the interference part reflects in a first approximation the 

vertical distribution of the reflecting. horizonts. The series of reflection coefficients 

can be considered as a realization of a pure white noise process. Under these conditions 

the elimination of the interference part can be achieved by computing the autocorrelation 

function of the seismic record. The power spectrum of the seismic trace is then identical 

to the power spectrum of the seismic wavelet. The theoretical basis for this procedure 

is given by the so called WOLD's decomposition theorem. The practical realization can be 

carried out using the well-known BLACKMAN-TUKEY estimation method. Detailed investiga

tions of seismic acoustic log records indicate significant deviations from a white noise 

process, therefore,only biased source spectrum estimations are possible. Thus, an alter

native procedure was used for the estimation of the source function given by the so-called 

homomorphic deconvolution well-known from signal theory. This non-linear filter method 

does not need the preassumption of a white noise process. To demonstrate the principle 

approach of this method shortly Fig. 1 shows a synthetic example: The seismic wavetrain 

was constructed by the convolution of a seismic wavelet s(t) with a spike series i(t) 

describing the amplitudes and time delays of the secondary wave phases. By Fourier trans

fornation the convolution is converted into the product of the corresponding spectra. 

The complex logarithm transforms this product into a sum of the corresponding logarithmic 

spectra. To separate the two components by linear fil ters a second Fourier transformation 

transfoms back -these frequency functions into another space which is the time domain 

again. The transformed time function is called cepstrum. 

Under rather simple restrictions it is possible to separate in the cepstral domain 

the two components s(t) and i(t). After inverting the procedure the two components 

connected in the wavetrain by cmwolution can be estimated separately. The practical 

application of this powerfull method to real seismological records is rather difficult 

because of two reasonss 

1. The separation is possible only in the case of rather simple interference structures.

The· estimation of the time delay of the depth phases from the P-wave signals of under

ground nuclear explosions is a well-known application.

2. The beginning and the end of the wavetrain must be defined clearly.
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Pig. 1. Homomorphie deconvolution of a 
synthetic seismic wavetrain 

Because of these restrictions the method was modified in the following manners The 

investigated wavetrain is segmented using a time wind�w of finite length. This window 

slides along the time series. The interference part and the wavelet are estimated for 

each position of the time window. As it is reasonable to assume the same signal and a 

more or lass randomly varying interference structure for differing window positions, 

the interferences are cancelled out by stacking the different cepstra. The mean cepstrum 

represents as a good approximation the signal part of the wavetrain. The very frequent 

cba.nge from the time domain into the frequency domain and back in to the time domain 

can be carried out effectively only using the FPT-algoritbm. For the investigation of 

the interference part the partial cepstra are stacked with time delays corresponding 

to the different time positions of the window. 

To investigate the effectiveness of this method for the esti�ation of the signal 

spectrum a synthetic random linear process was investigated comparing the result with 

the spectrum calculated by means of the classical BLACKMAN-TUKEY estimation procedure 

(F:ig. 2). This Figura demonstrates in a clear manner the advantages of this non-linear 

method. 
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Therefore, this method was used for the calculation of the intrinsic absorption from 
reflection seismic records by comparing the seismic wavelet spectra calculated from dif
ferent parts of a reflection trace. In- a rat her good approximation the wavelet spectra 
correspond to the source spectra which are influenced by the depth-dependend attenuation. 
The spectral quotient yields the frequency dependent absorption in the corresponding 
depth interval. The flow diagram (Fig. 3) demonstrates once more the principle of the 
sliding homomorphic analysis. The program was tested using synthetic seismic traces 
competed with attenuation f'rom real acoustic log data. In the next Fig. 4 the result of 
a practical application is shown. The motivation for these investigations was the state
ment proofed experimentally t�at hydrocarbons in the pores of sediments ;yield a signifi
cant higher absorption for P-waves. Therefore, the CDP-stacked seismic traces in the 
region of an oil deposit we:re investigated. 

The cross section of the areal distribution of absorption for a profile crossing the 
oil deposit is shown. In the region of the deposits marked by crosses the higher ab
sorption is remarkable. 
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Automatie gain 
t control

Definition of a 
�t time window

Definition of a time interval 
within the time window 
Multiplication of that time interval 
with a Hanning window 

Fourier transformation 

Inverse Fourier transformation: 
Calculation of the cepstrum 

Averaging of the cepstrums 

Repeated Fourier transformation: 
Calculation of the signal spectrum 
ln/S(w)/ 
Calculation of the spectrum ratios 
Oi (w)=ln/Si(w)/-ln /So(w)/ 

Estimation of the increments 

Evaluation of attenuation 

Pig. 3. Plow diagram for the estimation of the ab
sorption from a reflection seismic trace 
(after DANCKWARDT et al., 19??) 

Pig. 4. Areal distribution of· seismic attenuationalong a profile cross:lng an oil deposite
:v,1111 oil deposite 

isolines of attenuation (x4.10-6 s/m)(arter PATZER, PRÖHL, 1980)
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The European Mediterranean Seismological Centre, Present and J!'uture 

by 

H. HAESSLER, M. GRANl!lT 1)

81 

The European �editerranean Seismological Centre which has been launched in 1976, 
January, is the continuation of the Bureau Central International de S61smologie locaited 
in Strasbourg which ceased warking in 1975. New computing programs for. earthquakes loca� 
tion have been developed and the use of Telex for rapid data transmission led to a 
rapid determination of the epicentre in case of a destructive earthquake. This is of 
great importance for first aid services and scientific field operation in an appropri
ate way. The EMSC is also in charge of the determination through a regular procedure öi 
earthquakes which occur within the European Mediterranean region. These earthquakes 
locations are distributed each month with a time delay of 2 months. Considering the 
last 7 years, the input data (by telex, paper tape, bulletins ••• ) have considerably 
increase�. In fact the number of earthquake determinations has been growing up from 
581 in 1976 to 1420 in 1981. Due to this increase a new regular procedure is presently 
developed by the scientific and technic staff of tbe El4SC. 

1) Institut de Pbysique du Globe, 5 Rue Ren6 Descartes, 67084 Strasbol11'g-Cedex, :France
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Summary 

Descr1pt1on of Data Acquisition and Data Processing Pacilities at 

Seismological Telemetrie Hetwork in Hungary 

by 

L. HETESI 1)

This paper deale with the Hungarian seismic station network, which will be reorganiz
ed in this and the ne:xt year. The first of these stations situated in MAtra Mountains 
has been in continuous operation since 1977 and uses analog recording by FM telemetry. 
The new seismic network consist of four outstations with the centre in Budapest. The 
digitized signals of vertical BP seismometers are transmitted by digital telemetry in 
the UHP band by radio links and recorded at Budapest in magnetic bubble memories. The 
central computer synchronizes the data acquisition and determines the parameters of 
events. 

The Hungarian seismic station network will be reorganized in this and in the ne:xt 
,ear. Based on the research and experiments of several years a new digital telemetering 
system has been planned for seismological use. The stations will be built and this 
system will work just like an array. The f"ull array will become operational in 1984, 
although continuous recordings on the first telemetry station - in :B'M analog method -
have been available since 1977. The main purpose of the STN is to record the fine 
structure in the frequency-wavenwnber domain with large dynamic range and high resolu
tion within a spectral range between 0,2 s and 20 s. Digital data acquisition and pro
cessing, however, are the appropriate concept for these purposes. 

�he present paper describes the main technical elements of the network installation 
and operation in close connection with the data flow. The planned Hungarian STN consist 
of four field stations (outstations) with the �entre in Budapest. At first every station 
will be equipped by short-period vertical seismographs. Sinc_e the central station is
Budapest, where is a high population density, industry, and traffic, noise level is 
rather high, the seismograph will be set up in a 200 metres deep borehole. 

Each outstation contains the seismometer als well as the analog and digital elec
tronic facilities for data acquisition and transmission. The analog electronic set 
includes a high quality anti-aliasing filter and a gain ranging amplifier. The 3 dB 
point of the 5 pole ant1al1asing filter is at 5 Hz. The gain-ranging amplifier consist 
of 3 cascaded DC-amplifiers. The concept of gain-ranging used in the data acquisition 
system permits to record the seismic signals with high dynamic range and high resolu
tion. The gain-ranging and the multiplexing are controlled by the software. The digital 
electronic modules consist of a microcomputer, analog-to-digital converter, a control 

1) Institute of Seismology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 1112 Budapest,
lleredek u. 1 B, Hungary 
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unit for seismometer calibration and modems. Controlled by the operating system the 
analog signals are digitized every 50 ms (20 Hz). A 12-bit A/D converter is used and 
the program provides the conversion of the 12 bit words into 16· bit floating point data 
format. Digitized words are then conve.rted to serial form and coded for data transmis
sion. The coding consist of two partss compacting by method predictive code (from 12 bit 
to 8 bit) and the error correcting code. The data transmission form the outstations to 
the data center is performed in blocks of 10 s, using synchronous transmission mode of 
3600 bits per second. The modems also contain a same bit rate channel in the opposite 
direction. This is used for transmission of various command codes for system control. 

There are several technical possibilities for digital data transmission, but in our 
case it seemed to be the most reliable way to use radio links in the tJHlP band. We have 
got only one duplex frequency for the full radio network, so that we can use the time
dividing transmission method. The synchronous modems and also some of the electronic 
equipmenta were developed and contructed in the electronics laboratory at Institute of 
Communication of Technical University in Budapest. 

All components used for data decoding, recording, monitoring, system control are 
combined in the data center. A minicomputer VT 20 - made in Hungary, firm VIDEOTON -
controls the various components. Four synchronous modems are used for telemetric stations, 
naturally the acquisition instrument in the centre is joined by direct interfaces. 

The central computer synchronizes the data acquisition. Selfmonitoring functions in 
the operating prog*ms are able to detect failures. But the main function of the centrai 
computer is: when an event is detected, the data processing begins automatically. 
The computer can also write magnetic data tapes which are suitable for complex analysing 
in a computing centre as well as for international data exchange. For simultaneous moni
toring the information is converted to analog form and is recorded by ink-pen drum re
corders. 

A receiver for radio time signals (DCF ??) and the time of day clock provide the 
center with accurate time pulses. The clock provides BCD data to the minicomputer taken

as reference signals for synchronizing the full network. 
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Seismio Data Collection in Denmark 

by 

L. HJEIJIE 1 )

Since 192? seismograph stations have been operated near Copenhagen in Denmark and in 
Ivigtut and Scoresbysund in Greenland. However digital recording has been introduced 
only rather recently. A few years ago a dense network of seismometers was implemented 
in Southern Sweden. This network was extented into Denmark in a co-operation between 
POA, Stockholm and Geodetic Institute. All signal were sent to Stockholm for digital 
recording. Special care have been taken in selection of the situation of the seiSlllome
ters in Denmark. In a special study two nearby places were compared as regard to local 
and distant events. Copy tapes of interesting sequences were mailed from Stockholm to 
Copenhagen for further studies. First the data has been used for locatillg Danish earth
quakes. 13 events were detected during the first 3 years. Danish teleseismic stations 
were modernized in the sixties wi th the WWSSN equipment, which was of the classical 
type. One of these stations (Godhavn, GDH) was upgraded last year to digital recording
(DIWSS). But it is too premature to report on the performance. 

Seismic Data Teletransmission in Romanian Network 

by 

P'. IONICA, A. GRIGORE 2)

The general configuration of the telemetered seismic network and of the data acquisi
tion is presented. Romania has now an 18 station short-period seismic network. Data from 
the remote stations are telemetered via UHF data links to central station Bucharest-Mä
gurele and to seconda:cy center Cheia-Red ll4ountain, where they are recorded on visual 
recorders. The station in Mägurele includes also a computer-based data processing and 
analysis facility which consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/34 with 
peripherals and software programs. The software programs which are being provided by 
Teledyne-Geotech automatically process the seismic data and allow to our institute to 
be most responsive to the scientific needs of the country. 

1) Geodaetisk Institute, Gamlehave alle 22, DK-2920 Charlottenlund, Denmark

2) Central Institute of Physics, Center of F.arth Physics and Seismology, P.O. Box MG-2,
Bucharest-Mägurele, Romania 
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Direct Keasurement of Seismic Forces Using llulti-Pendular Seismometers

by 

B.K. KARAPETIAN 1)

85 

In this paper the instrumental determination of peak seismic forces . in structures 
is presented using the spectral method by A.G. NAZAROV (1959) subsequent�y developed in 
cooperation with the_ author (KARAPETIAN, 1963; NAZAR0V and KARAPETIAN, 1973; KARAPETIAN 
and KARAPETIAN, 1_978). The method consists in directly integrating of the equations of 
seismically produced ground displacements using a multi-pendular seismometer, which is 
a set of damped horizontal and vertical linear oscillators of differing periods to 
simulate structures in a wide range of periods and decrements of oscillation. The verti
cal and horizontal component of the multipendular seismometer is shown in Fig. 1. 

5 

a -1

Cl 

7 

6 

wK=! 
Fig. 1. Schematic principle of the horizontal and 

vertical pendulums of the seismometer 

Both are mounted on a string suspension 1 or spiral ring, respectively, unloading the 
dampers (rubber or plastic cylinders 8) in the neutral position of the pendulum. The 
oscillations of the vertical and horizontal pendulums are recorded on smoked glass 
plates in cassettes using a corundum stylus 4. The stylus is fixed with permaloy plates 
5 to the nut 6 which by tightening on the pendulum pin provides the needed pressure of 
the stylus cm the glass. If the pendulums swinge, the stylus scratches the smoked 
surface primed by a thin layer of bone grease for an enduring·hold of soot and a re
duced stylus-to-glass friction. 

1) Polytechnical Institute of Yerevan, Terjana 105, Yerevan 3?5009, USSR
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The vertical-pendulum cassettes are inserted into slots of a displacable table. In
sertion of the cassette causes that the stylus traces one of the axes on the glass (in 
parallel to the cassette guides). The other perpendicular axis appears after the rec
ording of the oscillatocy process by displacing the table with cassettes up to the 
position when the stylus leaves the glass surface. The crossing of these axes gives 
the zero calculating point to process the recordings. A similar prelimi,,4cy and rec
ording procedure takes place with the horizontal pendulums although with a substan
tially reduced complexity of hardware. The instrument sensitivity is 3 to 4 points on 
the scale. 

In operating condition the instrument is enclosed in a case for protection against 
dust, contamination, and so on. Installation is carried out by using a water level for 
a precise horizontal position either in a mural recess or on a special concrete slab in 
a basement or a well. The instrument dimensions are 808 x 480 x 643 mm. 

Both the recordings and maximum deflexions of the pendulums yield the reduced expres
sions for seismic accelerations defined by the following simplified formula: 

T = 

T 
(T

o)2 g_ f a ,

where f - the recording-measured maximum pendulum deflexion in cm; a - distance from 
stylus tip to the rotation centre of the elastic pendulum in cm; g - 981 cm/s2; T

0 
-

the free period of the pendulum under consideration with an articulated suspension at 
the centre of rotation; T - the free period of the same pendulum elastically mounted 
in a rubber or plastic plug, i. e. in its working condition. 

The phrase "reduced expressions for seismic accelerations" stands for the maximum 
seismic stresses as related to a unit of concentrated mass of thP linear oscillator for 
a given damping. Since in scale calibration the constants a, T

0 
and T are determined 

directly, the passport for each pendulum gives the coefficient: 

J{ = 

S. T
0 

2 

a <r) 

Thus, the maximum reduced seismic acceleration is determined by the formulas 

T : K f • 

The values obtained for seismic accelerations are used for plotting the spectral 
curves. On the abscissae are the free periods for the elastic pendulums T while the 
ordinates show the reduced seismic accelerations T. The diagrams of reducet seismic 
accelerations cbaracterize the seismic stress at a given point. As exemple a spectral 
curve T(T) is shown in Fig. 2. 

Indicating stability is controlled by semi-anual checks of the free periods of pen
dulums as well as of their damping decrements. An insignificant deviation of the free 
period of the order of ± 10 per cent can be corrected by re-calculating the value of K 
given in the passport. Kore substantial changes will require pendulum replacements. 

Thus, direct instrumental measurements of seismic forces using multi-pendular seis
mometers yield feasible data clarifying certain engineering aspects of earthquakes. 
This facilitates the formulation of scientifically based definitions as well es the 
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Fig. 2. Reduced seismic accelera
tion curve 

standardization of seismic forces affecting structures and eliminates prejudiced assess

ments of earthquake after-effects. 

The multi-pendular seismometers have already been installed on all seismic stations 
in the USSR operating in seismic active regions. Both in field conditions and at seismic 
stations these instruments have been used to study a great number of earthquakes measur
ing 3 to 8 points at different regions of the USSR. 

These instruments has been used to study intensive blasts in quarries and by highway 
construction as well as by excavating a reservoir of a hydroelectric power plant. The 
latter ca·se requires a limitation on the number of charges to protect the power plant 
structures. Similar investigations for secur.ity against explosions have also been done 
on other sites. 

The application of this method for studying the earthquakes and powerful explosions 
within the USSR has yielded a lot of data on spectral curves of the reduced seismic 
accelerations. These data have become a basis for carrying out a number of jobs on the 

design calculations of structures and for performing seismic zonation and microzonation 
of different areas. 
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Interpretation of Broadc:BandSeismograms from the Gräfenberg Array: Examples 

by 

R. KiliD 1)

Broad-band data from the Gräfenberg Arrey are available since a number of years and 
an increasing number of eeismological research projects have been carried out using 
these data. Experiences from a few of these projects are discussed in the following. 

The Gräfenberg data from the &abu Alb event on 3 September 1978 are the first ex
ample (KIND, 1979). Digitaldata processing techniques revealed a clear second phase 
between the P and the P phases, called sP • This phase has travelled from the 

n g n 

source to the free surface as S-wave, was there converted to a P-wave and travelled 
the remaining path as Pn-wave. Theoretical seismograms have been used for the identifi
cation of this phase. This phase was also detected at a number of other events from the 
Swabian Alb. Depth phases like sPn or pPn have also been detected in the meantime
in records of earthquakes from Northern Italy. The interpretation of these phases rep
resents a great improvement in the accuracy of the source depth determination. Also 
in GRJ.1' earthquake records from the Swabian Alb and from Northern Italy was discovered 
a eplitting of·the Pg phase into two phases travelling with different velocities. This
observation has not yet been interpreted. 

The second example is the interpretation of phases in the P-wave group of events 
from the Chile-Peru area (KIND and SEIDL, 1982). Practically all GRl!' records of the 
largest events from the west coast of sourth Amerika have clear pP and sP pbases, 
allowing a very accurate depth determination. The GRl!' broad-band data enable the de
tection of these phases in many more cases than they are reported in bulletins. An un
identified additional phase ie also often discovered in GRl!' records from earthquakes 
of this region. Complete theoretical seismograms of a homogeneous earthmodel do not 
predict this phase. There are indications that thie phase is related to the descending 
plate. 

The third e:x:ample are GRJ.1' records from Greek earthquakes. Most of these records have 
clearly two phaees at the beginning, travelling with different velocities (RADEMACHER 
et al. 1983). The second phaee was interpreted as reflection from the 400 km disconti
nuity. A new upper mantle modal for South-East Europe is ,daclved with the aid of theoret
ical seismograms. Aga in 1t was :f'ound that bulletin data, like epicenter 1<X>-<>rdinates and 
origin time, must be corrected for stu�ies of this type. It is interesting that the 
amplitude of the reflection from the 400 lan discontinuity is very weak in the northern 
part of the array for events from the Hellenic Are. It is supposed that lateral inhomo
geneitiAe like the deep roots of the Alps could be responsible for tbat. 

All these e:x:amples have shown tbat three main properties of the GRIP data (digital, 
broad-band and array) greatly improve the information about the earth, which can be ob- • 
tained from earthquake records. 

1) Seismologisches Zentralobservatorium, Krankenhausstr. 1-3, D-8520 Erlangen, PRG 
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Summar;y 

Acquisition and storage of Digital Seismic lata at the Seismological 
Observator;y Moxa/Jena 

by 

K. D. KLINGE 2)

89 

The signals of the 16 channels of the acquisition system at the seismological obser
vatory Moxa/Jena are sampled with a rate of 20 cps. Is.ta acquisition for each channel 
is carried out and all data are stored on magnetic disk for half an hour. Selected 
earthquakes are recorded on magnetic tape. The system records in multiplexed form with 
20 samples per second three components of short- and intermediate-periode instruments 
and also two single vertical short-period components of a small array. The duration of 
the record is about 10 minutes. Additional intermediate-and long-period signals are 
stored wi th 1 sample per second for two hours. 

1) Institute of Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, B. Gruzins
k:aya 1 O, D-242 Moscow, USSR

2) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Acade:m;y of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-69 Jena, Burgweg 11
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1 • Introduction 

In this paper we present the seismic data acqu1s1 tion system of the station Koxa/Jena 

available today as well as erlsting sof'tware for digital data processing. First some 

common remarks to the recording of seismic events. Generally the bandwidth of seismic 

eignale ie 81118.ll and the dynamic range 1s wide (140 dB). Usually seismic records are 

split into separate frequency bande obtained at different sensitivities. These frequen

cy bands are choosen in that way to reduce the influence of seismic background noiee 

and to optimize the conditions for signal recording. Three different types of seismo

logical recording are presently used at the station Moxa, known as short-period, long

period and intermediate-period or broad-band recording. Techniques utilized for record
ing of seismological data ares visual recording on paper or photographic sheets, analog 
magnetic tape recording, and digital recording on magnetic tape. The dynamic renge of 

the analog recording is only of the order of 40 dB. Thus, a photographic or analog mag

netic tape record can cover only a small pert of the whole range of the eeismic signals. 

Analog-to-digital conversion systems with a dynamic range up to 120 dB are available 

today. P'or seismological purposes in countries with a low natural seismicity like the 

GDR, systems with a range of 96 dB or 16 bits can effectively be used. Our available 

dynamic range for short-period and intermediate-period digital data recording is shown 
at Pig. 1. The ground displacement in dependence of the frequenc;y for analog recording -

is also shown. The most convenient way to record digital data is a computer compatible 

format on magnetic tape so that the data can be analysed on a digital computer. It is 

an actual disadvantage tbat different computers or data centres write tapes in a dif

ferent format and with different data packing densities. More informations about this 

topic are given in the following paper. 

2. Hardware for digital data acguisition

Now I will present a brief summacy of the hardware of the digital data acquisition

system. You have heared a more detailed discussion to this topic in the paper of 

TEUPSER. The whole system consists of the 4 different parts (P'ig. 2)s 

1. The Seismological Station Mora with its different seismometers and the equipment

for analog -to-frequency conversion.

2. Two remote statione with one by one vertical short-period seismometer in seismic

active regions at Posterstein and Plauen. The distance of each station to Mo::m is

about 50 km.

3. The 24 channel telephon system for data transmission. P'requency-modulated signals

are continuously transmitted to the data recording centre in Jena.

4. The data collection and analysis facilities. The frequency-modulated signals are con

verted by frequency-to-digital converters into binacy form. The word size is 16 bit

integer format. The sampling rate of 20 samples/s is controlled by an electronic

clock. Moreover, the clock delivers the time signals for the on-line data acquisi

tion with the computer PRS 4000. Analog recording is possible, too. The on-line

computer possesses a 32 K word core memory, three disk storages, two magnetic tape

unite for digital recording and the neceesary peripherical equipment.
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lPig. 1. Available dynamic range for the analog and digital recording of 
short-, intemediate- and long-period seismic data at the 
Seismological station Koxa 

3. Software for digital data acguisition

91 

At present the computer is connected with 16 seismic channels. The used sampling
rate of 20 samples/s implies all together a data flow of 320 samples/s. A special order 
for the operation of the computer is necessar;y to avoid loss of data. The priorit;y of 
the separate routines is the following (Fig. 3): 

1. The receiving of digital data from the frequenc;y-to-digital converter.

2. The on-line data processing of primar;y data. That meanss
- Data control, dimensioning and reduction,
- Watching the breakdowns of channels,
- Oontinuous time control.

3. Building trace buffers for ever;y channel on the disk storege for half an hour.

4. llata output with records of seismic data, errors and dimension constants.
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Seismolog. Station Moxa 

,---------7 

2 remote sta tions 

1 20 Seismometer 1 1 Seism. 

1 
( S P, IP, LP) 

___ _, 
: 

( S P )

1 .-_ 1 
1 ____ ---_: 1 

1 
I

I Frequency modul. FM 

1 Seism. 
( S P) 

FM 
1 300 ... 3400 Hz 1 

1 1 1 
1 ---L------ 1 1 telephone line 
1 24 channel 1- _J 1 
1 Transmitter T ______ J

L------�--_J 
, telephone line 

------�--------

Data centre Jena 24 channel 
Receiver 

Pig. 

Demodul. .,._ ____ _,, 

status bit digital data 

PRS 4000-Processor ...... ---1 

disc storage 

crystal 
clock 

magn. tape record 

analog 
record 

2. Digitaldata acquisition system of the Seismological
Observator,y lloxa/Jena. The whole system consists of the
4 partss 1. the Seismological Station Mo:m, 2. two
remote stations

i 
3. the data transmission system and

4. the data col ection end analysis facilities
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Data acquisition 
---------

On-line dato processing 
-----'---....

--------1 Data control 
Dimension i ng 

Trace buffer on 
disc storage 

Dataoutpu-t - -- -- -

Record of errors Record of dato 

------ -- ---- -- --

Data analysis 

event detection 
identification 

Record of results 

time signal 

Calculation of

constants for 
dato correction 

Tape recording 
Magnetic tape 

record 

flg. 3. Digital data acquisition and on-line data 
processing w1 th the computer PRS 4000 at Jena 

5. ll!lta analysis with the separate taskss

- hent detection,

- hent identi.fication,

- Oalculation of the seismic parameters like magnitude and so on and

- Deciding for event recording on magnetic tape

6. Recording of selected seismic data on tape.

7. 0ff-line data analysis.

a. Programme test.

., 
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·The most important task tor the on-line work of the processor is the digital data .

acquisition. ll!lta can be lost if there is a delay in operation. As after receiving all
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data are stored on disk for half an hour, there is enough time for data analysis and 
tape recording of selected seismic events. The printed records of seismic data, errors 
and dimension constants give comp:rehensive informations to the user about the function 
of the whole hardware and software for data acquisition. 

4. llagnetic tape recording

The onset time is stored if a seismic event is detected. After that an identification
procedure is started. The recording on magnetic tape is started if more tban one station 
triggere the event and if the event is declared as an earthquake and not as near e:xplo
sion. P'or recording we use one half inch 9 track tapes with a packing density of 800 bpi. 

Each record starts at the last but one change of a minute. This means seismic noise with 
a length between one and two minutes is recorded before the interested event. Short

period and intermediate-period waves are separately recorded from long-perlod ones. As 
the first group the short-period and intermediate-period records are stored with a sam
pling rate of 20 samples/s but the second group,the long-period records, are stored with 
1 sample/s. The :recording length for the first group 1s between 4 and 22 s and for the 
second group always 2 hours. The number of cbannels can be cbanged for each group. 
Recently we store for the first group all together 8 channels of seismic data - 3 compo
nents short-period, 3 components intermediate-period and 2 single vertical components of 
the remote stations. 

Each record of a seismic event starts with an "event header". The "event header" 
contains common information on the recorded event and all necessary remarks about the 
used stations and seismometer parameters. In the following paper the development of this 
standard tape formst 1s described. The data format is organized for recording on tape in 
fixed-length blocke of 1000 words or 2000 bytes. The start of each block is signalized 
by an interrupt. There is a bloc� header with a length of 40 words at the beginning of 
each block containing information on the date and time of the first sample. Seismic data 
are arranged in this data blocks in mul tiplexed form. 

Connected with the recording of data a catalogue is produced on the disk storage. This 
catalogue contains the date and time of  the beginning of the record, the file number and 
the number of blocke • .Additional informations belonging to the event like loca·lization, 
magnitude, depth of the seismic source and so on can be stored later. The number of 
records storeable on one tape is about 150. That means i t is possible to store data o:f 
a few weeks on one tape. The digital data processing system is exclusively used for 
scientific purposes. P'or this reason only about 1/3 of all recorded seismic events is 
stored on tape. The start point for tape recording was 1n June 1982. 

We have independently developed the necessary programme system for magnetic tape 
recording. Programmes exist for short- and long-period recordings, for data transfer to  
a second tape, programmes for tape reading and tape handling. 
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s. Conclusion

The whole software for·digital data acquisition and digital magnetic tape recording
was developed in our institute and is working without problems. The processing time of 
this part of the software is about 30 %. Therefore, there is enough time for such tasks 
like event detection, identification, seismic parameter calculation and other tasks 
desired to process by users of data. The softwa:re is variable and allows to change dif
ferent parameters like the number of channels and the sampling rate. It is possible to 
receive data of more than two remote stations as well as data of non-seismio measuring 
points like temperature in the seismometer vault, air pressure and wind velocity in the 
vicinity of the station Moxa. 

Now I finish my discussion and give my thanks to my colleagues from the Geomagnetic

Observatory Niemegk for tiseful disc�ssions refering to software problems. 

Summary 

Standard Tape Format for Digital Seismic Recordings 
with the CIPE Station Network 

l:/Y 

K.D. KLINGE 1) and H. Gt1NZEL 2)

After a brief summary of the storage of seismic data -the GDR magnetic tape format is 
discussed wi th emphasis on the various parts including information on the stations and 
their seismometer parameters. Seismic data are recorded on tape in multiplexed form in 
data blocks containing 1000 words (2000 bytes). At the beginning of each block there is
a block header of 4-0 words containing information on the date and time of the record 
and on errors of seismic data. 

1. Introduction

A lot of high quality seismic data are produced by the seismological stations or
arrays especially in Europa and North-America. Most of them are recorded in analogue 
form on photographic sheets or paper. For this kind of record there 1s a high degree 
of standardization. Nowadays, the use of digital measuring and 'data processing tech
niques is rapidly expanding in seismology and it is common to store seismic data on com
puter tape. But it is not trivial to use data from other institutions due to different 
tape and data formats. To simplify data excbange, it is necessary to have a common 
standard. Existing data formats differ from institute to institute due to different 
requirements with respect to the number and type of the data acquisition instruments 

1) Ce.atral Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
D])R-69 Jena , Burgweg 11

2) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg
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and the special interest of the institutitions regarding local, regional or teleseislldc 
events. 'rhis results in different sampling rates between 100 samples/s and 1 sample/s. 
The format of the data word and the dynamic range is different, too. Some selected 
digital recording stations are shown in the first table. Most of the stations have 
short-period and long-period and in two cases intermediate-period recordings. Broad
band recording is used as well. Long-period and broad-band digital da�a are common re
corded continuously, but the short-period digital data are recorded only for triggered 
events. After a few years magnetic tapes are erased, and only recorded seismic events 
of common interest are stored. 

2. Description of the tape format

For the CIPE station network a flexible standard magnetic tape format for digital
seismic recordings was developed which easily accomodates certain differences in digital 
data acquisition at the central recording facility at Potsdam on the one band and for 
the Mo:m/Jena subsystem which is connected with the main seismological observatocy 
on the other band. Due to certain differences in the tasks to be performed by the cen
tralized system and the subsystem the number of cbannels, sampling rate, time code and 
the type of computere used differ. Therefore, it is not practicable to standardize the 
digital data record itself, but rat her the tape format Rnd the "event header". This 
fully guarantees the mutual exchange and use of the digital data within the whole 
system. 

It ·vas not our aim to produce a completely new format but rather to follow the basic 
lines of internationally well proven concepts such as the "network day tape" or "GRF 
tape" format. Our format is a generalized one. It satisfies many demands wi th respect 
to different primacy instruments, station arrays and so on. In detail it enables: 

1. the continuous recording of seismic signals
2. the recording of selected events
3. the recording from a single station with different components
4. the recording from several stations or arrays over telemetcy equipments on one tape
5. the recording of different sampling rates for short-period and long-period signals
6. to store all necessacy annotations from all s�ations recorded on the tape. The tape

does not require any accompanying information except the basic description of its
formet.

7. to marke datas with wrong samples.

In the following we will discuss our common tape format with empbasis on the various 
parts included in the tape (Fig. 1). 

The first recording on evecy tape is a descriptive tape header with general informa
tion and the catalogue Usting of the events recorded on the previous tape. The "� 
header" is located at the beginning of evecy new event and contains specific information 
on tbat particular seismic event and recording parameters (Tab. 2). It contains the 
number of the tape and of the event on tape as well as a descriptor for the type of the 
record. Tbat means an identification mark for short-period or long-period recording. It 
follows the date and time of the first sample on the record. After tbat the "event 
header" contains a description of the data record including the number of words in the 
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Table 1: Selected digital data recording stations 

Station network D;yn.range fape recording Period Sample/s Recording 

dB 

20 -SBO + ASBO 1� digital 1600 b.pi SP event triggered 
LP 1 continuously 

"network 

DWWSSN 96 digital 1600 bpi SP 20 event triggered day tape"

IP 10 event triggered 
LP 1 continuously 

IP"Z Moskva/OBN 60 digital 800 bpi SP 40 continuously ➔ event 

PUL/OBN 60 digital 800 bpi LP 5 continuously➔ event 

NOTSSJ/Bulg. ca.100 digital 800 bpi SP 50 event triggered 

ROMSNET/Romania ca.100 digital 1600 bpi SP 50 event triggered 

GRF-Array 132 digital 800 bpi BB 20 continuously 

NORSAR 100 digital 1600 bpi SP 20 continuously ➔ event 
LP 1 (O, 5) continuously 

HAGFORS 120 digital SP 20 svent triggered 

SLEN (SKJ) 

FIN SEIS. ARRAY 
GJ Praha 

IPG Strasbourg 

CIPE IDXA/JENA 

Word 

1 
2 
3 

4 - 9 
10, 11 
12 
13 

LP 4 
120 digital SP 60 

72 digital 1600 bpi SP 25 
80 Frl(➔ dig.800 bpi BB 
60 digital SP 90 
80 digital BB 1 

ca.120 digital 800 bpi SP 20 
IP 20 
LP 1 

Table 2: Format of "event header" 

Content 

Tape number 
Number of event on tape 
Identifications SP => 1 

LP *2 

Start of the record - date and time

unused 
Words per block 
Words per block header

continuously 
event triggered 
continuously ➔ event 

continuously 
event 
event 
event 

triggered 
triggered 
triggered 

Format 

I = Integer 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

14 Number of seismometer I 
15 Number of data samples per seismometer per block 
16 Sampling rate (20 Hz resp. 1 Hz) I 

17 - 49 Order of seismometer data stored in the data block I (word 17 contains number of 1 st seismometer) 
50 - 51 Station code of 1 st seismometer ASO II 

52 Component 1 st seismometer ASO II 
53 - 57 Latitude, longitude, elevation 1st seismometer I 
58 - 131 Nominal perameter 1 st seismometer I 

50+(k-1 )X82 1 st word station code kth seismometer ASO II 

selected 
selected 

selected 

selected 
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Magnetic Tape Format 

Tape - Header 

1 
Event- Header 

1. event

1 
n Data Blocks 

of the '1.event 

1 
Event - Header 

2.event

1 
n Data Blocks 

of the 2.event 

1 

1 
E vent - Header 

m. event

l 
n Data Blocks 

of the m. event 

Genera l  in formation 

and catalogue 

General information on 

stations and event 

Seismic dato 

Fig. 1. Common magnetic tape format for digital seismic 
recordings with the CIPE station network 

following data blocke and in the data block header, the number of seismometer, sampling 

rate, and the order of seismometer data stored in the data block. The station code of 

the firet seismometer stored in the data blocke is written on word 50. It follows the 

seiemometer-component, and the coordinate and elevation of the first seismometer. Cali

bration data for each channel are followed by detailed information on the complex 

transfer functions. This includes a listing of all the complex poles and zeros, both 

real and imaginary • .ltter t�t the perametere of all other seiemometer stored in the 

data block tollow. 
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Seismic data are recorded in data blocke. n data blocke for one event are 
data block. Seismic data are recorded in data blocke. n data blocks for one event are 
arranged one after another behind the "event header". The block length at the sub
system Mo:xa/Jena is 1000 words or 2000 bytes. The first 40 words of every block contain 
header information. Fig. 2 is a listing of the specific data contained in each "block 
header" word. Word 1 through 3 contain the nWDber of event, the number of the actual 
block and a flag to identif;y between short-period and long-period recording. Word 4 
through 9 contain the e:xact date and time for the start of the record. Word 10 through 
40 contain error information or loss of data for each of the channel. At present only 
8 cbannels are connected and consequently only word 10 through 1? 1s used. 960 words 
contain multiplexed seismic data. The first data word is arranged at word 41. On the 
understanding of an 8 channel recording each block contains 6 s of data for short-period 
recording with a sampling rate 20 sample/s and 2 min of data for long-period recording 
with 1 sample /s. The number n of blocks depends on the recording-length for the seismic 
event. Data blocks on tapes of the centralized CIPE network are different. They contain 
no block header. The block length is 1024 words and data are stored from ? channels. 

3. Conclusion

We have developed a generalized standard tape foI'm':lt for digital seismic data record
ing. We followed the basic lines of internationally well proven concepts. This standard 
tape format realizes fundamental demandss 

1. Multiplexed seismic data are stored continuously or event triggered in fixed length
data blocks wi th sampling rat es of 20 samples/s for short-period and 1 sample/s for
long-period recording.

2. The dynamic range encloses with its maximum value of 96 dB the occuring ground
displacement.

3. An "event header" is recorded at the beginning of every new event. It contains spe
cific information on tbat particular seismic event and the seismometer and recording
parameters. The "event header" is standardized.

4. For tape recording we use 1/2 inch 9 track magnetic tapes with a packing density of
800 bpi.
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A report is given on experience with the hardware of that seismic data transmission 
and acquisition system represented in a paper in Nov. 19?? at Liblice (Czechoslovakia). 
The remote data transmission with the aid of telephone channel equipped with carrier 
frequency systems is connected wi th confinements in the dynamic range of  seismic events 
due to the distortion of sinusoidal waveform. It is under discussion, how to overcome 
these difficulties. 

1. Prinzip des Systems

Die gesamte Einrichtung wurde bereits auf dem Symposium im Nov. 19?? in Liblice/CSSR
vorgestellt. Die in der Station Moxa anfallenden seismischen Ilaten werden in Form einer 
Niederfrequenz geliefert, die gerade einen Telefoniekanal (300 ••• 3400 Hz) besetzt. Diese

Frequenz ist dem Ausschlag des Seismographen proportional (vorzeichenbehaftet). furch 
Auszählen ganzer Perioden in einem vorgegebenen Zeitintervall (40 ms) mit einer hohen 
Frequenz (3,75 MHz) und anschließender Division (f = 1/T) wird im Interface ein 16-Bit
Wort generiert, das in einem Prozeßrechner PR 4000 verarbeitet wird. Die Anlage ist 1980 
in Betrieb gesetzt worden. 

2. Ergebnisse

Ein Test der Interface-Einrichtung mit Hilfe eines Präzisions-Niederfrequenzgenerators
zeigte die erwarteten Ergebnisse, insbesondere die verlangte Auflösung mit einer Genauig
keit� 10-4, wobei die Temperatur des Basis-Quarz-Generators in einem Thermostat stabili
siert wurde. Störungen durch Einflüsse der Netzfrequenz wurden erwartungsgemäß wegen der 
Nullstellen in der Ubertragung von 25 Hz und vielfachem davon nicht beobachtet. 

Der Anschluß des Interface an die ttbertragungsstrecke brachte jedoch selbst bei arre
tiertem Seismographen eine nicht zu vernachlässigende langperiodische Störung. Diese wird 
im postalischen f:fbertragungssystem erzeugt, wenn dabei Trägerfrequenzeinrichtungen betei
ligt sind, deren �uttergeneratoren für Modulation und Demodulation nicht synchronisiert 
sind. Die übliche Umsetzung der Niederfrequenz f

0 
mit einer Trägerfrequenz fc er

zeugt eine Frequenz fT

Nach der Riick-Umsetzung mit einer Trägerfrequenz fc t �fc ergibt sich eine Niederfre
quenz f�s 

1) Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung Rossendorf, DDR-8051 Dresden, PP 19
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(2) f' -
0 - = fo ±. t,.fc •

Dieser additive Frequenzversatz verursacht jedoch außer einer geringen Nullpunktver

schiebung keine bemerkenswerten Störungen; jedoch eine Anwendung der Formeln (1) und 

(2) auf Oberwellen K. f ,  die einmal durch den nicht idealen Sinus der Modulations-
o 

schaltung des Seismographen, andererseits durch Verzerrungen im ttbertragungskanal selbst 
vorhanden sind, ergibt: 

(3) K. f� = K ,  f
0 

±. t,.fc K = 2, 3, ••. ,

* K (f
0 

±. t,.fc) •

Es zeigt sich also, daß die "Oberwellen" nach der Demodulation keine harmonischen (ganz
zahlige Vielfache) Frequenzen der Grundfrequenz sind und somit einen Phasenjitter verur
sachen, der als virtuelle Bodenbewegung erscheint, weil die Schwankung t,.fc durchaus
im Frequenzbereich seismischer Ereignisse liegt. 

3, Folgerungen 

Um die Anlage in der geplanten Weise betreiben zu können, müßten folgende Bedingun
gen erfüllt werden: 

- extrem verzerrungsarmen Sinus vom Modulator des Seismographen einspeisen,
- extrem geringe nichtlineare Verzerrungen des postalischen ttbertragungssystems durch

Eingabe möglichst niedriger Pegel.

Da gegenwärtig noch keine endgültigen Ergebnisse vorliegen, wie am Modulator des Seis
mographen ein Sinus erzeugt werden kann, der den Forderungen genügt, wurde so verfahren, 
daß Oberwellen automatisch in den Sperrbereich des ttbertragungsweges fallen. Das heißt, 
daß für die f.tbertragung nur die obere Hälfte des Frequenzbandes eines Fernsprechkanals 
ausgenutzt werden kann. Damit werden der mögliche Frequenzhub und der Dynamikbereich 
halbiert. 

Sobald ein genügend verzerrungsfreier Modulator zur Verfügung steht, werden neue Ver
suche zur vollen Ausnutzung des Dynamikbereiches durchgeführt. Der f.tbertragungspegel ist 
dann so zu wählen, daß einerseits ein ausreichender Abstand zum Störpegel des Kanals 
eingehalten wird, andererseits die Verzerrungen des Kanals keine Fehler verursachen. 
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Inspite of many qualified solutions of the old and important problem to find focal 
co-ordinates and time seismologists seak still today.for new and better solutions. There 
are no fundamental dif.ficulties to solve this inverse problem. The main task consists in 
choosing an algorithm due to the special kind o.f data, due to the available earth model, 
due to computing facilities, and finally due to some practical requirements, e. g. to 
find the solution very rapidly or very precisely. 

For our problem .focal co-ordinates are more interesting than focal time. Therefore, 
focal time is treated as a parameter and the most probable focal co-ordinates are sought 
on base of the observations. Assuming that the observations are statistically independent 
the probability density to meet them is given by the product of the Gaussian distribution 
functions of the single observations. The product is a function o.f the focal pare.meters. 
It reaches a maximum if the formal parameters get the value of the true ones. 

Step by step some routines are written. One of them allows us t� locate crustal seis
mic events by means of time differences Sg-Pg, Sn-Pn, and Sg-Pn using local travel time 
curves. It was applied to earthquakes occurring at the boundary of the GDR and the CSSR. 
A cluster of tectonical interest was found. Assuming that all stations yield observa
tions of the same variance we are able to compute at any point at the earth' s surface an 
error ellipse for a given probability (e. g� 90 %). The resulting ellipses depend on the 
configuration of the station network, the relative position of the focal point and the 
confidence level choosen. The major axis re.flects the actual cutting o.f WATATI's circles. 

A special routine combines .former observations with azimuthal data. Another one 
demonstrates the use of P-waves observed by 3-dimensional arrays, e. g. in mining dis
tricts. Nowaday, a m.rtine was developed .for crustal events including azimuthal in.forma
tion, time di.fferences Sg�Pg, Sn-Pn, Sg-Pn, arrival times o.f Pn, Sn, Pg, Sg, P, PP, s,

ss, and for the first approximation the time of Rayleigh wave maximum, too. Travel times 
are computed by polynomials. Computation o.f focal depth is not yet included. After 
computing an error ellipse, all actual time data are checked on base of the result. In 
case of relatively large deviation the concerned observation is eliminated at least .for 
the next step of computation. Unclear observations can be interpreted otherwise. Origi
nally unde.fined or later eliminated in.formation·is checked, too, with respect to wave 
groups provided within the programme. 

1) Central Institute .for Ph;ysics of the F.arth o.f the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-69 Jena, Burgweg 11 
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Iaterally Variable Velocity of Seismic Surface Waves 

by 

R. KAAZ 1) • H. NEUNHÖFER 1), T.B. Y.ANOVSKAYA 2), D. GtfTH 1)

Summar.y 

For investigating the earth's crust and upper mantle the frequency depending field of
surface wave velocities is of interest. The first step is to determine phase or group 
velocity dispersion for different traces. On base of such results the velocity field for

the area covered by enough traces is determined using Yanovskaya 's method. An example is 
discussed. 

Identification of Seismic Events by Computer 

by 

H. NEUNHÖFER 1)

SWllllBl.-1 

A characteristic vector is defined for every detected event. It characterizes the 
observed amplitudes, periods and the seismogram pattern at two nearby seismic stations. 
Then, the classification of the investigated events is carried out by algorithms found 
heu.ristically. The accuracy of this procedure is limited to around 75 % but an improve
ment is possible by the use of mathematical statistics. 

The detection described in detail by BURGHARJJ.l' (1983) gives information that a
signal possibly coming from a seismic event arrives at the sensor. A succeeding step is 
to decide what kind of source causes the detection. It is realized by the so-called 
identification which is a classification procedure applied to the detected signal. 
The meaning of such work is 
- that the identificator is a qualified trigger,
- that it is the alternative to a continuous recording on magnetic tape with event

selection "by band" later on.
The realization of any classification depends 
1. on the defined purpose,
2. on the used sensors (and the computer facilities),
3. on the variety of recorded e:vents.

1) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-69 Jena, Burgweg 11 

2) University of Leningrad, Institute of Physics, Stary Petergof, Streat of the First
of May, 100 

•
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The purpose which we have in view :i.n our case is to find false detections, to classify 
into geophysically relevant subsets (for starting automatically reactions), to reduce 
the data volume by constructing parameter matrices, and to compile listings of events 
(very simple bulletin). 

The sensors used are a three component set of short-period seismographs at the seism1c 
station MOX and 8 short-period vertical seiS111ograph at the 57 km distant substation PST. 
The maximum magnification 1s choosen to 100 000 for each sensor. Events which can bring 
out detection are earthquakes, blastings, calibration pulses, instrumental caused inter
ference, and strong noise. 

The view of the paper is to classify a set of detected signals into 10 subsets. We 
have to distinguish between physical and algorithmical classification. The phys:i.cal one 
corresponds to the real source of each event and the second one reflects its approxi
mative realization by certain rules. The final intention should be �o make equal algo
rithmical and physical classification. Classification is realized by rules found in the 
process of discrimination. Most rules used up to now by us are designed ad hoc taking 
into account the experience of seismologists. For improving it will be necessary to 
overcome it by introducing statistical discrimination. In Fig. 1 the used classification 

-, 
1 

� 

ldetected aigool j 
7-

\ 
lcolibrol!on p I j1nterlerence p.j 

/ '
( 

\ \ � jeorthquokes ! j �uotry blastsl 

� 

��� 

Fig. 1. Used classification tree 

tree is shown. It consists of two parts, the 
description of the condition of the sensors 
and the proper classification. The condition 
part is described at top. If classification 
is possible, that means at least one sensor 
works well, we decide at first between small 
and large events, calibration pulses anc 
interference pulses. Then, from small events 
false detections caused by strong microseisms 
are ruled out and the rest of it is classified 
together with the large events into the sets 
earthquakes, quarry blasts, events near MOX, 
and near PST. Some event s are typical ones,
they are to classify by additional rules as 
earthquakes and quarry blasts. It is worth 
to mention that by using simple rules further 
subsets can be defined as demonstrated for' 
events near MOX. 

The classification bases on the determination of parameters found in two 60 and 64 s 
long windows covering noise and the signal, respectively. They are positioned relative 
to the detection time. The noise window begins 3 minutes before it and the signal window 
20 s before detection time. Most of the used classification parameters are determined in 
both windows for short-period vertical seismographs at MOX and PST. In detail they are 
AMAX - the maximwn amplitude 
TMAX - the adjacent period 
ZEIT - time of A:üt!AX 
A'·"T ""-'- .- mean of the absolute values of the f�Xe largest negative and five largest posi-

tive amplitudes in each window (0.1 r A
i

) 
TMIT - mean of the adjacent periods i=1

LEX - time rank number of AMAX in A. 
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TBER - time range defined by the position of Ai 1n time
ABER - a:mplitude range defined by values Ai
KAP'l'I - metric affinity 1n comparison with a simple :model 
AZ - azimuth 
Pi - estimation of the power spectrum

As example a first approximation of the discrillination rules between earthquakes and 
blasts are discussed. They are defined in the plane spanned by TIIIT and ITBEI\nox -
- TB�

8tl• The first decision iss if

(1)
< TIIIT

110x - o.a s or < TKITpst - o.a s

tban the source of the event 1s a blasting. Another decision says, if 

(2) or > TKITpst - 1 .4 s

tban the source is an earthquake. Events in the intermediate range need the further rule 

(3) ITBEI\,st - TBE�
0
xl > 100

as the condition for a blast. The power of these rules is demonstrated for different 
epicentrel distances .1 1n the following tables 

Table 1 

epicentral range percentage of successtul 
classification 

.1 = 0 - 5• 
5 - 10• 

10 - 20• 
20 - 50• 
60 - 100• 

130 - 162• 

0 
22.2 
'71.4 
75.0 

82.4 

96.5 

It is necessary to note tbat the discrimination rules are very simple and the author 
feels that it is possible to improve the success by adding other rules. The premise 
is a collection of a number of events great enough to apply discrimination statistics. 

Another example demonstrates how di�ferent sources can be classified in the plane 
(AKAX, AMIT). As we see 1n tbis plane :monitored 1n P'ig. 2 the events of the class "near 
ll>X" form t�e chains defin,d by the conditions 1 to 3. Eech chain contains eventF 
i'ro:m one quarry only. This result shou;Ld be interpreted as the possibility to classify 
series of events with approximately equal foci. 

The program system developed for classification is given in P'ig. 3. Classification 
is started by the detector routine SIIBL, it follows the calculation of the paremeters 
(l'lV1l) and the azimuth (AHK). The real classification 1s carried out by BK which starte 
the estimation of the power spectrum (PS) and the output of the classification results 
(JJKAU). A second brench contains service routines like NKEB, which allows us to indicate 
the number of classifications at the current day, NTLI for printing the daily classifi-
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cation list as simple bulletin and NTPU which prints the mtrices of each event. A last 

routine NMIS describes in a simple manner the microseismic status for each day. 

The success of the classification procedure shows Table 2. Vertically the computer 

decision is given, horizontally the man made decision. Therefore, the diagonal terms 

gives the successful classification numbers and other terms gives the numbers of mis

classifications. When we exclude nonserious misclassification like blast-near IDX and 

blasts-near PST the confidence we may put into the ad hoc discrimination results is 

73 %. This seems tobe near the upper bound of the ad hoc discrimination and for im

proving statistic discrimination must be introduced in future. 

Table 2 

computer cl. seismological class. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. ?. 9. 

1. earthquake 32 43 1 - 10 5 2 9 

2. blast 23 224 12 1 4 4 9 6 

3. near �X 22 

4. near PST 5 -

5. calibr. p. - 11 - 17

6. interference 2 - 14

?. noise 1

8. not classif. 2 - 1_ 

9. calibr. fr.

10. undefined

-
r 
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Reference 

BURGHARI1r, TH. Real-time detection of seismic signals. 
(1983), this volume 

Determination of Magnitude by Means of Real-Time Computer Processing 

by 

H. NEUNHÖFER, J. STELZNER 1)

Summary 

Up to now the magnitude is that number most oftenly used to characterize the energy 
released by an earthquake. Outstanding steps in developing the magnitude definition 
are the definition as a matter of fact by GUTENBERG (1956),the improvement of the 
calibration function by VANEK and STELZNER (1960), and the introduction of the homo
geneous magnitude system by CHRISTOSKOV et al. (1979). 

The magnitude is defined by the Manual of Seismological Observatory Practice (1979), 
That definition is especially useful for the seismological interpreter which reads ana
log seismic records. For the determination applicable to a real-time computer other 
more adapted procedures must by developed. Therefore, the so-called maximum and the 
mean mgnitude are defined. The maximum magnitude is calculated from the maximum 
amplitude observed in a 64-s-long window after the onset and the adjacent period, the 
mean magnitude follows from the absolute values of the five largest positive and five 
largest negative amplitudes which occur in the window and from the adjacent mean period. 

Classical and here defined magnitude are compared for two nearby stations (MOX and 
the substation PST). It was found, that in the mean classical and maximum magnitude 
are equal and that the mean magnitude differs from the maximum one by an almost con
stant level. 

A special investigation deals with the comparison of the mean magnitude of IDX and 
PST for a set of earthquakes. It can be shown that the accuracy of the mean magnitude 
is improved significantly compared with the classical magnitude, so that the difference 
between the mean magnitudes for MOX and PST show clearly distant dependent effects in 
the epicentral range where core phases of P-waves accur. A detailed paper will be pub
lished later on in Gerlands Beiträge zur Geophysik. 
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Hypocenter Location of Local Events in 3-D Struotures. 

Application to Vrancea Seismic Region 

by 

II. C. ONCISCU 1 )

109 

Once a 3-D velocity model for a seismic region 1s available, a refinement of hypo

center locations can be performed. For this purpose, a computer program was written 

based on "ray initializer" method applied for a flat-earth block structure. Different 

velocit;y. models for P and S waves can be used. More than 100 local events recorded by 

the telemetered seismic network of Romania were re-located with this program, the 

absolute changes in hypocenter positions varying from 5 to 25 km. The horizontal stand

ard errors decreased by a factor of 2 and the depth standard errora by a factor of 10. 

The overall reduction in station delays is also of a factor of 10. The very little mare 

effort in computations is thus justified by the accuracy of locations. 

1 • Introduction 

By far the oldest inverse problem in seismology, the hypocenter location is now 

routinely performed in many seismological centers all over the world. The hypocenter 

location problem get again the attention of seismologists, once 3-D velocity models for 

certain seismic regions became available and, thus, the refinement of the 4 hypocenter 

parameters became possible. Accurate hypocenter locations are important not only for 

monitoring crustal active faulte, but also for tectonics of deep structures. 

A simple method to routinely locate local events in a 3-D flat-earth block structure 

will be presented, together with an application to 119 earthquakes occured inside a 10-

telemetered seismio station network surrounding Vrancea region. 

2. Method

To solve the non-linear inverse problem for hypocenter parameters, the standard

Geiger method is used. Written in matrix form, the first order Taylor expansion of the 

arrival time will be 

(1) ALlx = .1T 

where .1T is the (N X 1) vector with the (0 - C) residuale, .1x is the (4 x 1) vector 

with the changes in hypocenter parameters, A is the (N x 4) condition matrix with 

partial derivatives of tre.vel time with respect to the 4 hypocenter parameters and N 

is the total number of observations. 

Usually, the system (1) is overdetermined, its solution being computed by a least

squares procedure 

(2) _fix = &1T = (ATA)-1 .AT.1T •

1) Central Institute of Ph;ysics, Center of Earth Pbysics and Seismology, P.o. Box IIG-2,
Bucharest-MAgurele, Romania
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Several iterations are required to converge to the "correot" solution, whioh is obtained 

when the squared SWll of residuale is less than a prespeoif'ied minimum or when the 

ohanges in hypooenter �rameters are lese than prespeoified values. 

To take into aooount the lateral velooity variations, the "ray initializer" method 

is used (THUlIBER and ELLSW0RTH, 1980). The ray traoing is performed in one-dimensional 

struoture (flat-lying la;yers of oonstant velooity) and the partial derivatives are 

oomputed for this ray path. The travel time is then accumulated on this approximate 

path, but using a three-dilllensional block velocity struoture. Permat's principle 

illlpliing this will give seoond order error in travel time calculation and first order 

error in partial derivative evaluation1 the latter 1s expected to be a small effect 

( SP.SNCER and GUBBINS, 1980) • 

The procedure was programmed in FORTRAN IV lan.guage in program HYF0.3 (0NCESCU and 

SIIALBERGHER, 1982). This program can use different P- and 8-wave velooity modele, both 

one-dimensional and three-dimensional. Also, different phases (such as P, Pn' Pg, etc.;

s, Sn' sg, etc.) oan be used together. If not speoified, the first arrival phase is

used. Moreover, different weights can be assigned'to eaoh phase. If not specified, 

P pbases have 1.0 weight and S phases 0.5 weight. If, aooidentally, at any iteration, 

the normal equation matrix ATA is algorithmically singular, a damped least-squares

prooedure is used, this was introduced because, from the outset, the program must be 

run routinely-. 

Diagonal elements of covariance (C) and resolution (R) matrix are computed from 

R = HA 

where 

An indication of classio least-squares procedure at the last iteration will be 

R =HA= (ATA)-
1
ATA = I.

3. Applioation to Vrancea seismic region

A set of 119 events recorded at least at 6 stations was seleoted for this applica

tion, the accuracy in arrival time reading is better than 0.1 s. A map of epicentere 

resulted from 1-D routine locations ie preeented in Pig. 1, where open circlee cor

reepond to ehallow events and :tu.11 circles to intermediate onee. 

Por the 3-D velocity et:ructure oaee, tbe P-wave and 8-wave block velocity modele 

determined by 0NCESCU (1983) were ueed. The modele have 7 layere (with depth boundariee 

at O, 20, 40, 70, 100, 130, 170 and 230 km), the horizontal dimeneions of eacb block 

being 35 kJD X 30 km. 

The epicenter poeitions resulted from the 3-D models are presented in Pig. 2. Cne 

can observe a general tranelation to 1lW of intermediate earthquakes and an align-

ment of shallow evente. The initial (1-D) and final (3-D) depths of foci are presented 

in Pig. 3. It is also interesting to note a remarkable decrease of statistical errors 

of hypocenter parameterss the average etandard error of depth decreased from 7.8 km to 
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o 7 km and the average area of epieentral error• 
2 2 

ellipse deereased from 405 km to 248 km • P-
and S-wave station delays were deterained, for 
1-D models, by ONCESOU (1982) and ONCESOU and
BURLACU (1982); these ranged from -0.6 s to
+0.6 s due to the high lateral velocity anomalies

in this region. Redetermined :trom the final bypo
center locations·, these station delays ranged
only between -0.07 s and +0.04 s - the order o:t
arrival time reading error •

4. Conclusions

A simple procedure to be used routinely for
bypocenter location in 3-D velocity modele was 
coded in program HYPO), the increase in computa-
tional time being lese than 1 • 5 times and justi-
fied by the remarkable decrease in standard 
errors of spatial parameters. This program has 
a wide applicability provided a 3-D nat-earth 
block velocity model for a ce�ain seismic 
region is available • 
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Automatie Source Parameters Determinationttor Local Events 

by 

II. C. ONCESOU 1)

Summr,y 

A computer program was developed for automatic source parameters determinations fault
plane solution, directions of principal stresses, seismic moment, stress drop, fault 
radiu�and average dislocation of local events. The fault-plane Solution is computed 
using an iterativ least-squares procedure applied on the ratio of long-period levels 
(SV/P) with the first motion polarity associated. All calculations are followed by 
standard error estimations. The program was routinely run for several tens of local 
events recorded in digital form by the telemetered seismic network of Romania and remar
kable oonsistent results were obtained. 

1 • Introduction 

The determination of fault-plane solution and source parameters is one of the main 
tasks of seismology. These parameters are important not only for the understanding of 
pbysical properties of the seismic source, but also for the tectonic interpretation of 
seismic regions. 

Btudies of individual focal mechanism determination for weak local events were lese 
attempted, especially due to the difficulties in correction for local structure at low 
periods. In this·study a method will be presented which overcomes these difficulties, 
having as imput data long-period levels of P- and SV-wave di splacement spectra, that 
depends, of course, on having digital waveforms, this is not anymore a limitation sinoe 
digital recording of seismic data becomes more and more widespread. 

2. Theor;r

The basic assumptions of the proposed method are s

1. The eeismic source ie represented by the double-couple point sourcei
2. The P- and SV-wavee have the eame path;
3. Brune's model ie appropriate for dieplacement speotra interpretation (BRUNE, 1970.).

Starting from theee aeeumptione, the eeismic moment, fault radiue strese drop, seismic 
energy and average dielocation are respectively found from 

(1) 110 
= 4n'et!,to�2 l(�

s
' ,X,�,lh) ' 

(2) r = (2.34 v�)/(2nf�) 

(3) 41a = ? Kc/16 r3 , 

1) Central Institute of Pbyeics, Center of Earth Fbysics and Seismology, P. O. Box W-2,
Buchs rest-Jllgurele, Romania 
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(4) •s = (0.454 da2)/(eh v:V:i-3) ,

(5) u · = Kof(nehv:v:r2) ,

where R is the hypocentral distance, Q is the long-period level of P- or SV-wave 
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0 . \ 

spectrum, v is the P- or S-wave seismic velocity (the subscript "h" stands for focus 
depth), ,t is the P- or SV-wave radiation pattem, "'s' cS, .i1. are the strike, dip and
slip angles, respectively, q,, 1h are the azimuth of the station and the angle of 
emergence, respectively. 

The fault-plane solution (described by q,
8

, cS, .il. angles) is determined from the ratio 
of long-period levels g�v/0�, the P-wave first motion sign being associated with �
The use of P-wave polarities not only constrains the solution to be consistent with first 
motion polarities, but also determines uniquely the slip angle .il.. 

The starting solution is found from first motion polarities alone, through a search 
in rp - ö - .il space on a 10• grid. This solution is then used in a least-squares 
iterative procedure which minimize the quantity 

(6) 
lf gSV SV 
E 1 [ 1 ( o ) _ (�) ]2

j::1 � (-v3)3 sgn(p)Q� ;J ,tP ;J 

where aj is the standard deviation of the ratio '2�/�; aj is also used to weight
(by 1 ./a j) each line of the system 

(?) A .1 x = .1 b 

where A is the (N x 3) matrix of partial derivatives, .1x is the (3 X 1) vector with 
the changes in rp

8
, ö, iL angles and lib is the (?l x 1) vector with the differences 

between the observed and calculated ratios of long-period levels. Convergence is ob
tained in several i terations, when the absolute cbanges in the three angles are less 
than prespecified values. Covariances of the three angles are found from 

C = Ne - 3 (AT A )-1 •

3. 14ethod

From the onset of P- and SV-waves a time window of 2.56 s is opened. The waveform in
side the window is cosine tapered at both ends and Pourier transformed. The obtained 
spectrum is corrected for the instrument response curve, smoothed and then, in a log-log 
dependence, fitted with two straight lines, the first horizontal, in a "trial and error" 
procedure. That combination that gives the minimum total standard deviation is retained. 
The horizontal line gives the 0

0 
level, the intersection of the two lines gives the 

t0 corner frequency and the slope of the second line is used to compute the Q factor 
along the ray path. The 0

0 
level is then corrected for free surtace effect, geo

metrical spreading and attenuation. Stations with angles of incidence at the free sur
face between 32• and 36• are slrlpped from this stage. 

The second stage implies the determination of rp
8

, ö, .i1. angles and of the con;Jugate 
plane. The third stage is the determination of P, B and T a:xes, namely the1r azim.uth and 
plunge. These are obtained from the eigenvectors of the seismic moment tensor for a 
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double-couple po1nt source. Let the azilluths and plunges of these axes be a function "I"' 
of �

s
' 6, Ä, denoted here by x11 their covariances will be given b,-

(8) � : E E (aP/a%1)(aJjaxj)Cij 1 j 

where the partial derivatives are numerically evaluated (WARD, 1980). 

The fourth stage is the determinaUon of 11
0
, r, Llo, E

s 
and u as averages over 

station values, using (1) to (5). At the end, one tries to remove the ambiguity in fault
planes by fitting a straight line through 

(9)
b b - - -- cos e1 ,vr yP, s 

i = 1, ••• ,111' 

where e1 1s the angle between the slip direction and the direction of the ray leaving
the :f'ocus to station "1". That plane is chosen which gives reasonable values for "b" 
(fault length, assumed linear) and vr (rupture velocity) and has the largest linear
correlation coefficient. 

4. Application to Vrancea earthguakes

The method described above was coded in Fortran IV language. All input data were read
from disk files of the Seismic Data Processing System (SDP) developed by Teledyne Geotech, 
Garland, Texas. The program was routinely run for 56 Vrancea earthquakes occured in the 
period october 1981 - november 1982 with magnitudes Mr, = 2.2 - 4.4. The individual 
values of M0, r, Llo, E8 are not listed, but plotted versus M_r, in Pig. 1 to Fig. 4,
respectively. The straight line fit was performed not only to obtain useful, but not yet 
determined, relationships for small Vrancea earthquakes, but also as a check of the ro
bustness of the automatic estimations. 

One should note, for e:xample, that the obtained M
0 

- l4_r, dependence is quite similar 
with that of THATCHER and RANKS (1973) for California earthquakes and that E

6 - M_r,
dependence is close to that theoretically predicted (log E

s
= 2.014:r, + 8.1). 

For 9 events (7 events with 4 stations and 2 events with 5 stations) the procedure 
failed to converge. The fault plane solutions for the rest of 47 events are tabulated 
in Table 1. Quality "A" stand for fault plane discriminated using (9) and quality "B" 
stands for fault plane subjective chosen from well known fault plane solutions of 
Vrancea earthquakes (RAID and ONCESCU, 1980). 

5. Discussion

The method of using the ratio of long period levels 0�/12� at several stations to
determine the fault plane solution proved effective enough to be used routinely. A mini
mum number of 5 stations with good azimuthal distribution should be used. 

The most time consuming computation is the trial search for the starting solution. It 
is planned to change this approach witb a linear inversion for seismic moment tensor 
components using the P-wave long-period level (with the signs of the first motions) for 
a three-couple model without volume change (see e. g. STERLITZ, 1978). A few nume:r-lcal 
e%p8riments indicated that this is perhaps the best and fastest starting solution one 
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Table 1. List of fault-plane soluti�ns o! Vranoea earthquakea 

Ho. Date H-fiJlle :r.t.N Lon.E h IIL Strike Dip -- Slip B Q 

l 811018 01114120 45.67 26.64 14.3 3.0 16 +/- 21 74 +/- 22 144 +/• 9 7 J. 

2 811020 04136152 46.0l 21.06 )0 3.2 )() +/- 2 66 +/- 4 172 +/- 6 7 B 

.3 820101 06131139 45.73 26.89 79 4.0 172 +/- 1.3 65 +/- 8 93 +/- 11 5 B 

4 820101 08132119 45.65 26.60 114 2.0 191 +/- )) 70 +/- 4 98 +/- 14 6 A. 

5 820102 14,54,29 45.60 26.63 127 ).6 24 +/- 8 64 +/- 5 181 +/• 9 8 B 

6 820113 12102127 45.70 26.70 91 3.1 86 +/- J 86 +/- 3 90 +/- 32 8 .A 

7 820118 14149104 45.72 26.78 117 2.9 87 +/- 18 87 +/- 18 57 +/- 4 7 J. 

8 820122 141471,06 45.7.3 26.67 87 2.6 195 +/- 5 88 +/- 4 l,18 +/- 6 7 B 

9 8201.31 11,46134 45.73 26.75 82 3.5 215 +/- 12 83 +/- 4 314 +/• 8 8 B 

10 820201 17,15134 45.69 26.68 100 3.6 134 +/- 15 :n +/- 4 1)2 +/- 3 6 B 

11 820224 11121154 45.67 26.52 150 3.6 260 +/- 6 62 +/- 4 138 +/- 5 6 J. 

12 820404 18&40138 45.70 26.67 141 2.6 162 +/- 11 10 +/- l 258 +/-. 11 5 B 

13 820411 12105126 45.67 26.68 107 3.5 206 +/- 29 75 +/- 1 92 +/- 22 4 B 

14 820411 1414):32 45.86 26.86 64 2.6 269 +/- 63 12 +/- 4 94 +/- 55 5 B 

15 820418 01:45,3c, 45.66 26.5) 91 2.6 186 +/- 8 28 +/- l 128 +/- 4 7 J. 

16 820501 21,29151 45.55 21.01 24 3 .• 1 271 +/- 3 90 +/- l 187 +/- 1 8 B 

17 820502 22105,49 45.53 26.99 22 2.9 304 +/- 5 82 +/- 6 3.37 +/- ll 8 B 

18 820505 121221.32 45.76 26.82 112 J.6 161 +/- 57 80 +/- 24 118 +/- 46 6 B 

19 820505 1712),&13 45.70 26.52 150 3.a 110 +/- 32 74 +/- 22 26 +/- 6 7 A. 

20 820506 01&4'9140 45.72 26.73 94 4.0 311 +/- 7 87 +/- 3 101 +/- 5 5 B 

21 820507 06i41104 45.62 26.52 151 J.6 241 +/- 69 84 +/- l 95 +/- 49 6 l 

22 820508 091'21102 45.63 26.50 101 2.6 217 +/- 10 83 +/- 10 98 '+/- 71 5 J. 

23 820510 08108153 45.60 26.68 120 2.6 112 +/- 4 89 +/- 20 6 +/- 3 5 B 
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24 820511 ,02100124 45.56 26.58 126 .3.9 252 +/- 21 47 +/- 16 141 +/- 1, 4 B 
25 820517 051571.3.3 45 • .37 26.55 24 2.6 .306 +/- 7.3 72 +/- 8 .3 +/- 45 5 B 

26 82052.3 ].61091 .31 45.7.3 26.78 126 3.2 2)8 +/- 7 78 +/- 4 106 +/• 5 6 A 

27 820524 :iL91141 .38 45.72 26.68 127 .3.1 212 +/- 4 86 +/- 4 133 +/- 2 5 A 

28 820526 0911)113 45.04 26.46 2� ).l 297 +/- l 78 +/� l .88 +/- l ' B 

2, 820529 1,s1 .37,25 45.69 26.57 11.3 J.8 240 +/- l 89 +/- l 115 +/- 7 6 B 

30 820531 19,37101 45.71 26.55 75 2.9 214 +/- 4 10 +/- 7 16) +/- 28 5 A 

31 820603 l8a5810f) 45.76 27.64 l 2., 199 +/- 50 45 +/- 10 107 +/- 17 6 J. 

32 820605 11,5610) 45.62 26.45 157 4.4 145 +/- 24 69 +/- 14 127 +/- 1) 6 B 

33 820605 l8154.h09 44.eo 27.73 2 2.e 14� +/- 12 77 +/- 15 0 +/- 37 7 A 

34 820606 l5i32•14 45.62 26.66 119 3.5 242 +/- 10 61 +/- 4 125 +/- 7 g A 

35 820611 2.3,10,52 45.68 26.61 125 2.a 20) +/- 21 87 +/- 4 136 +/- 20 5 A 

)6 820612 06,,ac,'?8 45.66 26.51 142 4.0 205 +/- 15 47 +·1- 5 .,., +/- 8 7 A 

.37 820615 20138104 45.72 26.79 122 ).1 200 +/- 80 80 '+/- 37 96 +/- 7G 5 A 

38 820619 01,43,43 45.60 27.82 18 3.7 99 +/- 15 85 +/- 5 221 +/- 11 7 B 

39 820623 17151•.36 45.46 26.88 19 3.3 270 +/- 5 81 +/- 4 103 +/- 13 8 B 

40 8206.30 21138148 45.40 26.34 19 3.5 330 +/- 2 71 +/- 4 28) +/- 11 7 l

41 820702 011)8119 45.02 26.62 l 3.5 113 +/- 5 84 +/- 2 6 +/- 16 5 A 

42 820704 14157146 45.40 21.10 l .3.0 176 +/- 6 77 +/- 1 176 +/- 4 7 B 

4.3 820826 21111126 45.65 26.)7 152 3 • .3 2)8 +/- 15 55 +/- 12 169 +/- 7 6 B

44 820828 1210210a 45.87 26.74 90 .3 • .3 150 +/- 5 80 +/- 11 38 +/- 3 6 A 

45 820904 2)1)9145 45.44 21.eo l .3.4 159 i+/- 4 86 +/- l 0 +/- 2 5 A 

46 821009 06157,57 45.64 26.51 141 .3.7 192 +/- 2 49 +/- 7 25 +/- 10 5 B 

47 821113 10103102 45.67 26.83 131 4.0 174 +/- 41 16 +/- .3 111 +/- )4 ' A 
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could automatically use. With some .ai.inor simplifications, the procedure described could 
be programmed on a microprocessor for nal-tille source parameter detendnation. 

The interpretation of obtained fault -plane solutions and source parameters in terms 
of the tectonics of Vrancea region will be left for a future study. 
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Source-Station Corrections Applied to the Romanian Telemetered Seismic Network 

by 

11.C. ONCESCU and V. BURLActI 1)

Summary 

In order to reduce the errors of the bypocentral parameter determination source 
region/station time (SRST) corrections for the Romanian telemetered seismic network were 
computed. SRST corrections were defined ass SRSTj = Kj + LjX + MjY + NjW wbere "j"
denotes the seismic station and W is z, -x?- or !2; X, Y, Z represents the focal 
oo-crdinates. Using 95 seismic events the Kj, Lj, 113 end Nj coefficients were deter
mined from a least-squares fit to the jth station's residuale from all events. By eom
paring the errors of the hypocentral parameters before and after the co�ctions were 
applied a sensible difference of these errors was observed. 

1 • Introduction 

One of the most important aspects in using the seismicity data 1s the acouracy of the 
earthquake parameters determination. Precise location of the seismic event bypocenters 
which is very helpful in the regional tectonic feature definition depends on the number

and spatial distribution of the seismic stations, the accuracy of the seismic pbase 
readings, the velocity modal used,etc. 

1) Central Institute of Physics, Center of Earth Pbysics and SeiSlllology, P. o. Box m-2,
Bucharest-M!gurele, Romania
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The difference between the specific crust and upper mantle velocity structure under 
a region and the velocity model used causes systematic deviations of the travel times. 
Simple mathematical expressions for these deviations make possible to remove them from 
the arrivaJ. data and to obtain accurate hypocenter estimates. 

2. Source region/station time corrections 

The travel-time residual from the ith hypocenter to the jth station may be expressed 
(VEITH, 1975): 

(1) = t (d8 Z drl 1 8 i Z ) at 
+ dh _fil_ + dB at 

+d i + icos ij - �is n is n ij a&ij i ahij i a&ij 

+ dCicosZij ➔ dDisinZij + Aj + Bj aX�j + CjcosZij + DjsinZjt + eij ,

where: dt - change in origin time, d8 - change in colatitude, d1 - change in east longi
tude, dh - change in depth, 8 - current colatitude estimate, Zi - azimuth from hypo
center i to station j, � - distance derivative,�: - depth derivative, dBi - change in
source distance-dependent (slope) correction, dCi - change in cosine term of azimuthal 
source correction, dD1 - change in sine term of azimuthal source correction, Aj - station 
correction constant, Bj - station slope correction term, Cj - station azimuthal correc
tion cosine te:rm, Dj - station azimuthal correction sine term, Zji - azimuth from station 
j to hypocenter i, eij - arrival time error. This equation has some instabilities which 
can be removed applying source region/station time (SRST) corrections. In a simple manner 
these corrections can be defineds 

(2) SRSTj = 

where II 

j" denotes the seismic station and W is Z, x2 or !2; X, Y, Z represents the 
focal co-ordinates. The co-ordtnate system in which the focus is represented was chosen 
with the origin at 45•N and 2G•E and was rotated with 45• to east so the axes have 
the following directions: X - N 45•E, Y - S 45•E and Z - down. 

The Kj, Lj, Mj and Nj coefficients were determined from a least-squares fit to 
the jth station' s residuals from all events. 

J. Data and discussion

SRST coefficients are determined based on equation (2) from the residuale of 95 seis
mic events recorded at least et 6 seismic stations. In Table 1 the coefficients for P 
and S waves are listed. For each seismic station there is the possibi�ity to adopt for 
P end S waves a weight value. We have chosen for all the seismic stations the value 1 
for the P waves end 0.5 for the S waves, 

The nert step consists in comparing the errors of the hypocentral parameters before 
end after the corrections were applied. We used two sets of datas the first, of 22 seis
mic events whose residuale were not used in the coefficients computation and the second 
of 95 seismic events. The two sets of data were chosen in order to emphasize the effi
ciency of applying the SRST corrections. 
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/' Table 1. The SRST coefficients for P and S waves 

P wave S wave 
Station 

K L 114 N IND N
8v K L M N 

VRI -0.5011 -10.29 10.02 0.0032 1 89 -0.613? -14.46 13.58 0.0056 

BRD 1 .1020 19.93 -18.3? -1 .6110 3 35 0.9895 -14.4? 15.30 -0.8229

PPE 1. 8510 58.32 -58.12 -0.0082 1 80 -0.5585 -2?.50 27.90 -0.5941

CLI 0.1588 15. 53 -16.22 0.6885 3 86 -0.6811 -19.62 19.14 0.5365 

CGN -1 .1100 -26.98 27.13 0.0046 1 26 -0.6393 - 7.33 1.78 5.8450 

TLB 0.1761 15.98 -16.10 -0.0864 3 88 -0.5351 -15.06 12.9? 1.915 

CFR 0.1166 22.10 -22.45 0.5018 3 91 0.7024 24.98 -25.12 -0.0053

ISR -0.4156 -48.94 48.81 0.0036 1 78 1.7100 81.46 -81.30 -0.0058

MLR -0.3802 -19.33 20.11 -0.9077 2 91 -0.5787 -28.3? 2?.88 0.3574 

N
ev 

- number of events recorded at each station for each phase
SRSRj = Kj + LjX + MjY + NjW with W = Z, x_2., or y2 for IND = 1, 2, or 3 

The comparative results are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 and consists in: 
- standard devi9tion (SD)
- depth error (DERR)
- area of ellipse of 95 % confidence reliabilit (EAERR)
- origin time error (0TERR).

125 

IND N
ev 

1 66 

3 26 

2 69 

3 66 
2 22 

3 ?2 
1 ?? 
1 50 

3 65 

The results listed in Table 2 and Table 3 represents mean values of the errors of the
hypocentral parameters from the two data sets. 

Tao�e 2. Errors of hypocentral parameters for 
the 22 events data set 

SC 
DERR 
EAERR 
0TERR 

With corrections Without corrections 

0.85 
10.99 

482.96 

1.67 

1.00 

12.73 
535.73 

1.?4 

Table 3. Errors of hypocentral parameters for 
the 95 events data set 

SD 
DERR 
EAERR 
0TERR 

With corrections Without corrections 

0.58 

14.61 

344.31 

1.73 

0.?8 

15.66 

508.69 

1 .88 
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4. Conclusions

Although tbe equation (2) form is quite simple it represents a good method of cor
recting station arrival times for systematic source and station effects. 

The values listed in Table 2 and Table 3 show a sensible diminution of the errors of 
the hypocentral parameters after the corrections were applied. 
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Cepstral Analysis and Homomorphie Deconvolution of Teleseismic Body Waves

by 

A. PLESINGER 1) and R. VICH 2)

Summary 

A promising way of determining an earthquake source modal from body wave data is the 
�omparison of observed P and/or S wave pulses with theoretical far-field body wave 
shapes for different source models. The actual shapes of body-wave pulse's radiated by 
shallow finite sources tend, however, to be masked by the interaction of the free sur
face at the source, and by the filtering effect of the seismograph. An attempt is, 
therefore, made quantitatively to study the convenience of the cepstral analysis and 
homomorphic deconvolution of broad-band records of teleaeiamic body waves for the pur
pese outlined above. On the basis of observed ground displacement pulses, radiated by 
deep sources and recorded by broad-band instruments (passband 0.3 - 300 s), synthetic 
multiple wavelets are constructed, and different methoda of enhancing the resolution of 
the cepstral analysis are tested. An optimum decimation of the signal and its low-pass 
filtering by an optimum linear-phaae finite impulse response (FIR) filter are proved to 
be much more effective for resolution enhancement than the conventional methods of ham
ming or exponential weighting. This was found for complex as well as real cepstra. The 
limits of the practical applicability of homomorphic deconvolution are atudied on the 
basis of synthetic and observed P wave groups of shallow events. Examples are demon
strated an d discussed. 

1) Geophysical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Bo�ni II/1401,
141 31 Praha 4, CSSR

2) Institute of Radio Engineering & Electronics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
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1. Introduction

A method which bas been widely used among seismologists studying the nature of earth
quake sources is the estimation of empirical source paramet�rs (seismic moment, fault 
dimensions, rupture velocity) for different kinematic dislocation modele from far-field 
body wave spectra. The correctness of this approach is, however, deteri9rated by seve
ral factorss (i) in the case of sballow earthquakes, by arrivals of the deep phases 
(pP, sP or pS, sS) which produce prominent spectral minima and ma:rlma, (ii) for certain 
epicentral distances, by further interfering phases (PcP, PcS, PS, SKS etc.) producing 
the same effect, (111) by the subjective truncation of a wave group the corresponding 
true ground motion of which 1s not known (band-pass filtering effect of the seismo

graph), and (iv) by the strong accentuation of spurious signal components (i. e. of 
components generated by non-linearities of the seismograph, by imperfect zero-level 
restoration, by tl;le truncation, and, in the case of analog graphic records, by un
avoidable digitizing, errors) in the process of correction of the spectrum for the trans
fer function of the seismograph. All these phenomena leave a considerable arbitrariness 
to the interpreter of the resulting disturbed logarithmic spectrum and make the estima

tion of the spectral parameters - 1. e. of the d. c. level, the corner frequency(-ies), 
and the high-frequency decay(-s) - unreliable (see Figures 1 and 2). The applicability 
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of the more correct method consisting 
in the restoration of t�e true ground 
motion by deconvolution, selection of 
the wave group, and computation of 
the Fourier spectrum 1s mostly im
practicable because of the heavy 
distortion or even instability of the 
deconvolved signal caused, besides 
(iv), by the limited dynamic range

of standard-class analog seismograms. 

The major discrepancies among 
earthquake parameters determined by 
different authors or agencies for 
the same earthquake aroused a com
parat i ve study of the spectral prop
erties of teleseismic body waves ob
tained from amplitude-periodband 
(APB) diagrams and from conventional 
spectral analysis of broad-band seis
mograms (SITARA,M et al., · 1980; ROG
LINOV et al.,.1978/19; PLEäINGER et 
al. , 1983). APB diagrams, as opposed 
to Fourier spectra, are relatively 
insensitive to spurious signal compo
nents and characterized by decreasing 

Fig. 1. Basis (1) and composite (2, 3) wavelets and their logarithmic spectra •. kc,,1,2
relative amplitudes, t0 1 2 relative onset times. The effect of echoes is to

' ' 

produce spurious spectral ma:rlma which are shifted in frequency in comparison 
with the genuine maximum of the basic wavelet 
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Fig. 2. Vertical ground displacement spectra for the P-wave group of a 
shallow Kurile Isl. event (h = 46 km, mb = 5.9, D = ?9°), ob-
tained by conventional treatment (truncation of the wave group, 
computation of the Fourier spectrum, correction of the spectrum 
for the instrument response) from different seismograms. V ve
locity-proportional broad-band record (passband 0.3 - 300 s), 
D displacement-proportional brqad-band record (passband 0.3 -
300 s), B standard class intermediate-band seismograph (Kirnos 
SVK, passband 1 - 15 s), C standard class long-period seismo
graph (Kirnos SVK-D); I, II lengths of seismogram segments. The 
most correct spectral estiroate is obtained from D; the effect 
of B is to produce spuriously large amplitudes in the long
period part of the spectrum, and in the spectra obtained from 
C the short-period part is distorted in a similar m�nner 

amplitudes for low-frequency passbands. An APB diagram cannot be, however, considered 
as a representation of the actual spectral content of a seismic wave group since it 
represents the dependence of only one parameter (the maximum amplitude) of the wave 
group on the center frequency of the band-pass filter. 

In order to avoid the above mentioned ambiguities connected with the interpretation 
of observed waveforms in the frequency domain an attempt has been made to recover 
"pure" far-field body wave pulses from displacement-proportional broad-band records by 
means of homomorphic deconvolution. In the present contribution the principles of the 
employed method are explained and preliminary results of homomorphic processing of both 
synthetic and observed P-wave groups of shallow earthquakes are presented. 
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2. Principles of emplo:yed signal processing procedures

In comparison with predictive decomposition the homomorphic deconvolution of multiple
signals has two substantial advantages: (i) no "a priori" knowledge of the shape of the 
basic wavelet, nor of the number of echoes is required, (ii) results of homomorphic pro
cessing are relatively insensitive to minor differences between the shape of the basic 
wavelet and that of the echoes. For source studies both these advantages are of funda
mental importances the radiated waveforms depend on the type and depth of the source, 
on the fault plane orientation, and on the rupture direction relative to the receiver 
and the shapes of later phases may be modified by frequency dependent phase shifts 
accompanying overcritical reflection or caustics passing refraction. 

The object of our study is to recover the basic wavelet, corresponding to the source 
function, from a broad-band recorded teleseismic wave group. In the following sections 
we briefly sum up the procedures used for this purpose. 

2.1. Computation of the complex cepstrum 

Let {fn}, n
ment {�} (wave 
length N, 

(1) 

integer, be a discrete signal (digitized seismogram). The signal seg
group) to be processed is obtained by applying a window {wn} of 

n = O, 1, ••• ,N - 1 • 

For the Z-transform (VICH, 1964) of the signal segment holds 

N-1 
E x z

-n
n=O n (2) X(z) = = 

The complex cepstrum (OPPENHEIM and SCHAEFER, 1975) is defined by 

(3) � =

where

(4a) i:cz) = Z{�} = lnX(z)

(4b) �in
(z) = Z{�,min} =

(4c) �x(z) = Z{xn,max} =

n=-+00 .. -n „ 
= E x z = x

in
(z) + i x(z) ,

n=-00 n 7n -1D8. 

-+CO 

E 
n:0 

-+CO 

E 
n=1 

.. -n
�,minz 

„ n x_n,maxz ; 

�,min is the c!usal part of the cepstrum corresponding to the minimum-phase part of
the signal and ¾,max is the non-causal (anticipative) part of the cepstrum corre
sponding to the maximum-phase part of the signal. Usually the procedures defined by 
Eqs. (2) and (3) are computationally performed by means of the discrete Fourier trans
form (TRIBOLET and QUATIERI, 1979) 

(5a) � = = X(z) 

1 2rr jrkz=e 

= 

N-1 -j 2rr kn
E �e N 

n::O 

,J 
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� 
. j arg � 

1nl�I + j arg� , (5b) 1n � 1nl�le = = = 

1 N-1 2n 
(5c) 

... ... j Tnk
� = - E z.ce • li1c::0

In (5a) it 1s assumed tbat arg � is an "unwrapped" continuous pbase curve from which 
the linear-phase component must be subtracted. 

Another method of cepstrum computation consists in the factorization of (2) by the 
solution of the equation X(z) = 0 (STEIGLITZ and DICKINS ON, 19??; VICH, 1983), In 
this case X(z) is obtained 1n the form 

R S 
(6) X(z) ::: :x:

0 
n (1 - a z-1) n (1 - b

8
z-1)

r=1 r s=1 

where R 1s the number of zeros la 1 < 1, S is the number of zeros lb81 > 1, and r ... 
R + S = N - 1. The complex cepstrum, {�}, is given by (4a) with 

(?a) 
... R a

n 

Xn 
= - E .1.

r=1 n for n > 0 , 

(7b) 
.. 

s bn

� = E _§, 

s=1 n for n < 0 , 

(?c) = 

The linear phase component is given by the number of zeros outside the unit circle, 
1. e. by s. The procedure does not require pbase unwrapping, avoids cepstrum aliasing,
and enables to compute seleoted portions of the cepstrum. Since the polynomial equation
(6) currently is of 200th to 300th degree, its solution seems to be questionable. With
the aid of a proper strategy a reliable solution is, however, possible. We have solved
equations up to the 275th degree in double precision arithmetic (64-bit-words) with a

-6relative root accuracy of 0,5 X 10 

Cepstral analysis by the latter method was experienced to be successful even in case 
when the former method via DFT failed because of instabilities in the procedure of 
phase unwrapping. Although the factorization requires more computation time than cep
strum analysis by means of the FFT, it yields - besides the mentioned advantages - a 
more profound insight into the problem. It was, e. ·g., experienced that a minimum phase 
system may have a non-minimum phase impulse response. 

2.2. Approximations in cepstral analysis 

The computa�ion of the complex cepstrum of seismic signals is connected with some 
unavoidable approximations, One of them is the choice of the parameters (type, onset, 
length) of the window used to extract from the seismogram the wave group which we wish 
to process. On the basis of previous experience with spectral analyses of teleseismic 
signals we use hanning for this purpose. The choice of the optimum onset and length of 
the window depends on the seismological knowledge of the analyst/interpreter. Helpful 
in cases of complicated wave interferences is the polarization analysis of the respec
tive part of the seismogrem (PLESINGER and HORALEK, 1976), 
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In a decisive manner 1s the success of cepstral analysis influenced by the signal
to-noise ratio and by the relative bandwidths of signal and noise. Therefore, it is 
necessary carefully to choose an optimum sampling f'requency, and to reduce the noise by 
smoothing. In other words, f'or a given sampled signal a data dependent optimum combina
tion of interpolation, f'iltering, and decimation must be found to achieve maximum cep
stral resolution. 

The discrete Fourier transform (5a) is usually performed by the FFr algorithm. In 
order to reduce cepstrum aliasing, a large number of zero samples must be appended to 
the signal segment. Unwrapping of the transform phase must be performed and the linear 
trend of the phase must be removed. Although efficient procedures were developed, they 
are not always successf'ul especially if the spectrum exhibits zeros which obstruct the 
unwrapping. In such a case exponential weighting must be applied at the price of' 
distortion of the cepstrum. 

In the case of multiple mixed-phase reflections many peaks appear in the cepstrum as 
a consequence of the logarithm in its definition. These peaks may obstruct the inter
pretation of the cepstrum and considerably deteriorate the result of homomorphic decon
volution. A judicious exponential weighting must, therefore, sometimes be used to trans
form a mixed-phase signal into a minimum or maximum pbase signal. In this esse the 
factorization of the Z-transform of the signal combined with a classif'ication of the 
zeros according to their modulus is helpful for the optimum choiee of the exponential 
weighting. 

2.3. Homomorphie deconvolution 

Homomorphie deconvolution is based on windowing (lif'tering) of the complex cepstrum 
and on the inverse cepstral transformation 

(Ba) 

where 

(8b) Y(z) = 

The sequence i represents the cepstral window which is used for the suppression of 
n 

certain parts of the cepstrum according to the aim of homomorphic processing - wavelet 
(source function) extr9:.ction, or reflection (impulse trace) extraction. The relations 
(8) are computationally performed using the discrete Fourier transform.

The process of homomorphic deconvolution again contains several approximations, the
most delicate of these is the choice of the cepstral window in relation to exponential 
weighting. The problem of optimization of this �hoice is discussed in Section 3. 

3. Results of homomorphic processing of teleseismic signals

For the present study data f'rom the magnetic tape library of the FBV Broad-band
Seismograph System operating at the KHC Seismic Station (Ka§persk6 Hory in South Bohe
mia) were used. The FBV System has a flat-velocity response in the period range 
0.3 < T < 300 s. The individual components (Z, N, E) are recorded with an overall 
dynamic range of 80 dB on FM magnetic tape. Pre-processing of the data was perf'ormed 
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by the ADT 4300 ll4incomputer-Controlled Hybrid 18ta Processing System of the Geopbysical 
Institute (PLE§INGER, 1980). For the homomorphic processing a HP 45 (Institute of Radio 
Engineering·and Electronics) and an EC 1040 computer (Computer Centre of the CS.A.S.) 
were employed. 

On the basis of teleseismic body waves of deep earthquakes, obtained by intergration 
of FBV broad-band records, theoretical composite ground displacement signals for sb.allow 
earthquakes were constructed. The theoretical signals were used to study.the influence 
of the approximations (see Section 2.2.) on the resolution of the cepstral analysis and 
on the accuracy of the wavelet reconstruction. The results can be summarized as follows: 
(i) most instructive for the optimum choice of interpolation, filtering, and decimation 
is the shape of the high-frequency part of the logarithmic amplitude spectrum and the
complexity of the power cepstrum, (ii) if the power cepstrum exhibits an unreasonably
complicated form even in the case of optimum interpolation, filtering, and decimation
exponential weighting must be applied, (iii) the mo"st reliable wavelet reconstruction
is obtained if the exponential weighting parameter a is chosen so that those of the
zeros bs in (6) which correspond to reflections (echoes) are shifted tightly inside
the unit circle, (iv) the most convenient liftering procedure for wavelet reconstruction 
is logical windowing and smoothing of the complex cepstrum. 

Examples of homomorphic treatment of theoretical and observed composite teleseismic 
P-wave signals are shown in Figures 3 to 6. Fig. 3 demonstrates the influence of expo
nential weighting on the reconstruction of both wavelet and impulse trace of an op
timally filtered and decimated theoretical mixed-pbase signal. For a = 0.958 the signal
is still of mixed-phase type (see cepstrum (d)), the reconstructed impulse trace con
tains many spurious peaks and the reconstructed wavelet appears in a position corre
sponding to that of the echo with the largest amplitude (= -1.5; the basic wavelet and 
the ·2nd echo have amplitudes of +1 .o and +0.8 respectively). For a = 0.95 the complex
cepstrum (plot (f)) contains no maximum-phase echo peaks, the wavelet appears in its
actual position and_ the impulse trace indicates the echo onsets correctly in time,
polarity, and amplitude (plot (e)). The low peaks and the weak signal near the end of 
plot (e) are noise components enhanced by exponential de-weighting.

By homomorphic deconvolution of actual broad-band recorded teleseismic signals with
out the application of exponential weighting we obtained results like those shown in 
Fig. 4. In almost all cases the observed signals were of mixed-phase type (plot (d) and 
(f)). As a consequence of the presence of seismic noise and of many unsuppressed reflec
tions the impulse trace was very complicated (plot (c)), and the reconstructed wavelet 
had a rather unrealistic shape (plot (e)). Optimum exponential weighting yielded results 
two typical examples of which are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The impulse trace of signal 
1131 (Fig. 5) reveals the existence of three prominent onsets within the first period 
of the signal, and the reconstructed wavelet resembles in its shape that of far-field 
displacement pulses for simple kinematic dislocation models (Aia and RICHARDS, 1980). 
The signals near the ends of the plots (c), (e), and (f) are caused - as already men
tioned - by the exponential de-weighting. The last example (Fig. 6) demonstrates how 
the wavelet reconstruction is influenced by the length of the short-pass liftering 
window in a particular case. 
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Fig. 5. Homomorphie deeonvolution with exponential 
weighting, a = 0.96 (Kurile Isl., 13.6.1975, 
h = 72 km, De = 79.4•, � = 5.9, P-wave
group, Z-eomponent). (a) signal (full) 
weighted signal (dotted); (b), (e), (d� 888

Fig. 4; (e), (f) reeonstruet0d wavel0ts 
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a = 0.975 (Kurile Isl.i 29.7.1974, h = 46 km,
D

e
= 7a.a•, � = 6.0, �-wave group, Z-component)

4. Conclusion

135 

The obtained results of homomorphic deconvolution of both theoretical and observed 

composite teleseismic body wave signals are, in our opinion, encouraging enough to 

substan�iate a continuation of the work. According to our experience both an optimum 

choice of the critical approximation parameters and a profound knowledge of the seis

mological background are decisive for a successive realistic application of homomorphic 

deconvolution to the problem of recovery of source f'unctions from broad-band seismo

grams. The developed procedures are intended to be employed in investigationa into 

source mechanism differences for select·ed seismoactive regiona with known source geo

metriea. 
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With the aid of theoretical seismograms the orientation of the fault plane of a deep 

-focus earthquake in the Bavarian molasse is estimated. The s:ynthetics are compared with

digital recordings from the GRP' array. The parameters for the earthquake on May 17,

1982 ares Strike N 20 deg E, dip 60 deg to NW. The movement of the fault was a reversed

normal faulting.

1, Introduction 

The GRF broad-band array in the southeastern part of the Federal Republic of Germany 

has been set up since 1976. lt began full operation wi th 13 vertical and 6 horizontal 

WIELANIY.r seismometers in March 1980. Its main purpose is to record teleseismic events. 

For a detailed description of the network and the instrumentation see SEIDL and KIND 

(1982), WIELANM and STRECKEISEN (1982) and also AICHELE (in this volume). Several 

thousand earthquakes have been recorded digitally until now, among them are a lot of 

local shocks. This data base combined with refraction profiles opens new possibilities 

especially for the interpretation of local earthquakes. One example for the use of 

GRF-data to determine the focal depth of a local quake was given by KIND (1979a). He 

studied the Swabian Jura event of September 3, 1978, Another aim to use array data in 

the field of local earthquakes could be the estimation of the orientation of the fault 

plane. 

2. The data

In their determination of the seismic zones in the Federal Republic of Germany

AHORNER et al. (1970) defined the Molasse basin north of the �lps as an independent 

seismic active area. Especially, the region around Lake Constance in the western part 

of the basin was shaken by stronger quakes in historic times. Two other subregions 

could be identified within the Molasse Basin: One near Saulgau in Upper Swabia, the 

other near Peissenberg in the Bavarian part of the Molasse. Another prominent active 

seismic region defined by AHORNER et al. is the Swabian and Franconian Jura. One char

acteristic feature of all events occuring in these regions is that in general the 

source depth does not exceed 15 km. 

So it was a surprise that an earthquake with a deep focus occured near Günzburg at 

the border of the two seismic zones on May 17, 1982. Calculations carried out by 

SCHMEDES (1982, personal communication) showed that this earthquake occured at a depth 

between 20 and 30 km. Thus,this shock is one of the deepest earthquakes ever recorded 

1) Seismologisches Zentralobservatorium, Krankenhausstr. 1-3, D-8520 Erlangen
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in Germany. The parameters of the quake area 

0rigin Timea 17aJ0a06.6, Epicentera 48.55 H, 10.25 E, lila J.6. 

The Graefenberg-Array operated with ten vertical broad-band stations at the time the 

earthquake occured. Fig. 1 shows a map with the epicenter and the locations of the 

stations. The GRF array covers an epicentral range between 107 and 160 km and an azi

muthal range of 39 deg for that earthquake. One can also see a refraction profile in 

Fig. 1. It was recorded in 1970. The shot point was located in a quarry near the 

.. s.o• u• 

Pig. 1. Map showing the GRF array, the epicenter and a
refraction profile shot in 1970 

' 
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village of Böbmischbruck. The profile named 09 240 covered about 400 km and reached 

nearly to the city o:f Basel. lt crossed the array area and also pa:Ssed the epicenter 
within a renge of about 30 km. 

The recordings o:f the deep earthquake are shown in the seismogram sections in Figs. 
2 and 3. The different tracks are shifted, so that they line up along a travel time 
curve with the slope of 8.4 km/s. The traces in the two :figures are ordered with in
creasing distance. Fig. 2 shows the unfiltered broad-band data, which are proportional 
to the ground velocity. The Pn onset is clearly to be seen. A slower second phase mark
ed P2 can also be detected. Fig.3 shows the seismograms proportional to ground dis
placement. The second phase can be seen much clearer now. lts first appearance is at 
the station C4, 110 km away from the epicenter. This phase has an apparent velocity 
of approximately 7. 5 km/s. 

The most interesting observation in both figures,however,is the change in the sign 
o:f the Pn phase between the stations B2 and A4, that means between the azimuths of 
42 and 5b deg, determined against north. This feature, which has not· been observed in 
the GRl!' data until now, makes it possible to estimate the orientation of the source 
by interpreting the array data with the aid of theoretical seismograms. 

J. Computation of synthetic seismograms

With the reflectivity method described by KIND (19?8, 1979b) theoretical seismograms
have been computed for several models of the crust in the region between the epicenter 
and GRl!'. The reflectivity method was originally derived to deduce crustal models from 
seismogram sections gained in refraction profiles. So before one can attempt to get 
informations about the source, an identification of the phases in the data is neces
sary. 

Fig. 4 shows synthetics for a very simple velocity-depth modal consisting of a homo
geneous crust (vp = 6 km/s) and upper mantle (vp = 8.4 km/s). The layer is separated 
from the halfspace by a Moho in a depth of 30 km. We used a simple explosive point 
source as an input-signal for the computation. The source depth in this and all further 
calculations was set at 19 km. At least three phases are clearly to distinguish: A weak 
Pn-phase, a Pg- or PmP-phase with most of the energy;, and f'inally the first multiple 
marked l4ULT in Fig. 4. The last two phases are splitted into two phases each, due to 
P-renections at the free surface. A weak pPn-Phase · can be seen at around 10 s reduced
traveltime.

As the data the theoretical seismogram section is also reduced with 8.4 km/s and 
covers the same epicentral range. That applies to all further synthetic sections. The 
dominant second phase of the data cannot be found in the synthetics. Therefore, such 
a simple modal is unsatisfactory. 

EllrER (1971) derived a velocity-depth model for the profile 09 240. lt is shown in 
Fig. 5 (solid line). The main feature is a big jump in the P-wave velocity from 
6.2 kin/s to 6.9 km/s at a depth of 20 km. The theoretical seismograms computed for this 
model are shown in Fig. 6. We used a point source with a double couple characteristic 
of an arbitrary chosen orientation for this computation. At least four phases can be 
clearly indentified and will be 
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discussed here. The first arrival is a Pn-phase with a velocity of 8 .4 km/s, followed 

directly by a phase marked P1. This is the wave which is refracted at the discontinuity 

in a depth of 20 km. It bas an apparent velocity of 6.9 km/s. The next phase with a 

velocity of 6.1 km/s is the Pg- or PmP-wave, respectively. The phase marked P2 arriving 

later in the seismogram is a wave reflected twices First at the free surface and then 

at the discontinuity. Its velooity is around? km/s. 

There are two major differences between Pig. 6 and the data. In the data the � 

wave structure is much simpler and no Pg can be seen. Also the phase P2 has more energy 
and a higher velocit;y. 

A model, which satisfies the msin features of the data is shown in the dashed line 

Fig. 5. The velocity jump at 20 km depth had to be increased to ?-5 km/s. The theoret

ical seismograms for that model are shown in Fig. ? • Onl;y two phases can be seen. The 
phase marked Pn is an interference of the phases Pn, P1, and Pg of Fig. 6. nie to the 
higher velocity of the lower crust in our model, these phases have already merged 
together. The phase P2 has an apparent velocity of ?.5 km/s as required to satisfy the 

data. It is, as in Fig. 6, the P-wave being reflected twice at the surface and at the 

discontinuity. 

It can be seen that another wave with a slightly slower velocity is crossing the 

phase P2. Its origin will not be discussed here. This model however fits the data 

qualitatively well, especially the amplitude ratio P2/Pn, the arrival times, and the 
velocities. The frequenc;y content of the synthetic section is lower than in the data. 
It can be increased but this would require more computing time. 

4. Orientation of the fault plane

The double couple point source is defined by three angless The dip of the fault

�lane (abbreviated NR here), the direction of the slip vector on the fault plane (DV), 

1nd the azimuth between the strike of the fault plane and the receiver (AZ). One should 
be able to matoh the signal shape and the sign of the Pn.-phase as well as the amplitude 

ratio in the data by changing these three angles systematically. We made many attempts 

end finally came up to Fig. 8 .  A seismogram section can be seen there, in which the 
azimuth between the strike of the fault plane and the station varies from 10 to 50 deg. 

The angles DV and NH are kept tixed at 90 and 60 deg,respectively. The distance 1s also 
fixed at 130 km for all traces in this seotion. The azimuthal range of 40 deg has been 
chosen because it is the same as for the GRF stations related to the epioenter. The 
distance of 130 km 1s the mean distance between the epicenter and the GRF array. 

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that there is a change of the sign of .the Pn-phase between

20 and 25 deg corresponding to the etations B4 and B2. From that computation the fol
lowing orientation of the fault plane can be eetimated1 Strike N 20 E, dip 30 to NW. 
The direction of the slip vector is 90 deg. That means that the movement at the fault 

is a reversed normal faulting. 

Strike and dip asree fairly well with a classical fault plane eolutiou derived by 
SCHIIBDBS (1983, pereoD.al communication), but there is a great discrepancy in the direc
tion of the slip vector. 
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5. Discussion

Before any conclusions about the source can be drawn from the theoretical seismo
grams, a velocity depth model bad to be found which fits the onset times and the ap
parent velocities in the data. Our model with that big velocity jump at 20 km depth has 
not been seen in any refraction profile in southern Germany, especially not in the mod
el of EMTER (1971). The wave path between the hypocenter and the GRF stations can he 
considered as a reversed profile related to 09 240. 

It could lead to a significantly higner apparent velocity of the second phase when 
the plane of the discontinuity is rising somewhat towards GRF. We consider either this 
effect or a velocity anisotropy as the rea·son for that extrem high velocity in our mod
al. The reflectivity method leaves no possibility to compute such lateral variaÜons, 
so our model can only be a simplified picture of the reality. 

If this interpretation is correct, the presented orientation of the fault plane is 
possible but it must not be unique. Other orientations could lead to the same theoret
ical seismograms as in the section in Fig. 8. Further studies have to be carried out to 
clear the discrepancy in the direction of the slip vector between the classical fault 
plane solution and the method presented here. 

I would like to thank E. Schmedes for providing me with bis computations and H. 
Aichele and R. Kind for reading the manuscript and their helpful suggestions. 
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CneKTpaJII,HM CTpyKTypa. 01iBI'OBOro mmyJII,Ca C T01!KH apeHHfi roMOMOpbHoro aHa.Jm3a 

Summary 

1) 
M.B. POJ!KOB, H. T. TAPACOB :e: r .JI. IIIIOOibKEP
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The paper is concerned with the development of some theoretical propositions oI nOJ&& ... -

morphic analysis and applications of obtained results using methods of digital seismic 

data processing. The determination of origin impulse spectral structure 1s carried out 

for a 6-station set. Obtained results permit, in particular, to identify seismic events 

with high precision and show the significant advantage of this kind of processing com

pared with widely held methods. Furthermore, the described approach to the problem of 

homomorphic analysis based on polynom algebra permits to enla:rge significantly its appli

cation. 

KaK IIPa.BMO, IIPH o6pa6oTKe Imq>OPMailHH IIOJiaI'aIOT, 'qTO perHCTPHPY8MHH CID:'HaJI .fl.BJIHeTCJI 
8.,llll;HTHBHOH WYHKUHeH CBOHX COCTa.BJIHIDJUHX, H 'qTO 

f
reg(t) = fp01(t) + fm(t)

a npeo6pa.3oBaH:e:e wyp1>e TaKoro CID:'HaJia 6y.n;eT 

F(reg(t)) = F(fp01(t)) + F(fm(t))

r;n;e frag
< t) - perHCTPHPY8MbIH CID:'HaJI, fpol ( t) - ITOJie3HhIH Cm'HaJI, f ( t) - CID:'HaJI

rroMeXH (EAJ!AKPMll!HAH, H .n;p., 1972; ,IOKEHIUIHC M BATTC, 1971; .JIElilU1HI' H ESTT1fui, 1958). 

Ü.n;Ha.KO BO MHOrHX OÖJiaCTRX HCCJie.n;oBamm, Ta.KJKe' HarrpHMep, KaK B HCCJie.IJ;OBaHHH pe-q:e:, 
rH.n;pOJIOKSUHH, MOPCKOH H HaseMHOH ceHCMOJIOrHH, HCCJie.IJ;OBaHHH H o6HapYJKeHHH ceHCMH-qeCKHX 
.flBJl8HHH, 3JleKT:P03Hlleg)aJIOrpaqnm CID:'HaJI .IJ;OJDK8H MO.IJ;eJIHPQBaTl>CJI He RaK a.n;;D;MTHBHM WYHKUIDI, 
a KaK CBepTKa (1!A.il.1I,UEPC H .n;p., 1977). 

IIpH TaKOM Mo.n;e.JrnpOBaHHH Hb ,.ipe.IJ;CT8.BJIH8TCJI BOCMOJKHOH WRJI!,TPSUIDI CID:'HaJIOB TeMH MeTO.I(aMH, 
KOTopHe HCIIOJII,3yIDTCR IIPH a.n;.n;HTHBHOM rrpe.n;cTaBJieHHH ITOJie3Horo CHrHaJia H IIOMeXH BCJie.IJ;CTBHe 
MyJIJ,TmIJmKaTHBHOCTH COCTa.BJIHIDIUHX-o6pasoB. Heo6xo.n;HMo, TaKHM o6paaoM, pa.3pa60TaT1> MeTO.I( 
WHm.Tpa!lHH CID:'HaJIOB rrpe.n;cTa.BJl8HHHX B BH,n;e CBepTKH. 

!IyCTI> 1 
f = f1•f2• ••. •:f'n 

IIpeo6pa.30BaHHe WYPI>e oT f ecT1> 

F(f) = F1 (w) • l!'
2

(w) • . . . • l!'r, (w)

1> 11HcTHTYT �:e:am<:e: 3eMJIH, AH CCCP, Mocx:sa .U-242, rpyam1cKM 10

1 
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O6osHa'IJHM Hop,rapo:aaHm crreKTP l:r
k

("')I -qepes Gk(a,). Tor.II8 

n 
�Gk(w) _ L(w), Gk(w) = l:rk(w)I , Gk(w) e (0,1) 

1n L(w) = E 1n Gk(w) 
k:::1 

O6O3Ha'IJHM G
k

(l!I) -qepe3 1 - Zic(Cd). Tor.na, T. R.

TO 

m n Zi:(w) 
1n L(w) = - C 

,
� -r-j::1 A-" 1 

Orpaa:l:flmMCSI paccMoTpeHHeM TOro c.nyqrur, Kor.na m = n. 

1n L(w) = -

w E Q 

n j -r.r{e C Zk(w) = sj , !IplillleM S MOJKHO paCCMaTpHBaTI, K8K CHMM8Tl)HlleCKHe <lJymm:m KOpHeii 
k:=1 

8.JII'86palillleCKOro ypaBHeHH!l 

f(Z(w)) = a
0
Zn(w) + a1zn-1(w) + ••• + a

n
_1z(w) + a

n
= O. 

MeJJ,IJ,y ROPH.flMH, RO8qlpHUH8HT8MR H CßMMeTJ)Jilll8CR:0MH qJyHKIUmMH Taxoro ypaBHeHH!l cymecTBYJOT 
c�e.IzylOl!tKe COOTHOmeHH!l: 

8
1 

ao 0 ......... 0

282 81 
a

o 
0 ...... 0 

1 
'-'11 sj = (- _,J Ja3 8

2 
8

1 
a

o 
0 ... 0 j = 1,2, ••• ,n 

a 
0 

.................. 

jaj aj-1 ........ 8
1

81 1 0 ......... 0 

S2 S1 2 0 0 

-1 � -'-=ll
j

'-'1 1 = 83 a, 3 0 j = 1,2, ••• ,n 
8

0 j 1 S2 t 

.................. 

sj sj-1 .••••••••• s1
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i:L _ EZ , -, k::1 k 

- Z1Z2Z3 • • • Zn

� zjSj - k=1 k

Henocpe�cTBeHHo Sj(j = 1,2 ••• )BHPaJmeTCSi qepes

r.ne cymmpoBaH:e:e pacnpocTI)a.HiieTCSi Ha Bce aa6opH aeoTp:enaTeJI&HHX ,mceJI A1 ,A2, ••.An 
eo CBOHCTBOM: 

06paTHO, aJieMeHTapHlile CBMMeTPi.rqecx:e:e <l>YHKUHH BliPrumIOTCJi qepes CTeIIeHHHe CYMMJ:l IIO 
2-ott q>OJ;MYJie BapHHra:

Ä1+Ä2+• •• +Äj+j Ä1 (�) s sj = E -x-.... ;c�..1--""';1.------- ., 
1 12 2 • • • j j.:4.1 ! Ä2 I • • • il. j 1 

147' 

r.ne Cymrap0BaHH8 pacnpocTawieTCH Ha Te Jl8 Ha60pl:l 1!RC8JI A , 'qTQ H B nepBOH (J)OpMyJie BapHH
ra. lis paccMoTpeHHoH ,n:e:arpaMMH cJie.nyeT, -qro sj :e: a 

j 
RBJIIDDTCH B o6meM c.nyqae q>YHKUH

mm qBCTOTl:l III • 

Trutm.1 o6pasoM no.nyqaeM: 
n 1 lnL(w) = - E 3' sjj::1 

s 

= - (S1 + / + •. •
s 

+ .Jl)n 

T. e. CB8PTO't1HaR CHCTeMa f. = f1 • f2 • ••• • fn CBeJiaCI, K a,n;.D;HTHBHOH CHCTeMe He3aBHC:eMl:l
MHX aaeprHTß'ti8CRHX napaMeTpoB, Y,ll;oBJieTBOp!U)IIODC YCJIOBHIO Zk(w) E (O, 1) • 

CJie.ztOBaTeJI&Ho, B03MOJKHW4 6y.zteT �aJI&Hebee npm.11:eaea:e:e qiyp1,e-aaaJIHsa rro cJie,zryromeMy aJI
ropHTMY P(�) = F(ln L(w)) - npRMOe npeo6pasOBaHHe qiyp1,e (Ilm) OT lnL(w); h = h(�) -
.mmeä.aaa q>HJII,Tpau� ( crJiaJ1tHBaHHe) P(�) s 

P(�) V Ph(�) 
lnL(w) = P

h
(�) - o6paTHoe npeo6pasoBaHHe qiyp1,e (On») crJJaJ1teHHoi qiymm;mr Ph(�). 

HCXO,Itß H3 npelt[IOJIOJteHlm, -qro CBOiC'l'Ba oqara He 3aBHCJi'l' OT IIPDCTPaHCTBeHHoro pacIIOJIO
Jt8HWI T01iKH perHC'l'pano, IIPH aHaJIHSe Ha6Jil>,ll;eHd IIO rpymre CTaHild ,IVm �ol MO�eJIH CJie
;a;yeT OEJ.naTI,, 'qTO K8:llt.ItBH 38llHCI, 6y,1teT co�epJKaTI, 06Ieyl) qacn, COOTBeTC'l'ByIOiey1) oqaroBOMy 
m.myJII,cy. 
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IlpaRTHtJecRHe pe3yJI.&TaTH rro,nTBepJK,D;aJDT orrHcaHHl:ltt rro,zpco,n K npo6JieMe BH,neJieHl:'tff oqaroooro 
HMIIyJI.&Ca. Ewm rrpoBe,neHH BJ:llmCJI9Hl:'tff ,n;JifI rpymrn CTaHI:(IDI rapMCKoro IIOJIHrOHa • .A.11:ropHTM o6-
pa6oTRH uHlJpoBWC MaCCHBOB mnpopMauHH 6HJI CJI9,lzy"KJlltID1: 

1. F(w) = F(:x:., ,x2, ••• xn) - Ern> Hcxo,1nrnro uappoBOro MaccHBa.

2. !J(w) = F
2(w) - BJ:llmCJieHHe CII9KTpa MOlIIHOCTH CHrHaJia.

3. L(w) = 1n !J(w) - BJ:llmCJI9HH9 Jiorapaf?Ma CII9KTpa MOlIIHOCTH.

4. P(�) = F(L(w)) - nrn,L(w) •

5. h = h(�) , P(�) y Ph(�) - mmeitaoe crJialltKBaHHe.

6. ¾(w) = Ph(�) - O�P(�) •

?. !Jh(w) = exp Lh(w)

IIpHJiaraeMHH wr.mocTpaTHBHblß Ma.TepHaJI COCTOHT H3 �yx cepml:. IlepBM: 3aITHCaHHb!H Cm'HaJI 
H ero crreKTP ,no o6pa60TRH; IIPHBO�TCH pesyJI.&TaTbl Ha6JIIO,neHmt rro 6-TH CTaHU:tmM. BTOpM: 
crreKTP JIOrapHflMa crreKTpa MOinfIOCTH HCXO,IJ;EIOro CHrHa.Jia, crJiaJKeHHHH crreKTP H BOCCT8.HOBJI9H
Hb!H CHI'HaJI. BH6op �opMH crJiruKHBaIOIIIeH WYHKUHH orrpe,neMeTCH wopMoii crreKTpa JiorapH!JMa 
crreRTpa MOinHOCTH. ÜCHOBHM ,noJIH. 9Heprurrpmco,nHTCH Ha HH3KO'Cffi.CTOTHyIO o6JiaCTI>; OCTaJ!I,HM 
qacTn rrpmco,nHTCH Ha Bb!COKO'Cffi.CTO�Hble HH3R09RepreTHqecRHe COCTaBJIB!OmH8.CJie,noBaTeJI.&HO, drr
THMaJI.&HOH er Jia.JKHBa10niei1: qiyHRUeii 6y,neT WyHRUIDl 11( t) - rrp.!IMoyroJI.&HHH HMIIyJI.&c. 

KaR BH,IJ;EIO Ha rrpe,ncTaBJieHHoro MaTepHaJia, sa,naqa .11,neHTal)mtauu co6HTH:H cyniecTBeHHO 06-
JierqaeTca. Ec.Jil'I cpaBHTI, crJiaJKeHHHe crreKTpbl IIO pa3JIHqßblM CTaHUHHM, TO Ha6JIIO,naeTCH H,Il;8H
TH1IHM 'Cffi.CTI, ,nJIH. Bcex KPKBb!X B orrpe,neJieHHOM ,n.0:arrasoHe 'Cffi.CTOT, COOTB8TCTByIOII{aff oqaroBOMy 
HMIIyJII,cy. HeaHaq:KT8JI.&HHe OTRJIOH8HH 38M9THI,I B BHCOKOi:re.CTOTHOH OÖJiaCTH Cil8KTPa, KOTOpble, 
BH.IJ:ßMO, Bil3B8.Hbl B03,neHCTBHeM rrepe.naIOil18H cpe,!Ul. TaKHM o6pa30M, ,naHHblM MeTO,nOM MOJKHO IlOJI.&-
30BaTI,CH H rrpH orrpe,neJieHim Cil8KTPaJIIiHOH CTPYKTYPH cpe,!Ul. 
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SUmmal'Y 

Localization of Regional and Local Earthguakes with the CIPE Network

by 

W. STRAUCH 1)

151 

Preliminary epicentre and magnitude data or se1smic events are determined at the 
Potsdam centre of the CIPE network and reported daily to co-operating observatories in 
the GDR and abroad. nie to the weak natural seismicity of the GDR territory mainly small 
events bave to be recorded and evaluated. The accuracy of localization stronSly depends 
on the position of the focus with respect to the station network and on the phase read
:ings available. The use of later arrivals is essential to ensure satisfactory localiza
tion results. 

1. The routine localization process

The centralized digital recording network of the 0entral Institute for Physics of the
Earth (CIPE) is developing to the standard basis for seismological observations in the 
GDR (technical description see BRIBACH, STRAUCH, and GffNZEL, 1983). The main task of the 
network is the detection and locaiization of seismic events at the territory of the GDR 
and nearby. 

Normally the local natural earthquakes recorded by the CIPE network are weak and it 
is often difficult to get the necessary information for reliable localizations. The 
basic material for the off-line processinS are the records of a direct writing oscil

-1 lograph with·a paper speed of 1 mms • Strone;er events trigger a digital playback unit
-1 and high speed records up to 20 mms are additionally available. The readinS accuracy

should be usually 0.1 s. The real error of the measured arrival times is hardly to 
determine but it is at least 2 or 3 times greater. At the highest speed records the 
times can be measured with an accuracy of 0.01 s. 

The evaluation is carried out in the Potsdam centre of the CIPE network by.an oper
ator controlled by a scientist. After the interpretation of phases using local or 
regional travel time curves t.he times are put in a desk computer. The localization 
routine was written in the special language of the computer and allows the localiza
tion and magnitude estimation of near, regional as well es teleseismic events. 

The routine for the epicentre determinetion of near end regional earthquakes was 
specielly designed to regard the problems of possible divergence or false solutions in 
the case of only few and perhaps bad informations: 
- the input of n + 1 (or more) onset times ti is strictly demanded when n stations

are used, i. e. at least one station·has to give more than,one onset time,
- this enables the calculation of the origin time t

0 
and the station-epicentre dis

tances r
8 

solvinS the equations rs + vito = viti - viTi
i = 1, m1 m > n1 s-station index1 v1 , Ti velocity resp. intercept time of the 1-th
pbase as proposed by WAHLSTRÖK (19?5),

1) 
Central Institute for Pbysics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg
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- a stepwise search for a minimum of the sum of squared residuals along a circle rmin
around the station nearest to the epicentre finds a good starting point for the
final,

- damped Gauss-Newton iteration which gives the epicentre.

The teleseismic events are localizea with the well-known technique of the deter
mination of azimuth and apparent velocity of P-waves crossing the network. Azimuth and 
distance (from apparent velocity) give the epicentre accurate enough for preliminary 
information. Systematical deviations were investigated by BORMANN and WYLEGALLA (1980) 
and can be considered. Later onsets are used if available to get a highe� distance ac
curacy. 

In the case of unsure interpretation the advantage of interactive work at the com
puter plays a great role. Often the trial and error method has to be used - including 
weak, unsure phases, changing their interpretation or taking them away - to get finally 
the best solution. 

Therefore, the experience of the operator is very important. It must be considered 
that the residuals resp. the mean of squared residuals are no good controls for the 
quality of the solution when only few phases are used. There is even a chance to get 
very small residuale in the case of complete misinterpretation. Checking the results 
with independent information, comparison with master records, and repeated computa
tions with various combinations of phases help to avoid bad mislocalizations. 

The routine interpretation and localization takes about 2 - 3 hours per day for the 
operator. The results are printed for internal use in the CIPE and a paper tape is 
produced to report the epicentres to the three seismic observatories in the GDR (MOX, 
CLL, BRG) and to co-operating observatories in Czechoslovakia and Poland. The epicentre 
determinations are checked and eventually relocated when the reports from other stations 
are available receiving via Telex or WMO/GTS some days later. 

2. An examples The localization of the �9.82, __ :?eb. 20 ear�hgl.U!!,{e near Leipzig

An example for the localization of a comparatively strong local earthquake with the
CIPE net might be the processing of an event which occured on 1982, Feb. 20 beneath the 
city of Leipzig. The magnitude 2.5 event was felt by some thousands of Leipzig inhabit
ants. The macroseismic investigation gave the localization 51.33 N, 12.46 E (GRflNTHAL, 
GROSSER, GRÄSSL, 1983). By localizing using the records of the CIPE net a focus at 
51.345 N, 12.427 E was computed • 

• 

3. Estimation of expected random localization errors for events at GDR territocy

For the relocalization of seismic events and for studies about the localization ca
pability of networks a computer program was developed which allows optionally 
- single event localization,
- master event localization,
- modeling of random and systematic errors which can be expected for the localization

with a given network configuration in a certain region.
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This program can be used to process near and distant earthquakes recorded by local, 
regional, and global networks and to study their localization capabilities. The core ot 
the l!'ORTRAN-program is a localization routine based on the Gauss-Newton iteration scheme. 
The QR-algorithm is applied to solve the overdetermined system of linear equations for 
finding the correction vector. 

The travel times are given tabulated to save computation time. This is important for 
the processing of a huge number of events as needed in a Monte-Carlo modeling of the 
expected random localization errors applied in the program. 

For given hypocentre co-ordinates and origin time (x,y,z,t)g the theoretical arrival 
times tf at the stations of the net are computed. Random arrival time errors dt1 are
then added to the t�. With the simulated erroneous times t1 = tf + dt1 the localiza
tion is carried out and a hypocentre is found. Repeating this process n times a 
cluster of points (x,y,z,t)j will result. The distribution of these points with shift
ing vectors (dx,dy,dz,dt) from the true localization depends in a complex manner on the 
statistical behaviour of the errors dt1, the networks geometry, the used phases, and
the localization of the hypocentre relative to the net. Under bad conditions numerical 
problems play a role, too. 

The Monte-Carlo simulation already used by other authors for localization error 
studies was preferred other methods (e. g. that proposed by KIJK0 and SELLEV0LL, 1982) 
because it is easy to program and the influence of different distribution laws for the 
arrival time errors can be investigated. The high costs of computing time should be 
noted as disadvantage. 

To form an idea of the localization capability of the CIPE network an investigation 
under simple assumptions has been carried out using Ga1.1:,s distributed onset time errors 
with a standard deviation T = 0.2 s for each station as well as each phase. 
It was assumed that at each station of the CIPE net P

g 
and S

g 
waves are used for the 

localization. Fora more realistic simulation the magnitude of an event is introduced 
as control parameter. It is checked whether the amplitude of a phase exceeds the noise 
amplitude at the corresponding station. If not, the onset time is not included in the 
Monte-Carlo modeling. For the present study a noise amplitude of 10 nm was assumed for 
each statfon

1 
The amplitude distance relation was taken from the usgnitude formula

M = log A
ma
� + 1.5 log d[km]-0.3 assuming that it 1s valid for Sg-(mostly the strong

est)waves. P
g 

was assumed to be 5 times weaker than Sg. For small Gauss-distributed
arrival time errors the localization errors can be regarded to be normal distributed, 
too. 

The value 

u = �=
:X: y n - 1 

was taken as representing the localization standard deviation at a point (x,y,z = 0). 
In the present study the depth was fixed to zero that means depth errors were not calcu
lated. The calculations were carried out for a grid covering the whole GDR territory.
The results are plotted as isolines in Pig. 2 for magnitude M = 2 and in Fig. 3 for
K = 3, respectively. The localization errors u (in km) are denoted and the stations
are drawn as full circles. 
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Due to the rather simple modal t�e results give only a rough impression about the 
1ocalization capability of the net. A well redorded event with p and s times deter-- g g 
mined at every station, as it may be the case for M > 3 (Jig. 3), can be localizated 
with a 13tandard deviation of lese than 1 • 5 km in the whole GDR. The accuracy decreases 
not too much to the north. 

Magnitude 2 events can be localized ·in the south with nearly the sa]lle accurecy lilte 
those of 11 > ). But in the north the localization is 10 to 20 times worse because Pg
is not recorded at every station. Coming more to the north, to the Baltic sea region, 
the solutions become unstable - only Sg is available and the localization 1s impos
sible. 

In reality the situation is more complicated. Unsharp onsets, noise bursts, failures 
in the data transmission etc. are the reason that in fact the localization error is 
surely higher than in the study representing the more ideal case. For each event the 
situation differs and the reasons of probable localization errors must be studied in 
detail, not to forget the systematic errors due to variations of the earth underground 
not included in the modal. These deviations .can affect the localization more than the 
reading errors primary for events occuring outside the network. 
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Instrumentation and Calibration of the Digital Processing S:ystem Mo:xa - Jena 

by 

Oh. TEUPSER 1 )

Summar;y 

The equipment used for the data transmission between Moxa and Jena is described. The 
transfer function of the 16 seismological channels is given as parameterized model. The 
signals are transmitted on telephone lines after frequency modulation with direct sampl
ing in 16-bit computer compatibel word. The channels are calibrated by a low-frequency 
generator. 

At first there are detailed information, about the equipment used for the digital 
data acquisition of the seismological observatory Moxa-Jena. As outlined in the paper 
of BORllANN et al. the important seismographs of the station 14oxa are linked wi th a real
time computer in Jena by a 24-channel carrier telephone system. The hardware configura
tion of the complete system is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

The seismographs operating in this system are the long- and sbort-period electro
magnetic systems SSJ-I and SSJ-II and the new electronic seismograph l!:DS 1 all develop
ed in our institute. The last ones delivers already a frequency modulated signal in the 
range from 300 to 3,400 Hz suitable f�r transmission in the telephone band. The signals 
of the seismographs with electromagnetic transducers are amplified and_converted in a
frequency modulated one in the same range. In Mo:xa as well as in Jena at the terminal 
of the carrier system there are demodulators in order to obtain analogue records for 
monitoring the seismographs and the transmission system or other seismological purposes. 

The read-in of the seismic signals into the computer is carried out by an input-out
put device called "ursadat" after the direct sampling of frequency modulated signals. 
The converter delivers a 16-bit wo1•d with a sampling rate of 50 ms. An advantage of the 
conversion principle used is an additional filterin� with zeros at multiples of 25 Hz. 
The converter enables a sampling rate of 100 per second under diminishing of word size, 
too. Besides, a read-in of analogue signals received after demodulation and filtering 
or other handling is also possible using a 10-bit analogue-to-digital converter. 

Though, the acquisition of seismological data are the main task of the computer in
put device other informations like temperature, air pressure, and wind velocity are 
necessary for monitoring the functions of seismographs and identification of records 
caused by nonseismic sources. As the variations of such signals are generally slower 
than the seismic ones a slower sampling rate can be used. A carrier-current system, 
therefore, is provided to transmit these datas and will be set in operation next time.

This system engages only one channel of the carrier telephone system and can be used 
for the transmission of other control signals between Mo:x:.a and Jena in both directions. 
The maximum sampling rate of each of the 24 channels is 50 samples per second. 

1) Central Institute for Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
DDR-69 Jena, Burgweg 11 
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The peripher,- of the computer 1s shown in the lower part of li'ig� 1 • !rhe main devices 

are the three excbangeable disc stores in order to extend the capacity of the storage. 

All data red-in are transferred to the exchangeable disc stores end kept tor half an 

nour. During this time the data bave got to be processed. Earthquake dat� may trans

terred to magnetic tape and stored for later off-line processing. 
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lPig. 1. Configuration of the acqu1s1tion system U:o:xa.-Jena 
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The response curves of the seismographs provided for transmission are given IPig. 2. 
The short-period types, essentially, are a three component set like the standard type 
A IV of the socialist countries. '!'wo especially tuned vertical seismographs are addi
tionally in operation. One of them has its maximum sensitivity at 1 s. This peak is 
adopted to the noise at Ko::m. The other one has a maximum sensitivity in the range from 
5 to 10 Hz, which is vecy suitable for the detection of near earthquakes and quarr.y 
blasts. Both types proved a success during last years because they enable·a fast dis
crimination between near and distant events (TEUPSER, 1975). 
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The determination of the sensitivity in the short-period range bases on the following 
aspects. At the station Mo:m the ground displacement caused in this range by earthquake 
as well as near blasts does not exceed an amplitude of 3 µm. The gain of the short
period channel, therefore, has been chosen as 5000 digit/µm. This specification, addi
tionally, regards that only the half bandwidth of the telephone channel of 1700 Hz can 
be used. By this way the strongest events can be recorded without overdriving. The am
plifier built in the seismograph channel consists of three or more stages, The first 1s 
a voltage amplifier with an ohmic input resistance. The following stages are second
order active RC networks with low-pass or band-pass transfer f'unction. In the most cases 
the first low-pass simulates the properties of the galvanometer so that nearly the de
manded responses corresponding the standard electromagnetic types has been obtained. The 
last stage is a band-pass in order to eliminate long-time drifte and noises outside of 
the registered range. As the response of the standard seismograph A IV does not drop 
enough at the Nyquist frequency of 10 Hz corresponding to the sampling rate of 50 ms an 
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additionallow-pass with a corner frequency of 5 Hz has _been built in. The response of 
the whole channel shows Fig. 2. The same responses have the short-period seismographs 
at the station Posterstein and Plauen. The first one operates at this time and the 
second one will be linked wi th the computer this year.

The acquisition of long-period seismic signals is carried out by the triaxial feed
back-controlled seismograph EDS 1 and the modified seismographs SSJ-I. The first system 
called EDS 1 D has only a high-pass with a corner period of 1000 s in the feedback loop 
in order to reduce the long-term variations of the mass position. The maximum sensitiv
ity is 35 digitfam. The boom elongation is limited in the range of ± 0.5 mm and only 
smaller ground displacements can be recorded without distortion. The second system 
EDS 1V has an additional high-pass with a corner frequency of 2.4 Hz. By this way a 
_high damping will be obtained and the response is a flat velocity one in the range from 
0.5 to 140 s. The advantage of such a velocitymeter is the direct evaluation of the 
ratio•AjT needed.for the calculation of magnitudes and the measurement of large ground 
displacement. As the high damping reduces the mass deflection surface wave amplitudes 
can be recorded up to 5 mm. As mentioned above the electronic seismographs produces a 
frequency-modulated output signal, whioh is directly converted into the digital input 
signal feed in the computer. The advantage of this procedure is the avoiding of demod
ulator distortions and the realization of d;ynamic range of 16 bit. The disadvantage is 
the possibility of aliasing effects. Nevertheless, these systems are used because the 
amplitude of short-period onsets are small against the surface waves and no influence 
will be expected. In order to verify this assumption a third system of 3 componentes of 
the long-period seismographs SSJ-I are linked with the computer. The amplifier response 
of these seismographs drops at the short-period waves at the Nyquist frequency (Fig. 2) 
so that it can be used without hesitation. 

In general use the transfer tunction W(s) of seismic channels is described in the 
Isplace transform domain. This transfer function 1s in the most cases a ratio of two 
polynomials in s  depend on the parameters of the pendulum and the filters in the elec
tronic circuitry. The influence of the frequency-to-digital converter is determined by 
the formula 

flJT ein 2

where w 1s the frequency of ground motion and T = 40 ms the measuring intervall of 
the converter. The expression is not convenient for further calculations. Nevertheless, 
it can be approximated by a first-order low-pass function 

u -
w - s + w •w 

Por "w = 77. ?86 s-1 the error is smaller than 1 $15 for frequency below the Nyquist
frequency of 10 Hz. With this approximation the system modal yields a transfer function 

DAs2 (s - �) ••• (s - �)
(s - p1) .. • (s - Pn)W(s) = 

The response of the seismograph resches nearl;y its maximum at the frequenoy "n• The
normalizing factor A is chosen so that 
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Therefore, D is nearly the maximum sensitivity of the channel. m are the numbers of 
2 complex zeros and n the number of the complex poles. The term s proceeds from the

ground acceleration as the cause of the pendulum deflection. In our case of short-period 
seismographs there are only two zeros (n., = n2 = 0) caused by the electromagnetic trans
ducer and the output band pass of the amplifier. In the case of feedback-controlled 
seismographs there are not vanishing zeros caused by the filtere in the feedback loop. 
All these parameters will be written in the header of the magnetic tape r.ecords as 
described in the p�per of KLINGE (this volume). 

Controlling the response calculated by use of the parameters of the channel the ca
libration is carried out by a sine-wave generator. Up till now only the short-period 
channels are carefully calibrated. The agreement with the calculated response has been 
in the limits of 1 - 2 %. As the seismographs does not own two separate magnet coil 
assemblies and the windings of the calibration and •signal coil are in one assembly the 
mutual inductance between these coils influences the calibration for frequencies higher 
than 3 Hz. The calibration, therefore, can be carried out only till this limit with de
manded precision. But former calibrations of our short-period instruments using shaking 
table bas been shown that the response are in good agreement with the theory of the 
seismographs taking in account only one degree of freedom up to frequencies of 40 Hz. 
The operation of the system has been started in 1980. In some other papers of this 
Symposium it will reportet about the first results of the on-line processing of seismo
logical data with this nardware. 
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Joint Seismological Bulletin of GDR Stations and Further Use of Stored Data 

by 

S. WEND'!' 1 )

During one year about 3000 seismic events are recorded and evaluated at each of the 
three basic seismological stations in GDR. Since many years the kinematic results of 
evaluation and corresponding focal data are published as seismological bulletins in 
typewritten form. These bulletins contain many details of station data not published 
by the ISC (for instance periods and amplitudes, different time accuracy of onsets, 
various magnitudes, special phase denotations). Up to the 1st quarter of 1976 a conven
tional form -of preparation of the bulletin in the shape of a typewritten manuscript was 
used at Collm station. But this method had the disadvantage that th.ere was no possibil
i ty of direct use of published data with the help of a computer. That was the proper 
cause for me to develop a new treatment to store all information published as bulletin 
in a computer compatible form. 

Basing on Collm station bulletin a computer programme of more than 4000 FORTRAN
statements was developed to compile a joint seismological bulletin of the stations BRG, 
CLL and WX using single stat ion files. 

The following main aspects &re to be taken into account: 
- the printing of a clearly arranged joint bulletin without essential restrictions in

comparison with the previous version and considering all of the experience gathered
during many years,

- the storage of all published informations on punched cards and magnetic tapes to use
it for further seismological investigations,

� the use of duplicates of cards sent to ISC 
- the continuation of Moxa and Collm station bulletins and occuring for the first time

a final form of Berggießhübel station data.
All three single station files can be used separately to test punched cards and also for 
special investigations. The data sets belonging to individual seismic events are very 
inhomogeneous with respect to structure and volume. There are differences as to number 
and type of the distinguishable phases, meaeurable periods and amplitudes, and possibil
ities to determine distance, depth, and magnitudes. To minimize the number of cards per 
event by avoiding a too complicated code, we use different types of cards with special 
formats. Focal data are punched in a special shape on one cardi ISC-data on another one. 
The other supplements occur in an irregular manner. Therefore, we use some special types 
of format. The data :iuput is arranged in such a way tbat the loss of information is as 
small as possible in ,:omparison wi th the conventional techn:tque. All supplementary in
formation concernin1; ::itation data can but must not be given. The mean number of punched 
cards per event is il' 1ittle more than two. Short-period P-wave magnitude MPV and surface 
wave magnitudea MLH. 'lltV can be calculated automatically if Jeriods and amplitudes of 
corresponding onsets ar-e available. 

1) Karl-r&irx-Unive ···-:i tE·1 ·':.f>ipzig, Geophysikalisches Obse1'm'!.torium Collm, DDR-7261 Collm
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The arrangement of station data concerning a special seismic event is done automatic
ally in general. The sequence of stations depends on epicentral distance if focal data

are available. Otherwise, the sequence depends on time of first onset. Por special cases 
there is the possibility to determine the arrangement manually by the help of punched 
cards with event numbers. The single stations are responsible for the content of their 
own station files. Only the last called manipulation concerning arrangement can be done 
by myself manually. 

The subroutine for arrangement of station data is the central part of the new pro-
• gramme. The single station files are stored on three separate magnetic tapes and are
red event by event. If focal data are available, it is tested whether red origin times
differ lese than a given limit. In principle it is enough if only one station gives the
focal data. The actual events of other stations are collected if the times of first on-

. sets differ lese than a given limit. The lot of possibilities of arrangements is one 
cause of the large volume of the programme and of the difficulties to arrange a joint 
bulletin. There are variante using one, two or all three Stations for a special event. 
A comparison of the resulting output list shows that many inconsistencies in station 
files can be seen only in +hA ��1nt version. 

Station 
bulletin 

CLL 
Data file 

Station 
bulletin 

Joint 
bulletin 

Station 
bulletin 

1'1.g. 1. Main steps to be done in preparation of joint 
bulletin on the basis of single station data files 
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additionall.ow-pass with a corner :l'requenc;y of 5 Hz bas been built in. The response of 
the whole channel shows Fig. 2. The same responses have the short-period seismographs 
at the station Posterstein and Plauen. The first one operates at this time end the 
second one will be 11.nked wi th the computer this ;year. 

The acquisition of long-period seismic signals is carried out by the triaxial feed
back-controlled seismograph EDS 1 and the modified seismographs SSJ-I. The first s;ystem 
called EDS 1 D bas onl;y a high-pass with a corner period 01' 1000 s in the feedback loop 
in order to reduce the long-term variations of the mass position. The maximum sensitiv
ity 1s 35 digit,A.im. The boom elongation is limited in the range 01' ± 0.5 mm and only 
smaller ground displacements can be recorded without distortion. The second system 
EDS 1V bas an additional high-pass with a corner :l'requency of 2.4 Hz. B;y this way a 
�igh damping will be obtained and the response is a flat velocity one in the range from 
0.5 to 140 s. The advantage of such a velocitymeter is the direct evaluation of the 
ratio'A/T needed.for the calculation of magnitudes and the measurement of large ground 
displacement. As the high damping reduces the mass deflection surface wave amplitudes 
can be recorded up to 5 mm. As mentioned above the electronic seismographs produces a 
frequency-modulated output signal, which is directly converted into the digital input 
signal feed in the computer. The advantage of this procedure is the avoiding of demod
ulator distortions and the realization of d;ynamic range of 16 bit. The disadvantage is 
the possibility of aliasing effects. Nevertheless, these systems are used because the 
amplitude of short-period onsets are small against the surface waves and no influence 
will be expected. In order to verify this assumption a third system of 3 componentes of 
the long-period seismographs SSJ-I are linked with the computer. The amplifier response 
of these seismographs drops at the short-period waves at the Nyquist frequency (Fig. 2)

so that it can be used without hesitation. 

In general use the transfer f'unction W(s) of seismic channels is described in the 
Isplace transform domain. This transfer function is in the most cases a ratio of two 
polynomials in s  depend on the parameters of the pendulum and the filtere in the elec
tronic circuitry. The influence of the frequency-to-digital converter is determined by 
the formula 

sinT 
WT t 

where w 1s the frequency of ground motion end T = 40 ms the measuring intervall of 
the converter. The expression is not convenient for further calculations. Nevertheless, 
it can be approximated by a first-order low-pass function 

u =w
w 

8 + "' • 
w 

lor <.dw = 7?. 786 s-1 the error is smaller tban 1 % for frequency below the Nyquist
frequency of 10 Hz. With this approximation the system modal yields a transfer function 

W(s) =
DAs2 (s - °1) • • • (s - n.n)

(s - p1J ••• (s - pn)

The response of the seismograph resches nearly its maximum at the frequency "'n• The
normalizing factor A is chosen so that 
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Therefore, D is nearly the maximum sensitivity of the channel. m are the numbers of 
2 complex zeros and n the number of the complex poles. The term s proceeds from the

.ground acceleration as the cause of the pendulum deflection. In ou.r case of short-period 
seismographs there are only two zeros (� = n2 = 0) caused by the electromagnetic trans
ducer and the output band pass of the amplifier. In the case of feedback-controlled 
seismographs there are not vanishing zeros caused by the filtere in the feedback loop. 
All these parameters will be written in the header of the magnetic tape records as 
described in the paper of KLINGE (this volume). 

Controlling the response calculated by use of the parameters of the channel the ca
libration is carried out by a sine-wave generator. Up till now only the short-period 
chsnnels are carefully calibrated. The agreement with the calculated response has been 
in the limits of 1 - 2 %. As the seismographs does not own two separate magnet coil 
assemblies and the windings of the calibration and signal coil are in one assembly the 
mutual inductance between these coils influences the calibration for frequencies higher 
thsn 3 Hz. The calibration, therefore, can be carried out only till this limit with de
manded precision. But former calibrations of our short-period instruments using shsking 
table bas been shown tbat the response are in good agreement with the theory of the 
seismographs taking in account only one degree of freedom up to frequencies of 40 Hz. 
The operation of the system has been started in 1980. In some other papers of this 
Symposium it will reportet about the first results of the on-line prccessing of seismo
logical data with this nardware. 
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Joint Seismological Bulletin of GDR Stations end Further Use of Stored Data 

by 

S. WENDT 1)

During one year about 3000 seismic events are recorded and evaluated at each of the 
three basic seismological stations in GDR. Since many years the kinematic results of 
evaluation and corresponding focal data are published as seismological bulletins in 
typewritten form. These bulletins contain many details of station data not published 
by the ISC (for instance periods and amplitudes, different time accuracy of onsets, 
various magnitudes, special phase denotations). Up to the 1 st quarter of 19?6 a conven
tional form of preparation of the bulletin in the shape of a typewritten manuscript was 
used at Collm station. But this method bad the disadvantage that there was no possibil
ity of direct use of published data with the help of a computer. That was the proper 
cause for me to develop a new treatment to store all information published as bulletin 
in a computer compatible form. 

Basing on Collm station bulletin a computer programme of more than 4000 FORTRAN
statements was developed to compile a joint seismological bulletin of the stations BRG, 
CLL and mx using single station files. 

The following main aspects &re to be taken into account: 
- the printing of a clearly arranged joint bulletin without essential restrictions in

comparison with the previous version and considering all of the experience gathered
during many years,

- the storage of all published informations on punched cards and magnetic tapes to use
it for further seismological investigations,

- the use of duplicates of cards sent to ISC
- the continuation of Moxa and Collm station bulletins and occuring for the first time

a final form of Berggießhübel station data.
All three single station files can be used separately to test punched cards and also for 
special investigations. The data sets belonging to individual seismic events are very 
inhomogeneous with respect to structure and volume. There are differences as to number 
and type of the distinguishable phases, measurable periods and amplitudes, and possibil
ities to determine distance, depth, and magnitudes. To minimize the number of cards per 
event by avoiding a too complicated code, we use different types of cards with special 
formats, Pocal data are punched in a Special shape on one card; ISC-data on another one. 
The other supplements occur in an irregular manner. Therefore, we use some special types 
of format. The data :iuput is ar.1:•anged in such a way that the loss of in.formation is as 
small as possible in ,:omparison with the conventional techn:l.que. All supplementary in
formation conce:min1; ;�tation da.ta can but must not be given. The mean number of punched 
cards per event is ,, little more than two. Short-period P-wave magnitude MPV and surface 
wave magnitudes Miin. •JH,V can be calculated automatically- if �-eriods and amplitudes of 
corresponding onsets ara available. 

1) Ka.rl-N.arx-Unive ···dtE�- ".,f>ipzlg, Geophysikalisches 0bservgtorium Collm, DDR-?261 Collm
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The arrangement of station data concerning a special seismic event is done automatic
ally in general. The sequence of stations depends on epicentral distance if focal data 
are available. Otherwise, the sequence depends on time of first onset. lor special cases 
there is the possibility to determine the arrangement manually by the help of punched 
cards with event numbers. The single stations are responsible for the content of their 
own station files. Only the last called manipulation conoerning arrangement can be done 
by myself manually. 

The subroutine for arrangement of station data is the central part of the new pro-
•gramme. The single station files are stored on three separate magnetio tapes and are
red event by event. If focal data are available, it is tested whether red origin times
differ lese thsn a given limit. In principle it is enough if only one station gives the
focal data. The actual events of other stations are collected if the tim.es of first on
sets differ less than a given lim.it. The lot of possibilities of arrangements is one
cause of the large volume of the programme and of the difficulties to arrange a joint
bulletin. There are variants using one, two or all three Stations for a special event.
A comparison of the resulting output list shows tbat many inconsistenoies in station
files can be seen only in +hA ��int version.

Station 
bulletin 

Station 
bulletin 

Joint 
bulletin 

Station 
bulletin 

----7 

1 

l1g. 1 • Main steps to be done in preparation of joint 
bulletin on the basis of single station data files 
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!111 now is tested only the basic version of the programme, which 1s used to prepare
bulletin either on line printer or as microtishes with 30 output pages per microfish. 
The extended version, whioh exists in main parts already tor single station, shall be 
developed in next time for the joint version. Till now there are subroutines for compi
lation of travel-time and travel-time difference cu.rves, calculation of residuale of 
the most important waves, calculation of calibrating functions and of differences be
tween P-magnitudes and an average body wave magnitude given by data centre. 

Summary 

The l!lmergence of the General-Purpose Seismograph 

by 

P.L. WILLlfORB 1)

In the .early days of seismometry, the "stable plattorm" provided by the mass of a 
long-period pendulum was regarded as the ideal reference against which to measure earth 
displacement. However, the mass required to deflect high-magnification mechanical or 
even optical levers, coupled with problems of triction and long-term stability, led to 
the development of a wide range of specialised instruments. These became subdivided 
into classes characterised by long and short period, high and low sensitivity, and aa 
portable or observatory types. Now we can recognise the dynamic range in terms of earth 
acceleration as some 220 dB, with periods ranging from lese than 0.01 s up to the .free 
oscillations of the earth. The force-balance accelerometer, whose .frequency response 
needs shaping only to the extent to which we still need a compromise between the accept
ance of all input and the limitations of archival storage, has emerged as the single 
olass of instrwnent which can cover the whole band. It needs to be physioally small to 
avoid problems of internal oscillation, it must be robust enough to survive a passage 
down a borehole and there are theoretioal advantages of operating within an evacuated 
pressure case which bring, as side benefits, almost total protection against other 
intrusions of the environment. Several "good" modern s;ystems can now be reoognised as 
approaching "perfection" by these criteria. 

1 • Introduction 

In the days of the idealised "stable platform" the implied target was to set up a 
system of levers so as to produce a magnified image of earth displacement in the form 
of reoordable motions of an "indicator". J'or horizontal motions, the very long simple 
pendulum, or its more compact equivalenta of nearly-unstable inverted pendulums and 
"swinging-gates" were recognised as the available means o.f providing acceptable approrl
mations to the ideal. J'or vertical motions, the mass constrained to allow linear motion 
at the end of a low-rate spring was the obvious equivalent of the simple pendulum, and 

1) Department of Cybemetics, Univeraity ot Reading, England
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its swingi.ng-boom equivalent was brought to near-perfection by the introduction of the 

La Coate suspension. The significance o.f damping was partially recognised in this early 

stage as the means whereby the free oscillations of the mass were prevented from domi

nati.ng the response, with damping constants in the range of 0.5 and 1 being used to 

separate the two basic modes of utilisation as the "accelerometer" for earth periods 

longer than the pendulum period, and the "displacement meter" for earth periods shorter 

than that of the pendulum. The idea that there was a third useful range in which mass 

displacement, controlled by high levels of damping, was proportional to earth velocity 

did not receive much attention until later (WILLIIORE, 1961). 

Given the fundamental understanding of the inertial reference, the development of 

seismometry divides naturally between that of the transducing system whereby the rela

tive motions between the mass and its frame are presented as "output", and of the re

cording system which preserves the output for later consideration. We now ask how far 

we have advanced along these two lines, and whether we can ;yet see the end of the road. 

2. Detection

Starting with the idea of a simple lever attached to the inertial mass and ending in 

the recording stylus, we saw the development of beautifully engineered systems of levers 

and dashpots for smoked-paper recording, but this line came to an end in instruments 

such as the large Wiechert seismograph, for which the mass was pushed up to 17 tons to 

overcome frictional resistance at a magnification of 10,000. 

The optical lever, in instruments such as the Milne-Shaw and the elegantly simple 

Wood-Anderson, eliminated much of the friction and lost motion which had been limiting 

factors in passive smoked-paper systems, but left untouched the problem of zero-drift, 

which we would now recognise as one of excessive bandwidth (i. e. we.just give the 

system time to drift) in relation to the long-term stability of materiale and environ

mental conditions. This problem was overcome by the use of electromsgnetic coupling in 

which the linkage between the velocity of the seismometer mass and the torque transmit

ted to the galvanometer coil gave low-frequency rejection of 6 d.B/octave in comparison 

with a direct mechanical linkage. The opportunities for band-shaping could also be used 

to alleviate the problems of short-period earth vibration, 5-second microseisms 4nd 

long-period instability of mass position, whilst the large ratio of seismometer mass to 

galvanometer coil inertia opened up the possibility of developing high magnifications 

in the classical long-period and short-period instruments. 

Electronic amplifiers began to compete seriously with galvanometers in the early 

1950 s, initially in conjunction with short-period, moving-coil seismometers to work in

to hard-stylus paper recorders or magnetic tape. At the long-period end, the galvano

meter, reinforced by the photo-cell amplifier, remained as the most sensitive detector 

of the very small emfs which could be generated by slowly-moving coils. We can now see 

that the future of wide-band systems must lie with the condenser microphone, whose out

put surpasses that of practical moving-coil transducers for periods in excess of a few 

seconds. 
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The introduction of electronic amplification re-awakened interest in the fourth-order 
differential equation which describes the transfer function of two coupled pendulums. In 
Galitzin's original theory (GALITZIN, 1914) the seismometer and galvanometer were assum
ed to operate independently of each other, and the "reaction", which arose from the emfs 
generated by rotations of the galvanometer coil, was neglected. Wenner in America and 
Kirnos in USSR developed systems in which overdamped galvanometers behaved as though 
rigidly attached, over a wide range of periods, to the seismometer mass, whilst Grenet 
and Coulomb in France showed that all of the partial constants of the galvanometer and 
seismometer could be combined into tbree independent coefficients of tbe differential 
equation, plus scaling factors for normalising time and amplitude (see, for example, 
wmNER, 19291 COULOMB and GRENET, 1935). When the active systems were introduced, all 
of the necessary parameters of the equation of motion could be set up by feedback 
whether or not there was actually a galvanometer in the system (see, for example, WILL
WRE, 1961; PLEäINGER, 19?3; BALI.ARD and WILLMORE, 1980) and external filtering could 
be superimposed if desired. 

A less obvious advantage of feedback in seismometry stems from the fact (largely, in 
this context, recognised by Fellgett and developed in Reading by Usher and hie collea
gues) that the Brownian motion of a suspended mass is generated entirely by dissipative 
elements such as the passage of current through resistors, or mechanical motions in a 
viscous medium. Controlling response characteristics by feedback rather than by dissi
pation therefore permits the development of much smaller and lighter seismometers, and 
the force-balance principle leads to very wide bandwidth and high d:ynamic range for 
·acceleration input. By 1975 it was possible to demonstrate (USHER et al., 19?7) that
the essential conditions had been met down to acceleration levels of about
2 x 10-1_0 ms-2 at 20 s period. Tbe American SRO development (PETERSEN et al., 1976, and
subsequent papers to GANSE and HUTT, 1982) started concurrently but moved much faster
to world-wide deployment. Others (e. g. USHER et al., 1978 and 19?91 WIELANUI' and STRECK
EISEN, 1982) are continuing on this path, and it now seems that all the essential prob
lems of tbe transducer system have been overcome.

3. Recording

In visual systems, the spiral trace on the rotating drum or wide loop soon achieved
ascendancy over the rival narrow-strip or disc recordings, but it is important to re
member that this ascendancy depends on the prevalence of situations in which the seismic 
event is a comparatively sbort-lived disturbance seen against a background which is 
normally much quieter. In this way, the system achieves compactness by putting many 
turne of the spiral within the span of maximum deflection, but the record soon loses 
legibility if the events become too frequent, if any one event extends over several 
turns of the spiral, or if the seismic background (as during a microseism storm) rises 
to tbe level which approacbes the pitch of the spiral. It was this limitation of the 
drum recorder, coupled with the near-impossibility of reprocessing after primacy record
ing, tbat made it necessacy to limit _tbe data content of any one record. One therefore 
bad divisions growing up between short-period, long-period and wide-band seismometers, 
several levels of sensitivity for first-class observatories in active regions, and the 
development of new bighly specialised system lilte the HGLP. Field deployment was limit
ed to a vecy restricted (normally short-period) range of instrumeptation. 

i 
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Analogue tape recording entered the field in the 1950s and developed rapidly (notably 

by the use of frequency modulation) through the sixties. From the start, it off'ered bet
ter dynamic range tban the photographic trece, it overcame the problem of trace-overlap 
on the drum recorder, and it provided the opportunity of optimising frequency band, sen

sitivity end recording speed on playback for visual interpretation. Unfortunately, oper
ational babits inherited from the interpretation of drum records led the majority of 

network operators to continue to select the recordi.ng characteristics with which they 

were most familiar. In most cases, the systems had been set up with array processing 

or first-onset detection in mind and the short�period option was selected. Although some 

medium�period data can be recovered by integration of longer period on playback, there 

has been considerable lose of potential content from this 20-year world archive, and 

there remai.ns a considerable aegree of under-utilisation of the medium-band content of 

the records which have beA� aceumulated. 

Digital recording was growing through the 1970s, immediately offering a further in

crement of clynamic range, but being limited at first by the high cost of hardware, and 

subsequently by the fact that the bulk and cost of magnetic tape per unit of bandwidth 

was some ten times higher than that of analogue recording. This latter aspect had a 

considerable effect on design, notably by rendering it uneconomic to store short-period 

c-,nponents of the output and thereby forcing the distinction be.tween sbort-period trig

gered systems and long-period continuously-recording ones. There 1s a further signif

icant distinction between the triggered elements of a sensitive system and the strong

motion seismographs which are typically deployed in earthquake engineering. in the form

er case, triggering will be frequent, events will be collected from all distances and 

the need to examine a regular supply of records will go hand-in-hand wi th proper main

tenance. Strong-motion instruments react to a much more limited selection of events 

and all too often fail during real emergencies because the storage capacity ha� been 

exhausted or because the equipment has simply failed to operate. The network super

intendent who demands that his new equipment will operate from the lowest to the highest 

levels of disturbance is asking for mnch more than a separate set of strong-motion 

equipment can provide. He is asking for a total re·cord of a situation which may develop 

from some barely noticeable change in the frequency or character of microtremors, 

through the crescendo of a great earthquake and into its aftermath. In such circum

stances, he may well be thinking of earth displacements ranging from 10-11 to 1 metre,

accelerations from 10-10 to 10 metres s-2, and signal frequencies up to 30 Hz or more.

In short;, he can be asking for 220 d'R at 100 or more samples/second. 

In the very last few years, we have seen the breakthrough, firstly in the availabili

ty of magnetic cartridge recorders offering storage capacity of some 20 megabytes, then 

in solid-state stores (now past a megabytes and growing fast), and thirdly in video 

tape recorders (giving several hundred megabyte on a 3-hour casette, allowing for neces

sary redundancy). Now we have the digital-optical recorder (OOR) with software available 

to provide random access for 1,000 megabytes on each side of a disc. If we think of 

1 megabyte as half an hour of 3-component recording, we see the complete disc as holding 

42 station-days, and its average power conswnption (say 10 seconds at 750 watts :for each 

megabyte withdrawn from a solid-stete store) as about 4.2 watts per station. Thus we 

have both the incentive and the means of making the data content of each channel com

plete in itself, in a station which can easily be made independent of mains power supply. 
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4. Band-shapipg

On a log-log plot, the transfer function of the simple pendulum, connecting earth

velocity with mass displacement 1s contained within the familiar pattern of two slop

ing asymptotes and a horizontal tangent. We can shift either of the two corner frequen

cies or apply sharper filtering either in advance of primary recording or on playback. 

The bandwidth ove];' which we can apply the_se processes will be limited only to the e:x

tent to which the signals (earth motions) which interest us are detected with adequate 

linearity, at levels above the internal noise of the �ystem. 

Within these options, we have the choice of sharp cut-off "filtere" or broad-band 
"shaping" processors. These have quite different functions, as followsa 

4.1. Narrow-band filtering 

- Band rejection to reduce the impact of noise peaks (notably ocean microseisms) on

neighbouring parts of the spectrum.

- Band-pass, to limit the intake of broad-band noise when only a low level, narrow band

of the signal is of interest.

The noise levels in these categories are far below the maximum signal levels for 

which we must design the new generation of instruments, and the corresponding filtere 

therefore unnecessary in the primary recording stage. They are, indeed, basically 

unsuitable in relation to our target, in so far as they destroy the universatility of 

the record. 

4.2. Broad-band shapi.ng 

Broad-band shaping is used to fit expected marlmum signal levels into the dynamic 

range of the recording format. As the largest peak accelerations (and the easiest op

tions for avoiding background noise) occur at the high-frequency end of the spectral 

range, one will need to set the sensitivity to input at these frequencies carefully 

within the constraints (upper and lower limits of count, and sampling frequency) of thE 

record. At the long-period end, we may have large ground amplitudes from surface waves 

and earth tides and spurious effects from ther:ual expansion, creep and tilt. Response 

here must be limited if the short-period signals are not to be measured from an exces

sivel;y displaced baseline. 

Pew would now question the proposition that the optimum shape involves a band of 

high-frequency reduction (say velocity-flat for periods shorter than a few seconds) and 

of low-frequency reduction with a crossover point not much beyond 100 seconds period. 

These requirements can be met by adding the effects of the differential and the time 

integral of the transducer displacement signal to that of the direct input to the feed

back coil. The period ranges over which each of the three outputs dominate will be 

determined by their relative levels (BALLARD and WILLM0RE, 1980). We note further from 

the above publication that the integrated feedback is mathematically equivalent to a 

mec):lanical force, which could otherwise be applied to the mass by means of an au:xiliary 

spring or (in the horizontal case) by tilting the frame. Either of these processes, if 

applied as an isolated step function, would produce a long transient in the shaped out

put. One of the requirements for a clean response is, therefore, that the mechanical 
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input should be available in precisely controlled increments (as from a stepping motor) 
and offset by an equivalent reduction in the electrical centering force. 

5. Rfnamic range

We have accepted a target of some 220 dB of dynamic range in tbe level of earth
disturbance. We can detect motions at the lower limit of the input in open-loop opera
tion of our displacement transducer. Now we must apply feedback to reduce signal and 
noise levels at the input of our seismometer to the poin� at which the maximum trans
ducer displacements are within working range. An electromagnetic transducer will sup
port the weight of its magnet with a power input of the order of 10 W/kg and we can 
restrain the motion of our displacement transducer to about 0.25 mm/g if we apply enough 
feedback ·to push ·up the closed-loop frequency to about 32 Hz. So far. so good. 

0ur problems begin when we start thinking of the feedback loop and the A/D conversion 
process. If we thought of maximum voltage output as being constrained between limits of 
± 10 volts, which we would apply directly to the force transducer to give maximum sup
port of the mass, we would have to detect 10-10 volts at our digitizer input to provide
for the minimum signal. We could raise this to a working level by delivering the coil 
input through a high load resistance, but only at the cost of pushing up the maximum 
voltage in the same ratio. There will be further problems if we wish to shape the out
put by integration and differention, because we cannot build passive RC networks which 
will meet the frequency requirements with available component values. What we can do is 
to use available microcircuit elements to provide about 110 dB of signal-noise ratio 
(8-bit mantissa and 4-bit exponent) and accept that as an effective upper limit for the 
whole system. 

Fortunately, there is a way out by gain-ranging. If we set up variable sensitivity in 
the forward loop (either by changing the transducer drive or the voltage gain in the 
amplifier chain) and balance this by switching blocks of load resistance in or out of 
the feedback path, we can set up several ranges without altering the band-pass charac
teristic or the voltage range at the input to the digitiser. The simplest example is to 
note that rather severe 5-second microseisms (say 3 X 10-5 ms-2) are near the centre of
the decibel range of earth acceleration. The most sensitive range with a threshold of 

-10 -2 10 ms would be almost saturated, and the strong-motion range would barely detect
them. In such a situation, a range providing 55 dB above and below microseism level
could be the working norm.

6. Environmental stability

We have seen above that the key to high performance in small seismometers lies in
developing a high "Q" in the open loop, which in practice implies operating in an 
evacuated container. This requirement simultaneously removes problems of buoyancy and 
disturbance by convection currents, and can also slow down temperature fluctuations 
within the enclosure. 

The final requirement is to provide coupling to the ground over a sµfficiently ex
tended area to smooth out t�� �ffects of local inhomogeneities of the base. In a bore-
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hole, the use of a long, rigid pressure capsule meets the requirement. For vault or 
shallow-pit installations, one sees the advantage of packaging all three components in 
a single, fairly large .container. 

? • Conclusions 

(1) The basic technical problems for a miniatur11 seismometer capable of covering the
full range of amplitudes and periods of significant earth motions had been overcome by
1975. Thereafter, the remaining problems lay in the economics of storing digital data
andin the economic and psychological investment which was locked up in older systems.

(2) The prob�ems of digitisation and bulk data storage have been progressively solved
by the computer industry and we can now envisage a package of intermediate and long
term storage modules which could meet, at moderate cost, all the requirements for
prompt use and archival storage in a first-class observatory or network.

{3) Now that we have the means, we see great advantages in aiming for total coverage 
within each data track of the first-class system, without excluding the possibilit'y that 
specialised or auxiliary requirements might continue to be met by lass expensive or more 
portable equipment. 
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